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Introduction

The I3CP – Industrial and Infrastructure Investor Confidence Project was developing and introducing
energy efficiency project process standards and a certification scheme to reduce due diligence for
investors. The work was conducted with industry experts as well as an investor network ready to invest
1.5 billion EUR into energy efficiency projects. The I3CP initiative was born as an extension of the
previous success delivered by the H2020 ICPEU project.
I3CP has built upon the ICPEU which made the ICP system and concepts well known across the EU and
has increased its strong rooting on a country level with local high-level specialists and experts.
The Dissemination Plan (D3.1), delivered in M3 envisaged the dissemination of the project progresses
and results through both an EU-level and a regional approach. After the definition of the branding,
I3CP partners followed tailored but coordinated paths in order to maximise the impact. Both mass
communication and one-to-one/one-to-few approach have been adopted.
In this Final Dissemination Report (D3.2) the results of these continuous activities are presented.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
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1. ICP Steering groups

European Steering Group

The ICP European Steering Group advises ICP staff on programme development and deployment,
ensuring that products and services are market-ready and industry-relevant. During the I3CP project,
the partners engaged in recruiting members who are leaders in the field, in order to strengthen the
already existing European steering group and add expertise in industry, street lighting and district
energy. The group is represented by high-level stakeholders, with interest and expertise in the industry
and infrastructure sectors. The meetings took place online, to allow every member to join, and were
organised at least three times per year.
The role of the European Steering Group is to:
•

Provide strategic guidance to the project;

•

Provide advice and contacts to the project in the nature of an advisory board;

•

Ensure wide acceptance of the project concept and results by communicating the project
objectives and status to senior executives in their own organisations and companies in the
energy efficiency, property and finance industries;

•

Facilitate adoption of I3CP within their own organisations and companies.

The composition of the European steering group includes industry, country and financial
representations. New European Steering Group members joined during I3CP are marked in blue.

Table 1 – EU steering groups meetings
1

Meetings
st
1 steering group meeting
nd
2 steering group meeting
rd
3 steering group meeting
th
4 steering group meeting
th
5 steering group meeting
th
6 steering group meeting

1

st

nd

Date
May 2017
September 2017
November 2017
April 2018
June 2018
August 2018

Place
online
online
online
online
online
online

rd

1 , 2 and 3 European steering group meetings took place in January, March and April 2017 under ICPEU.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
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7 steering group meeting
th
8 steering group meeting
th
9 steering group meeting

October 2018
December 2018
February 2019

online
online
online

Table 2 – Composition of EU steering group (blue lines correspond to new I3CP members)

1. Stephen Hibbert, Global Head of Energy & Carbon Efficiency, ING Bank
2. Richard Braakenburg, Vice President, Green Investment Bank
3. Frédéric Brodach, Managing Partner, Serimus S.A.
4. Thomas Briault, Associate Director, ARUP
5. Dr. Peter Hug, Managing Director, eu.ESCO
6. Adrian Joyce, Secretary General, EuroACE
7. Laurent Kraif, CEO, EDF/ESCO, Électricité de France
8. Jorge Rodrigues de Almeida, Managing Director, RdA Climate Solutions
9. Stephen Barker, Head of Energy Efficiency & Environmental Care, Siemens
10. Charles Bradshaw-Smith, CEO, SmartKlub powered by E.ON
11. Oliver Rapf, Executive Director, Building Performance Institute of Europe
12. Peter Sweatman, President, Climate Strategy and Partners
13. Simon Hobday, Energy Partner, Osborne Clarke
14. Michael Jampel, Deputy Director – Energy Efficiency Deployment Office, United
Kingdom Department of Energy and Climate Change
15. Jean-Marc Alberola, Energy Strategy Leader, Airbus
16. Harry Verhaar, Head of Global Public & Government Affairs, Signify (formerly known
as Philips Lighting)
17. Steven L. Kukoda, Executive Director, International Copper Association
18. Rod Janssen, President, EEIP
19. Steven Fawkes, Senior Adviser ICP Europe

National Steering Groups

The national steering group committees are represented by experts and leaders in the industry,
infrastructure and street lighting sectors in 4 priority countries (Portugal, Austria, Bulgaria and United
Kingdom – for Germany the already proven most successful strategy has been to not have a steering
group but rather rely on 1:1 meetings and calls with market stakeholders). I3CP partners engaged,
from the very beginning of the project, in the strengthening of already existing national groups and
the recruitment of additional members, represented by various stakeholder groups, with a strong
interest in the industry and infrastructure sectors.
Besides being instrumental in successfully recruiting allies, their roles include:
•

Drive the dissemination efforts in each selected country;
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 754056. The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the authors. It
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•

Interact with stakeholders;

•

Engage with project developers and help recruit early adopters;

•

Represent I3CP within their own organisations and networks.

Table 3 – National steering groups composition by country

Country
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria
Austria

14
15
16
17
18
19

Country
2
Germany

N

Country
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal

N
1
2
3

Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal
Portugal

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2

National steering group by country
Representative
Company
Gottfried Lamers
BMNT (Austrian Federal Ministry for Sustainability and Tourism)
Judith Fellner
Boehringer Ingelheim RCV (pharmaceutical industry) (temporary)
Natalie Egreteau
Boehringer Ingelheim RCV (pharmaceutical industry) (temporary)
Christian Schützenhofer
Denkstatt & enertec (project developer)
Simon Moser
Energieinstitut JKU Linz (Energy Institute of JK University Linz)
Markus Steininger
ENGIE (project developer)
Klaus Bergsmann
ERSTE Bank (commercial bank)
Christian Kaltenegger
I-Invest (financing experts)
Andreas Nirnberger
ILF (project developer)
Theresia Vogel
Klima- und Energiefonds (Austrian Climate and Energy Funds)
Klaus Frühmann
Kommunalkredit Public Consulting (Federal Grant Authority)
Peter Engert
ÖGNI (Austrian Sustainable Buildings Council)
Walter Leiss
Österreichischer Gemeindebund (Association of Austrian
Municipalities)
Thomas Weninger
Österreichischer Städtebund (Association of Austrian Cities)
Guido Dernbauer
Österreichischer Städtebund (Association of Austrian Cities)
Peter Seidl
Raiffeisen Bank (commercial bank)
Heinz Mihatsch
SIEMENS (project developer)
Herbert Ritter
Stadt Wien – MA 20 (Energy Department of the City of Vienna)
Heinz Behacker
VBV Vorsorgekasse (pension fund)
National steering group by country
Representative
Company
***
***
National steering group by country
Representative
Company
Gorete Soares
ADENE – Agência para a Energia
Pedro Athouguia
Aon Risk Solutions
APESE – Associação Portuguesa das Empresas de Serviços de
Jorge Araújo
Energia
Luís Rêgo
BPI – Banco Português de Investimento
Bárbara Costa Pinto
BPI – Banco Português de Investimento
Joao Correia Bernardo
DGEG – Direção Geral de Energia e Geologia
Sofia Tavares
EDP Comercial
Jorge Leal
EDP Comercial
Miguel Marques da Silva
Engie Portugal
Traça de Almeida
ISR – Instituto de Sistemas e Robótica da Universidade de Coimbra
Carlos Patrão
ISR – Instituto de Sistemas e Robótica da Universidade de Coimbra
Paula Fonseca
ISR – Instituto de Sistemas e Robótica da Universidade de Coimbra
Bento Machado Aires
Ordem dos Engenheiros
Ricardo Martins
Signify (formerly known as Philips Lighting)
Paulo de Queiroz Valença Porto Vivo, SRU

No national steering group created in Germany. Bilateral interactions with the market were preferred.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
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Portugal
Portugal
Portugal

16
17
18

Country
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Bulgaria

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Country
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom
United Kingdom

N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Carlos Santos
Luís Hagatong
Francisco Cruz

RNAE – Rede Nacional de Agência de Energia e Ambiente
Schneider Electric
SIEMENS
National steering group by country
Representative
Company
Zdravko Georgiev
Sofia Energy Agency
Kiril Raichev
Alliance of Energy Efficiency, Energy Effect
Stanislav Andreev
Center for Energy Efficiency Eneffect
Tsevetomira Kulevska
Sustainable Energy Development Agency (AUER)
Emil Pashov
Bulgarian Energy Efficiency Fund
prof. Nikola Kaloyanov
Center for Energy Studies Technical University Sofia
Vladislava Georgieva
EE Expert
Teodora Stanisheva
National Trust Ecofund
Mihail Denkov
National Trust Ecofund
Yancho Panteleev
GGE Bulgaria
Hristo Hristov
Schneider Electric
Krasimir Brandiyski
EVN Bulgaria
Marko Markov
Econoler
Georgi Hambarov
Mondi Stambolijski
National steering group by country
Representative
Company
Ioannis Orfanos
BEIS
Stirling Habbitts
Triodos
Rupert Dixon
PIB Insurance
Rishi Madlani
Royal Bank of Scotland
Michael Bavington
DLL Group
Naghman Khan
Integrated Environmental Solutions
Tony Crane
Engie
Gilbert Alex
Transport for London
James Thomas
BDO
Barbier Kate
Dept for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
Chris Spicer
Turner & Townsend
David Mackey
Carbon and Energy Fund

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
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2. Stakeholder Networks

A. Ally network

The ICP Europe Ally Network provided valuable input and advice on the development and deployment
of the programs and products of ICP Europe. The following organisations showed interest in I3CP
concept and approach as well, and have agreed to support its goals, such as:
•

reducing energy efficiency projects performance risk;

•

lowering transaction costs;

•

increasing project demand.

The I3CP partners strengthened the already existing network (ICP Europe allies) by seeking interest
and engagement from additional stakeholders. 54 new allies were engaged (blue cells); thus 244
companies are now part of the ICP ally network. Annex 1 shows the full list with I3CP engagement
and description of allies.
Table 4 – I3CP ally network composition (new allies highlighted in blue)
N

Name

N

Name

1

2GO OUT CONSULTING

123

EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION
COMPANIES (EU.ESCO)

2

A TJF ECOENERGY SOLUTIONS

124

EVALOR

3

A.RAMALHAO

125

FACTOR4

4

ABE - ASSETS & BUILDING ENGINEERING

126

FERROVIAL SERVIÇOS

5

ABRAFO NEGAJOULE

127

FIRE - ITALIAN FEDERATION FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

6

ABUNDANCE

128

FUNDING FOR FUTURE

7

ACESE

129

FUTUREFIT

8

ADAPT

130

GEP ENVIRONMENTAL

9

ADELPHI

131

GINSBERG INTEGRATED SUSTAINABILITY

10

AECB

132

GO PARITY

11

AGENZIA PER L'ENEGIA DEL FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA

133

GREEN EVOLUTION

12

AINSTY RISK CONSULTING

134

GREEN INVESTORS

13

ALLIANCE FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

135

GREEN VALUE ASSOCIATES

14

ALPHEON ENERGY

136

GREEN WORLD

15

AMAGO

137

GROCAPITA

16

AMBER INFRASTRUCTURE

138

HELIOCENTRICA

17

AMERESCO, INC

139

HUBER DIXON INSURANCE SERVICES LTD

OF

ENERGY

SERVICE

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
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18

ANDREA MARITANO ENERGY CONSULTING

140

IMPIC

19

ANDREW COOPER CPEC

141

INDICE

20

AON

142

INFINITAS DESIGN

21

APEA

143

INSTITUTO ELECTROTÉCNICO PORTUGUÊS (IEP)

22

APPII

144

INTEGRA

23

AREAC

145

IRRADIARE

24

ARQUITECTMED

146

IRT

25

ARUP

147

ISGREEN LIGHT

26

ASL & ASSOCIADOS

148

ISQ

27

ASSET FACILITIES LIMITED

149

ISR-UNIVERSITY OF COIMBRA

28

ASSOCIATION OF ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL
AGENCIES (RNAE - NATIONAL NETWORK)

150

IVEES INDEPENDENT VERIFIERS

29

ATELIER ARCHITECTURA

151

JOTA 96

30

AUDITGREEN

152

JOULE ASSETS

31

AVENTIA CONSULTING

153

KEA

32

AXIA PARTNERS

154

KINGSPAN

33

BASE FOUNDATION

155

KLIMAPROTECT

34

BE

156

KLOUD ENGINEERING

35

BETTER

157

KONCEPT21

36

BG2E

158

KWIQLY

37

BGBC

159

LAVERY/PENNELL

38

BOA ENERGIA

160

LGF PARTNERS

39

BPIE - THE BUILDINGS PERFORMANCE INSTITUTE EUROPE

161

LIGHTENIJN

40

BRIGHTPATH TECHNOLOGY

162

LIVING WITH THINGS, LDA

41

BRIGHT VISION CONSULTING SERVICES

163

LLEDO

42

BRITISH ENERGY EFFICIENCY FEDERATION

164

LUMISPEC

43

BUILDING AND ENERGY CONSERVATION BUREAU (ESEB)

165

MAGNETIK VALUE

44

BUILDING SUSTAINABILITY LTD (BSL)

166

MANENS-TIFS

45

BUSINESS MATTERS

167

MASTERPLAN

46

CARBON CLEAR

168

MEDESCO

47

CARBON MINDED

169

MGD ENERGY SA

48

CARRIBEAN ENERGIES GROUP

170

MONDINI RUSCONI LAW FIRM

49

CEF - THE CARBON AND ENERGY FUND

171

MPW

50

CES ENERGY

172

N40Âº-W8Âº, LDA

51

CIMCAVADO

173

NE NOMISMA ENERGIA

52

CIMRL - THE INTERMUNICIPAL COMMUNITY OF LEIRIA
REGION

174

NUNO STROTHMANN & RIBEIRO

53

CITYSERVICESLAB

175

NUUKA SOLUTIONS

54

CLEANTECH LEASING

176

ONUR ENERJI

55

CLIMATE STRATEGY

177

PIGREEN

56

COE - CO2 ESTATES LIMITED

178

PLMJ - SOCIEDADE DE ADVOGADOS, SP, RL

57

COFELY

179

PLUS ULTRA ASSET MANAGEMENT GMBH

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
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58

COLMEIA TECHNIK

180

POLISH GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL

59

COMAT SPA

181

PORTO VIVO

60

CONDOMINIO SOLAR

182

PORTUGUESE
TECHNOLOGY
CONSTRUCTION

61

CONFORFLUIDE

183

POSITIVE ENERGY

62

CONNECTED ENERGY

184

PRELIOS INTEGRA

63

CONTAWATT

185

PROCIFISC

64

CREARA

186

PROEL GÁS, LDA

65

CREESC - THE CENTRE FOR RESOURCES IN ENERGY
EFFICIENCY AND CLIMATE CHANGE

187

PROF. ENG. VASCO PEIXOTO DE FREITAS, LDA

66

CROATIA GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL

188

PU EUROPE

67

CUT POWER

189

PURE LEAPFROG

68

DAVAMIA

190

QES

69

DECARBON CAPITAL

191

RACIUS ENGENHARIA

70

DENKSTATT

192

RDA - CLIMATE SOLUTIONS

71

DF3 STUDIO

193

REN ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

72

DRAXIS ENVIRONMENTAL S.A.

194

RENESCO

73

DRIVER TRETT

195

RES INVEST

74

E.ON

196

REVAL CROWDINVESTING

75

E2

197

REVEST UK

76

E4S

198

ROMANIA GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL (ROGBC)

77

ECOINSIDE

199

RR ENERGY SOLUTIONS, LDA

78

ECOMERCHANT

200

S.C ENERGY-SERV SRL

79

ECONOMIC ENERGY

201

S.ENERGIA

80

ECOPROSPERITY CAPITAL LTD

202

S317 CONSULTING

81

ECROWD INVEST

203

SCT CONSULTING

82

EDIFICIOS SAUDAVEIS

204

SEA SERVIZI ENERGIA AMBIENTE SRL

83

EEIP

205

SEFAIRA

84

EEVS INSIGHT

206

SELF ENERGY ENGINEERING & INNOVATION S.A.

85

EGNIDA

207

SERVELECT

86

EMTEP

208

SGS

87

EMVC SOLUTIONS

209

SHEPHERD + WEDDERBURN

88

ENACE

210

SI CAPITAL PROVATE EQUITY

89

ENCRAFT

211

SIEMENS

90

ENEFFECT (CENTER FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY)

212

SMARTKLUB

91

ENERCA

213

SMARTPROCESS

92

ENER.CO

214

SMARTWATT

93

ENERDURA

215

SOFENA

94

ENEREFFICIENCY

216

SOLIDIGOS

95

ENERGAIA

217

SOMMERKELLER12

96

ENERGEST

218

SOUTH POLE GROUP

97

ENERGIA EM CONSERVA

219

SOVESTÃ¡RIA SA

PLATFORM

FOR
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98

ENERGIEDIENSTLEISTUNGEN RHEIN-NECKAR GMBH (ERN)

220

SPICE3

99

ENERGINEERING SOLUTIONS

221

SRS ADVOGADOS

100

ENERGINVEST

222

SURESENSE TECHNOLOGIES LTD

101

ENERGISE

223

SUSI PARTNERS

102

ENERGOPROJEKT - KATOWICE S.A.

224

TCL ENERGY

103

ENERGY CONSULTING

225

TEBODIN

104

ENERGY EFFECT JSC

226

TELLES

105

ENERGY ELEPHANT LTD

227

THE ARCHITECT NOW

106

ENERGY INSTITUTE HRVOJE POZAR

228

THE CROWD

107

ENERGY SERVICES

229

THE IRISH GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL

108

ENERGY SOLUTIONS'

230

THE ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND

109

ENERGYDECK

231

TILIA

110

ENERGYNET

232

TURKECO CONSTRUCTION AND ENERGY INC

111

ENERGYPRO

233

UNIVERSITY OF
ENGINEERING

112

ENERINVEST

234

URBANVOLT

113

ENERIT

235

VERCO

114

ENERSOLAR

236

VERDABELO

115

ENERTIKA

237

VESTA CONSEIL FINANCE

116

ENGIE UK

238

VIRTUAL POWER SOLUTIONS

117

ENVECON

239

WEARESTARTING SRL

118

EREBUS ENVIRONMENT

240

WTEM, LDA- WORLD TECHNOLOGIES & ENERGIES

119

ESCOROM

241

XZ CONSULTORES S.A.

120

ETS

242

YMPACT

121

EUROPEAN HOUSE SKOPJE

243

ZERO CARBON

122

EUROPE REGIONAL NETWORK OF THE WORLD GREEN
BUILDING COUNCIL

244

ZESCO

ZAGREB

-

FACULTY

OF

CIVIL

B. Investor network

The ICP Investor Network gathers energy efficiency investors who recognise the benefit of industry,
district energy and street lighting best practice and standardised energy efficiency project delivery (in
addition to the buildings’ network, created during ICPEU).
Members of the network support the use of the ICP Protocols and standardising system due to their
increase of confidence in project performance while reducing due diligence-related transaction costs.
I3CP strengthened and widened the investor network already created by the ICPEU project:
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•

to foster the awareness of I3CP’s work among them,

•

to enable the adoption of the IREE™ Certification by investors and

•

to help project developers, building owners, and others seeking project financing getting in
touch with the Energy Efficiency investment community.

As of October 2019, there are 26 firms in the ICP investor network. The full list is shown below. New
ICP Investor Network members gathered throughout the I3CP are marked blue. More details available
in the Financial Sector Engagement Report (D5.4).

Table 5 – Investor network composition

INVESTOR NETWORK
N

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Alex Betts
Alex Gilbert
Hélder Baptista
Sissy Windisch
David Mackey
Mike Luxon
Gerrit Krebber
Jonny Page
Emil Pashov
lada Strelnikova
Nuno Brito Jorge
Rick Gambetta
Eduardo Brunet
Luis Almeida
Roberto Castiglioni
Jessica Stromback
David Harris
Paul Leitao
David Time
Rishi Madlani
Rupert Dixon
Matteo Andreoletti
Ruperto Unzué
Paul Kearney
Jacco Minnaar
Carlo Allevi

Company
Adaxia Capital Partners
Amber Infrastructure
Amener - Eficiência Energética, S.A.
bettervest GmbH
Carbon and Energy Fund
CleanTech Leasing
CUT POWER AG
Cyan Finance
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Sources Fund
European Energy Efficiency Fund
GoParity
Greencrowd Partnership LLP
Greenward Finance SL
Grow Energy
Ingenious Infrastructure
Joule Assets Europe
Menhaden Capital plc
Mercurio Capital Ltd
Munich RE (HSB)
NatWest
PIB Limited
Smart City Infrastructure Fund (Whitehelm Capital)
SUMA CAPITAL
SUSI Partners AG
Triodos Bank
WeAreStarting SRL

C. Technical Forums and Focus Groups

I3CP technical forums and Focus Groups are leading technical advisory groups that assisted the ICP
technical staff in the development and maintenance of the ICP Protocols. A forum is an open
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attendance and transparent group that met periodically via webinar. It incorporates a broad range of
interests, input, and skills in this diverse marketplace.
Three forums were organised according to sector: 1. Industry; 2. District Energy; 2. Street Lighting.
Table 6 – Number of experts in Technical Expert forums

1. Industry
105 experts have joined the I3CP technical forum industry
Full list in Annex 2.
2. District Energy
68 experts have joined the I3CP technical forum district energy
Full list in Annex 3.
3. Street Lighting
89 experts have joined the I3CP technical forum street lighting
Full list in Annex 4.

Focus groups
Table 7 – I3CP Focus Group (Industry)

Industry Focus Group
N

Name

Company

Country

1

Andreas Karner

Conplusultra

Austria

2

Clemens Rohde

Fraunhofer ISI

Germany

3

Ettore Piantoni

Comat SPA

Italy

4

Erik Gudbjerg

Yourenergy

Denmark

5

Jose Javier Roman

Smarteec

Spain

6

Pedro Lima

CC Energia

Portugal

7

Remy Naude

AETS Consultants

France

8

Stephen Barker

Siemens

United Kingdom

9

Zdravko Georgiev

Sofena

Bulgaria

Table 8 – I3CP Focus Group (District Energy)

District Energy Focus Group
N

Name

Company

Country

1

Alex Midlen

Plymouth City Council

United Kingdom

2

Arto Nuorkivi

DH Consultant

Finland

3

John Bryant

Association for Decentralized Energy

United Kingdom

4

Lily Riahi

United Nations

/
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5

Magnus Foged

Focus Group Chair

Denmark

6

Miguel Silva

Engie

France

7

Paul Voss

Euroheat

/

Table 9 – I3CP Focus Group (Street Lighting)

Street Lighting Focus Group
N

Name

Company

Country

1

Georgios Paissidis

Stilvi

Greece

2

Inés Simon

Soningeo

Spain

3

Margaret Newman

ARUP

US

4

Miguel Mattos

iSete

Portugal

5

Elizabeth Compitello

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission

US

D. PDs – Project Developer networks

Project Developers are experts who have been trained and whose credentials and references
have been vetted and validated by the Investor Confidence Project. They represent the only
firms who are authorised to develop certified ICP Investor Ready Energy EfficiencyTM projects
for their clients and investors. At this point, ICP providers can be trusted by owners, investors,
and others to possess the necessary credentials and experience to develop quality energy
efficiency projects that conform to the ICP Protocols. During I3CP, 48 experts have joined the
project developer network of which 9 have joined both, the industry & district energy as well
as the street lighting network.

Table 10 – Number of experts for PDs network

Industry & District Energy
36 experts have joined as project developers for industry and district energy during I3CP.
Full list in Annex 5.
Street Lighting
21 experts have joined as project developers for street lighting during I3CP.
Full list in Annex 6.
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E. QAAs – Quality Assurance Assessor networks

The QAA network includes experts who have been approved as ICP Quality Assurance Assessors (QAA).
ICP QAAs have been vetted for required experience, trained in the ICP System, and are authorised to
provide an independent third-party review of projects seeking the Investor Ready Energy Efficiency™
certification. A total of 34 QAAs have been approved. Of these 34, 9 experts have been approved for
both.

Table 11 – Number of experts for QAAs network

Industry & District Energy
29 experts have joined as quality assurance assessors for industry and district energy during I3CP.
Full list in Annex 7.
Street Lighting
14 experts have joined as quality assurance assessors for street lighting during I3CP.
Full list in Annex 8.
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3. Conferences, Workshops, Events, Webinars

A. I3CP own event at Hannover Messe 2018

At the industry fair Hannover Messe (23-27 April 2018, Germany), I3CP partners presented I3CP
throughout the entire fair via an own stand and two own events (ENG, GER) using innovative mobile
virtual reality communication approach.
The event – with the title “Energy transition goes virtual: the ICP project” – has been developed with
both a physical and a virtual conception. Starting with an “off-line” introduction, participants with VR
headsets then moved into the virtual world to follow the presentation. A live stream from the virtual
environment into the “off-line” world (big screen at event forum) allowed visitors without VR headsets
to follow the presentation on the outside “real” screen.
The new and unexpected approach delivered the planned awareness and excitement: the mobile VR
“hook” was also leveraged at the booth through a video recording of the event showing the
presentation while avatars (attendees) moved around.
Figure 1 - Audience at I3CP VR event
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Organisational structure and operational overview
Table 12 – Organisation I3CP at HM18

LOGISTICS
The logistical preparation for the participation as
exhibitor started in January 2018, while the
preparation for the first and second event took place
from February until mid-April, with a final test during
the first half of April.

MARKETING
The marketing materials have been prepared in March
2018, while the communication campaign was run
during week 14, 15 and 16, besides the
communications during the week at Hannover Messe
and the follow up conversations afterwards.

VR APPLICATION
The preparation of the VR environment, provided by
the US-based company Hyperfair, started in January
2018, but the environment had already been developed
by EEIP in the year 2016 when EEIP started to explore
VR. The updates and adaptation for the event ended at
the beginning of April, while the organisation of the
registration process and its tests took place in late
March-mid April.
TECHNICALITIES
The VR headsets have been evaluated during Q1-2018
and designed and ordered in the second half of March,
while their trial has been scheduled for the first half of
April.

Attendees
The number of mobile VR participants was a priori fixed to 50 per event (available mobile VR headsets)
with approximately 200 participants following the “offline” presentation.
Attendees came from various sectors within the target audience for I3CP: 43% of the participants were
from energy service sector (consulting, engineering, contractors, ESCOs – the core target group for
I3CP), while 17% came from the R&D and academic area; 14% came from the supplier sector, more
specifically from the electrical field (motors, batteries, cables, lighting – the secondary target group
for I3CP), 14% from the software/data and telecom business. 12% came from various other sectors
of less relevance for I3CP.

Marketing, media and promotions

A wide range of marketing materials has been employed throughout the months, and their
use has contributed to the successful results of the marketing activities. Reach and coverage
figures showed the high awareness generation of the marketing campaign achieved for I3CP.
The campaign made use of printed material, distributed before the event, promotional
messages on newsletter, website and throughout the EEIP global social media network, in
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addition to promotional pages and articles on the Hannover Messe and Hyperfair website,
blogs and social media.

Printed material
Figure 2 - I3CP event rack card at HM18 (online usage)

The printed material, as part of the marketing plan,
was conceived to be used and distributed during
the Hannover Messe trade fair. It included
brochures, event rack cards, EEBI magazines, ICP
roll-up and ICP information flyers. Particularly the
eye-catching rack cards, in a small but practical size,
were heavily used as they included information
about the event, the I3CP project, the registration

process and the credentials for accessing the virtual environment.

Media coverage
The event had a wide and extensive media coverage, both in the pre-, during and post phases, and
highlighted the new perspective in which energy finance was dealt with. Hannover Messe itself
engaged in promoting the event in March and April, with articles on its website about the organisation
and the VR event in particular. The Red Carpet Route, a private tour organised by Hannover Messe,
scheduled a stop at the I3CP booth, during which Juergen Ritzek could present the VR application
linked to the ICP project. Media coverage was achieved also through Hyperfair´s social media channels
and blogs and promoted the event throughout the month; all these in addition to the support provided
by all the I3CP partner social media followers.

Online engagement
72 activities – 4,250 engagements – 111,703 reach
Using the entire social media presence of all I3CP partners and supporters, e.g. Hannover Messe,
Hyperfair, I3CP was able to reach more than 100K while communicating about this new vision and
solution for energy finance, and to embark on the I3CP project in a different and innovative way.
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B. ICP Investor Days

The project team organised with great success two Investor Days events, in London (September 2018)
and Porto (October 2019) following the success of the several Investor Days events organised during
the ICPEU project. These events aimed to promote the project developments, boosted the use of
IREETM certification and promoted the main achievements of the project. The events included several
SG members (e.g., Banco BPI; Schneider Electric; EDP), the main stakeholders in the energy efficiency
sector and many Investor Network Members. The term and idea of “Investor Days” became highly
associated with ICP, as a high-quality event for networking between investors and project promoters
and also for presenting new methods to ease energy efficiency financing.

C. I3CP presentations

Besides the own I3CP event at Hannover Messe 2018, and Investor Days, project partners actively
engaged in taking part in both online (e.g. webinars) and live (e.g. conferences, workshops) events
and in presenting the project to a variety of audiences from the very beginning.
Total number of events in which I3CP was presented from May 2017 until October 2019: 82 events.
Total number of participants: 11,272
Attendance by major sectors:
•

Industry – 36%

•

Policy – 27%

•

Investors – 25%

•

Media – 11%

•

Scientific community – 1%

Figure 3 - I3CP events (presentation – audience)

I3CP presentations
attendance major sectors
11% 1%

industry
36%

25%

policy
investors

Full list in Annex 9.

media
27%

scientific community
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D. I3CP participation

In addition to active presentations, I3CP partners engaged on behalf of the project during several
events all around Europe.
Total number of events in which I3CP partners participated: 69 events.
Total number of participants:
Figure 4 - I3CP events (participation - audience)

29,463
Attendance by major sectors:
•

Industry – 30%

•

Policy – 27%

•

Investors – 23%

•

Media – 16%

•

Scientific community –
4%

I3CP PARTICIPATION
attendance major sectors
16%

4%
30%

Policy
Investors

23%

Full list in Annex 10.

Industry

Media
27%

Scientific community
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4. I3CP Webinars and Trainings

I3CP webinars delivered, including partner webinars: 46 (incl. online training modules)
Attendees: 1113
For details, see tables below

A. Announcement webinars (5x)
Table 13 - I3CP Announcement webinars

Date

Title

Partners involved

27.06.2017

Introduction to ICP for industry, street lighting and
district energy
How the Investor Confidence Project (ICP) is
breaking down the barriers to energy efficiency
investment in Europe
Presentation of The Investor Confidence Project
How the Investor Confidence Project is breaking
down barriers to investments into energy efficiency
street lighting projects
How the Investor Confidence Project is breaking
down barriers to investments into energy efficiency
industry projects

06.12.2017

06.12.2017
28.06.2018

10.07.2018

Verco/RdA

N.
registrations
79

N.
attendees
41

Verco/RdA

130

39

EP/GRESB
RdA/INZEB

130
75

39
32

RdA/INZEB

45

20

N.
registrations
8
59
39
58
42
12
13
46
5
43
4
17

N.
attendees
6
39
23
41
22
12
11
29
5
26
4
10

B. Technical forum webinars (15x)
Table 14 - I3CP Technical Forum webinars

Date

Title

Partners involved

05.09.2017
14.09.2017
24.10.2017
25.10.2017
29.11.2017
09.01.2018
09.01.2018
16.01.2018
06.02.2018
15.02.2018
27.02.2018
28.02.2018

ICP for Industry Focus Group meeting
ICP for Industry Technical Forum #1
ICP for Industry Focus Group meeting
ICP for Industry Technical Forum #2
ICP for Industry Technical Forum #3
First ICP for Street Lighting Focus Group Meeting
First ICP for District Energy Focus Group Meeting
ICP for Street Lighting Technical Forum #1
2nd ICP for Street Lighting Focus Group Meeting
ICP for Street Lighting Technical Forum #2
ICP for District Energy Focus Group Meeting
ICP for District Energy Technical Forum #2

Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
Verco/RdA
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13.03.2018
Third Street Lighting Focus Group Meeting
Verco/RdA
14.03.2018
ICP Street Lighting Protocol Launch
Verco/RdA
25.04.2018
ICP for District Energy Technical Forum – Protocol Verco/RdA
Launch

7
57
33

15
28
10

N.
registrations

N.
attendees

C. PD and QAA training courses (24x)
Table 15 - I3CP Training courses/webinars

Date

Title

Partners involved

Country

Format

27.04.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

111

69

09.05.2018

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

65

33

17.07.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

99

60

18.07.2018

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

53

32

11.09.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

89

52

12.09.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco

UK [Veolia]

Face
Face

10

10

13.09.2018

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

47

20

02.10.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco/RdA/FIRE

Italy [FIRE]

Face
Face

to

76

76

23.10.2018

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA/FIRE

Italy [FIRE]

Face
Face

to

66

38

23.10.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

RdA

Portugal
[cogen]

Face
Face

to

27

25

01.11.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco/RdA/INZEB

Greece [INZEB]

Webinar

80

41

02.11.2018

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA/INZEB

Greece [INZEB]

Webinar

55

17

20.11.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

77

40

22.11.2018

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA

EU

Webinar

30

14

30.11.2018

Industry and Energy Supply

RdA

Portugal
[Ferrovial]

Face
Face

to

4

3

23.01.2019

Street Lighting

RdA

Portugal
[CIMDouro]

Face
Face

to

3

3

11.01.2019

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA/INZEB

Greece [INZEB]

Webinar

8

7

14.02.2019

Street Lighting

RdA

Spain [ANESE]

Face
Face
Online

to
+

21

8

14.02.2020

Industry and Energy Supply

RdA

Spain [ANESE]

Face
Face
Online

to
+

21

19

19.02.2019

Street Lighting

RdA

Portugal
[AdEPorto]

Face
Face

to

2

1

to
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15.03.2019

Industry and Energy Supply

Denkstatt BG

Bulgaria
[Bulgarian
Chamber
Engineers
investment
design]

15.05.2019

Industry and Energy Supply

Verco/RdA/EnergyPro

France
[Greenflex]

04.07.2019

Street Lighting

Verco/RdA

Greece
[Resinvest]

Industry and Energy Supply

Bulgaria
Utilities magazine and [Utilities
Face
Sofia University
magazine and Face
Sofia University]

01.08.2019

of Face
in Face

to

40

28

Webinar

9

9

Webinar

2

6

20

20

to

D. Online training modules (2x)
Table 16 - I3CP Online Training modules

Title

Link

N. registrations

N. attendees

ICP Training on Industry and
Energy Supply Protocols
ICP Training on Street
Lighting Protocol

https://icpeurope.wistia.com/medias/2dndjfxdq5

28

28

https://icpeurope.wistia.com/medias/3x66y9oo04

2

2
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5. Communication activities

A. Website

http://europe.eeperformance.org/
According to the dissemination strategy, the I3CP website, representing a key medium for the project,
was built as a set of additional features added to the already existing ICPEU website. A series of
updates have been undertaken in order to integrate the I3CP concept to the ICPEU one. Updates
included information about industry and infrastructure. The objective was to present ICP as one
accreditation and certification brand for the whole of industry, infrastructure, and the built
environment. This is considered important for the overall ICP brand – it is important to have one clear
brand and avoid proliferation. The brand and system is ICP – with Protocols for buildings (developed
under the Horizon 2020 funded project ICPEU), and Protocols for Industry & Energy Supply and Street
Lighting (developed under the Horizon 2020 funded project I3CP). Modifications included specific
sections of Industry, District Energy, and Street Lighting, changes in the language used and information
on the core team, to allow users to go directly to their sector of interest.
Specific actions included:
a) addition of “about” in ICP Europe pull-down menu.
Figure 5 - I3CP website (a)

b) description of origins of ICP (US/Europe Buildings), description of what project partners were
doing under I3CP.
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Figure 6 - I3CP website (b)

c) creation of a “news” section to be shown as the latest “brief announcement”, revision of the
country pages to mention industry & infrastructure as well as buildings (ICPEU).
Figure 7 - I3CP website (c)

User-friendly navigation, a clear sense of the customer, sensitivity to needs, positive customer
touchpoints, and effectively presented information were key for the updates. During the project, the
website acted as an information and motivation hub for I3CP’s objectives to increase investment flow
into the energy efficiency industry.

Table 17 - I3CP website data (May 2017 / Oct 2019)

Website
Total number of page views since May 2017

29.342

Total number of unique visits since May 2017

13.105

Average Pages Per unique visit since May 2017

2.074
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B. Social media

Social media activities represented strength in I3CP outreach, and focussed more on engagement than
on mere communication, thus following a two-way approach instead than a one-way. Social media
target groups included investors and lenders, energy efficiency project developers, project owners
and policy makers, besides the general public. The set of various accounts across multiple social media
channels led the creation of a dynamic social cluster, reflecting the extension from ICPEU to I3CP. The
social engagement has been driven on a horizontal and a vertical level by all partners.
Horizontal activities to increase the reach beyond I3CP partner account followers has been conducted
through the use of selected hashtags. Main ones are shown below - #ICPEurope has been defined as
the minimal standard to use.

Table 18 - I3CP social media hashtags

Hashtags / mentions
Core
Other
Finance
Technologies
General

#ICPEurope @icpeurope
#EEFIG #H2020 @H2020EE
#sustainablefinance
#districtenergy #districtheating #heatpumps #energyrecovery #electricmotors #compressors
#chp #cogeneration #heatrecovery #wasteheat #lighting #LED #streetlighting
#energymanagement #ISO50001 #energyefficiency #heat #energytransition #energyaudit

Vertical activities have been conducted by identifying and inviting more engaged users or users whose
engagement benefitted the communities. Main approach was tagging identified stakeholders, key
opinion formers and multipliers directly in social media messages to encourage engagement (e.g. likes,
shares, comments) representing one of the pillars of I3CP communication and dissemination strategy.
For both activities, diverse formats and structures of information and messages have been used:
illustrations/infographics, photographs, events, visuals. Generally, social media represented a
common layer to all I3CP activities: event presenters, organisers, partners were provided with social
media support, in order to maintain full engagement of social community and provide a diversity of
content for social media channels.
Different social media channels have been used, depending on the content and on the message:
•

Twitter (primary) represented the primary source of information and the most efficient in
delivering engagement.

•

LinkedIn (primary) worked well for business, market, case studies.
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•

Facebook (secondary) has been mostly used for posts with visuals and the promotion of
events.

•

Google+ (secondary) data was not gathered due to the shutdown of this service for business
users and consumers on April 2, 2019.

Twitter
Together with LinkedIn, Twitter channels represented the primary source of information for I3CP
stakeholders and the general public on social media.
Two types of channels have been used, in order to increase and diversify the audience.
1. Company channels;
2. Personal channels.
The parameters considered are the number of followers of the account, the number of tweets
considered as own organic tweets (no-retweets), the number of engagement actions (including likes,
clicks, retweets and replies) and number of impressions. The totality of the accounts’ followers
(project, company and personal) was higher than 100,000. More than 500 own organic tweets have
led to almost 8000 engagement activities and 1Mio+ impressions. Below details per channel.
Table 19 - I3CP Twitter analytics
Name
EEIP
EnergyEfficiency Fin
EEEnergyManagemen
t
Industrial Heat
EnergyEfficiency IoT
VR4Energy
EEIP
Energy In Demand
Andreas Lindinger

@GreenCogEU
@EEFinancing
@EEIPEnMg

EEIP
EEIP
EEIP

Company
Company
Company

40,758
11,841
14,555

91
180
68

N.
3
engagement
1,394
3,938
340

@GreenHeatEU
@IoTIndustry
@VR4Energy
@Energiewende_EU
@EnergyDemand
@lindinger

Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Personal

17,617
255
2,737
1,704
10,271
2,842

18
1
10
19
30
34

129
8
39
70
240
506

30,453
1,800
10,220
16,942
27,269
47,425

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

@jorge_rda

Personal

386

140

1,320

170,570

TOTAL

-

EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EiD
Denkstatt
GmbH
(Andreas
Lindinger)
Jorge
Rodrigues
de Almeida
-

102,966

591

7984

1,025,923

3

Handle

Owner

-

Type

N. followers

N. tweets

N.
impressions
196,212
442,944
82,088

Likes, clicks, retweet, replies
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LinkedIn
Together with Twitter, LinkedIn (another primary channel) has been one of the social networks most
leveraged. Both project and company channels have been employed for the creation of a content hub
with more details. This could then be used to maximise the reach of trusted personal networks of I3CP
partners. Below the list of project/company accounts for I3CP communication and dissemination
actions.
Table 20 - I3CP LinkedIn
Name

Link

Investor Confidence Project
Energy Efficiency in Industrial Processes – EEIP
RdA Climate Solutions

Owner

[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]

EP/RdA
EEIP
RdA

Type
Company
Company
Company

As an example you can find two LinkedIn articles published by the Project Director, Jorge Rodrigues
de Almeida, [here] and [here].
Facebook
Facebook activities have been employed by I3CP partners in a less extensive way (secondary channel).
EEIP and Denkstatt Bulgaria accounts were used reaching to more than 4000 followers, mainly
because Facebook has a much higher business importance in Eastern European countries compared
to the rest of Europe. 35 posts have led to 500 engagements and a reach of 5000 (FB reach equals
Twitter impression definition). Below details of the activities.
Table 21 - I3CP Facebook analytics

Name
Energy
Efficiency
Processes – EEIP
Denkstatt Bulgaria

Link
in

Industrial

TOTAL

[Click here]

EEIP

Company

3243

N.
post
30

[Click here]

Denkstatt
Bulgaria
-

Company

1184

5

167

1440

-

4427

35

497

4920

-

Owner

Type

Followers

N.
4
engagement
330

N.
reach
3480

Google+
Despite the initial consideration of Google+ as a relevant social media for I3CP, its shut down by Google
on April 2nd, 2019 forced the consortium to abandon it while preferring other networks. Therefore, no
data up to April 2019 could have been collected.

4

Likes, comments, shares, more
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C. Specific social network activities
During the duration of the I3CP, two mini social media campaigns have been planned and
implemented.

Launch of I3CP at EUSEW 17
The first social media campaign has been organised for the launch of I3CP taking place during the EU
Sustainable Energy Week 2017 (June), which has been acting strategically as an “anchor-event”. It
allowed to reach out to public authorities, private companies, NGOs, consumers, SMEs, among others.
During this week, project partners joined live-tweeting and sent multiple messages about I3CP leading
to the following results.

Duration: week 25/26 2017
Channels: Twitter, LinkedIn, website & newsletters
Audience reached: 330,000
Communication content: announcements, blogs, I3CP images
Key hashtag: #ICPeurope
Visibility (no of impression reached by I3CP consortium and external accounts/activities, e.g. via
European Commission): 1,3 Mio

By channel:
Table 22 - I3CP launch at EUSEW17

1.
•
•
•
2.
•
3.
•
4.
•

Twitter
Number of tweets including retweets: 144
Reach: 312,018
Impressions: 1,289,466
LinkedIn
Impressions: 2,921
Newsletter
Reach: 14,336
Blog
Launch blog post & “call for engagement” blog post
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Figure 9 - I3CP analytics EUSEW17

Figure 8 - Example EEIP twitter posts at EUSEW17

“Energy transition goes virtual: the ICP project” at Hannover Messe 2018
A second successful mini social media campaign was planned and implemented on the occasion of
Hannover Messe 2018 events. Before, during and after the events (wk 14-18, 2018), effective social
media activities have been carried out.

The social media channels used for the campaign included Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn channels.
A total number of 72 activities were carried out on I3CP social media channels, with 4,250 engagement
actions and a reach of 111,703. The details per channel are presented below.
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#ICPEurope has been the hashtag most used; however, for the occasion, #EEIPvirtual and #HM18 have
been employed as well for all three social platforms.
•

Twitter – Twitter account used for native tweets are @GreenCogEU @EEFinancing
@GreenHeatEU @EEIPEnMg @VR4Energy @IoTIndustry @Energiewende_EU. The total reach
potential through the communication activities on all these channels together adds up to
more than 90,000 followers.

•

LinkedIn – EEIP company page and company group (Energy Finance) have been used during
the campaign. Together, these accounts reached the entire spectrum of relevant target
groups such as energy, engineering, manufacturing and utilities.

•

Facebook – Facebook has been used less to share technical information but photos and videos
from events.

•

Other channels used for the campaign included EEIP website (e.g. used for the promotion of
the two presentations, as a dedicated page for registration was set up), EEIP monthly
newsletter and ad-hoc support from entire I3CP partner social media accounts, newsletter
and websites.

D. Publications: online & offline

Media coverage and press releases
I3CP partners engaged from the very Figure 10 - Media coverage (grographical level)
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published by project partners in several online and printed magazines. A full list of articles published
can be found in Annex 11.
In addition to press magazines and websites, press releases have been published during the duration
of the project.
Table 23 - I3CP press releases

Date
07.2017

Place
London

07.2017

Porto

01.2019

Vienna/L
ondon
Porto

04.2019

Title
ICP Expands the Investor Ready Energy Efficiency™ Certification to Industry, District
Energy and Street Lighting
ICP Expande a Certificação Investor Ready Energy Efficiency™ à Indústria, Iluminação
Pública e Redes Urbanas de Calor e Frio
Austrian community catering supplier GOURMET leads the way in energy efficiency with
first European industry project certified by the Investor Confidence Project
As formações do Investor Confidence Project (ICP) Europe estão agora disponíveis ondemand.

Annex/Link
12
13
14
15

IEA report
I3CP has been highlighted in the latest IEA report (2019), stating that “The Investor Confidence Project
(ICP), which brings together investors from Europe and North America, provides standardised
protocols, training and certification designed to de-risk and scale up investments in energy efficiency
projects (ICP, 2019). A similar effort, Asset Class Energy Efficiency (ACE), aims to provide structure and
tools for efficiency investments in Germany, based on the methodology developed by the ICP (Schinck
et al., 2018)”. Link to full report here.

Blogs

I3CP consortium
During the period May 2017 to October 2019, all project partners engaged in disseminating I3CP
information, progress and results by publishing blog entries and spreading them on social media and
websites. 54 blogs were published during the 30 months of the project. The graphic below shows the
distribution over the years covered. Full list including links in Annex 16.
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Figure 11 - I3CP blogs (yearly coverage)

I3CP blogs (consortium)
15%

2017

37%

2018
2019
48%

External
I3CP project partner networks engaged in disseminating project progress and results as well.

Table 24 - I3CP blogs (external companies)

Date
19.11.2018
07.03.2019
24.8.2018

Company
FIRE blog
FIRE blog
EnerGbg

Title
L’accesso ai fondi di investimento dei progetti di efficienza energetica
Finanziare l’efficienza energetica
5
Първата акредитация ICP

Link
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]

Newsletters
A continuous stream of newsletter articles

Figure 12 - I3CP network newsletter (year)
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6. Communication material

Promotional materials have increased I3CP brand presence as well as project visibility and
understanding of the message among target audiences. Specific attention has been paid to the final
use of each physical and virtual item developed, with the intentional purpose of causing memory
associations. In addition to the Protocols – written with inputs from all stakeholders (= “by the
industry”) – project partners developed a set of different materials which have been employed for
communication and dissemination purposes during the whole duration of the project and which will
be available even after its end.
Depending on the aim, materials have been divided into:
A. Online – all material which are available online and which were used for social and web
communication and dissemination;
B. Printed – available both online and printed, this material was employed in face-to-face
occasions (e.g. one-to-one meetings, conferences, trade fair);
C. Offline – all physical material (not printed but produced) which served as a medium for
communication and dissemination actions;
D. Videos – used to better convey the message;
E. VR – virtual reality – this innovative channel has been employed to better attract the
attention of the audience during the trade fair and the presentations at Hannover Messe
2018;
F. Presentations – to let stakeholders better understand the I3CP concept by using graphic
messages; presentations have been mostly used during webinars and events.

A. Online

A set of online material has been developed and updated during the lifetime of the project. It consists
of images, infographics, product sheets and product cards which have been employed both for
web/social channels and during event presentations.
•

Images
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Dedicated images (for general I3CP, Street lighting, industry, district energy, finance) for web, social
media and event presentations were developed. Examples below.
Figure 14 - Example I3CP image (1)

•

Figure 15 - Example I3CP image (2)

Figure 13 - Example I3CP image (3)

Infographics

One infographic was developed in German to be used in Austria and Germany. See Annex 14.
•

2-pg product sheets

The project partners developed four 2-page product sheets to attract project developers (for Industry,
Street Lighting and District Energy) and Investors (Finance). See Annex 19 for examples.
•

VR product card – I3CP @Hannover Messe

A VR product card was developed to raise awareness and invite interested parties to mobile VR event,
using online channels and email.
Figure 16 - VR product card used online at HM18

B. Printed

Printed material has been developed during the whole duration of the project and has been
highly used during in-person occasions (e.g. events, meetings, trade fair).
•

VR Product Card – I3CP @Hannover Messe
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A double-sided product card was printed with pre-set personal credentials for the VR environment to
allow participants in the I3CP presentations at HM18 to log into the virtual environment.
Figure 17 - I3CP VR product card (front)

Figure 18 - I3CP VR product card (back)

•

2-page product sheets to be used at various events;

•

1x Roll-up, used during in-person events (e.g. meetings, conferences, presentations);

Figure 19 - I3CP roll-up at HM18 stand

For Austria, the following material was developed and used in printed form:
1. Two-page document with more detailed information on ICP for Austrian stakeholders;
2. Infographic with focus on pilot project opportunities for the industrial sector in Austria;
3. Poster/one-pager for conferences with information on ICP and the first certified industry
project from Austria;
4. Case study and press release on the 1st certified industry project (English and German)
with project information and statements from project owners and developers;
5. Case study on the 2nd certified industry project.
For Portugal, the following material was developed and used in printed form:
1. Two-page document with more detailed information on ICP for Portuguese stakeholders;
2. Infographic with focus on pilot project opportunities for the industrial sector in Portugal;
3. A standard presentation that was sent for relevant Portuguese stakeholders.
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C. Mobile VR headsets

100 mobile VR headsets were produced for the mobile VR events.
Figure 20 - VR headsets during I3CP presentation at
HM18

D. Videos

To maximise the online impact of the project, several videos have been produced and published on all
project’s and partners’ channels and website:
•

1 promotional video, used on social media and project partners’ websites (A);

Figure 21 - Promotional video I3CP (A)

•

1 announcement video, used to present ICP presence at Hannover Messe (B);
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Figure 22 - Announcement video I3CP at HM18 (B)

•

1 presentation video used in the virtual reality environment during the trade fair and stored
on the EEIP YouTube channel (C);

Figure 23 - I3CP VR environment (C)

•

1 entertaining video to engage with the public (D).

Figure 24 - Entertaining video I3CP (D)
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E. VR environment

Figure 25 - I3CP presentation in VR

Build on previous I3CP partner expertise, a customizable VR environment from Hyperfair was selected.
This environment allowed for mobile app-based access, multiple interaction opportunities such as
voice, text, business card exchange and a variety of communication and presentation options, e.g.
virtual booth or conference centre.

F. Presentations

During the lifetime of I3CP, several presentations have been developed by the different partners,
serving different purposes and usages.
-

Standard presentation
o Updated 3x during project duration;
o Versioned in each language of the project.

-

Adapted presentations for different events;
o 77 (= number of presentations given at events)

-

Special presentations
o Case study presentation 1st certified project (AT)
o VR presentation

-

Webinar presentations
o Introduction webinar: 5
o Technical Forum (protocol development): 15
o Training (PDs, QAAs): 24
o On-demand training: 1 for industry, 1 for street lighting
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7. Collaboration

EU projects and initiatives
I3CP has started collaboration and joint activities with a number of EU projects and other European
and international initiatives. Below the full list and an overview of the activities.

Table 25 - EU projects and initiatives

Project/initiative
TrustEE

Collaboration
Co-organised event in Austria by Denkstatt, Climate and Energy Fund and Austrian TrustEE
partners AEE and Reenag; communication of Denkstatt with project partners
Integrated project in a co-organised event in Austria by Denkstatt, Climate and Energy Fund
and other partners
Communication of Denkstatt with Austrian project partner e7 on project objectives and
opportunities for collaboration. Collaboration between Verco and UK QualitEE team to identify
opportunities for collaboration
Communication of Denkstatt with Austrian project partner Austrian Energy Agency on project
objectives and opportunities for collaboration
Communication of Denkstatt with Austrian project partner OÖ Energiesparverband (Upper
Austrian Energy Savings Association)
Build upon (website, networks, processes)
EnergyPro, EEIP as part of the consortium
I3CP part of their project assessment framework
EIP-SCC platform/matchmaking/SCISS (RdA – ICP a part of the tendering process and will be
used as best practice during the project lifetime) & AC BMF (EEIP)
EEIP collaboration AC BMF/EIP-SCC
Various conference presentations
Communication support
ICP is mentioned on the internal procedures
Participation in capacity building events

ENERFUND
QualitEE

Premium Light Pro
STREETLIGHT-EPC
ICPEU
EEFIG
SEAF (eQuad)
EIP-SCC
SCC – BMF group
SEIF
Launch2020
E-PI
ENERINVEST

Contribution of stakeholders who provided “I3CP letters of support”
Through 32 letters of support, the contribution of external stakeholders has supported and enhanced
the visibility of I3CP. Actions included the promotion and deployment of I3CP methodology and the
promotion of I3CP standards and IREE, the widening of the networks, the organisation of webinars,
the presentation of I3CP at events and the support in the development of the protocols. These actions
were supported by:
Þ 4x district heating; 2x street lighting;
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Þ 5x general and energy efficiency equipment suppliers;
Þ 6x project developers and related services;
Þ 12x government agencies and industry associations;
Þ 3x investors and financial services

Conclusion

Communication and dissemination activities played a central role in the I3CP concept from the very
beginning of the project and built upon the extensive work done to launch the ICP concept during the
previous ICPEU project. Both on a country level and a European level, communication and
dissemination actions helped extending already existing networks and the creation of new ones.
Considering the steering groups, the project partners benefitted from communication and
dissemination activities in the recruitment of additional members for the European one, currently
composed by 19 high-level experts and stakeholders with interest and expertise in the industry and
infrastructure sectors. The same recruitment process was adopted for the national steering groups for
Austria, Bulgaria, Portugal and United Kingdom – currently composed by a total of 63 members, while
for Germany one-to-one meetings have been proved to be the most successful way of engagement.
In terms of stakeholder networks, project partners engaged in the reinforcement of the ally group,
currently composed of 244 companies interested in the I3CP approach. A widening of the investor
network was successfully achieved as well, resulting in reaching the total of 26 firms for the European
framework. For the technical forums, communication and dissemination activities helped the
recruitment of experts: divided by interest (industry, district energy and street lighting), a total of 162
experts are currently part of one/more than one of the three forums, while 21 key experts joined the
three focus groups (Industry, District Energy and Street Lighting). As for PDs – project developers, in
addition to those trained for buildings, during I3CP 47 experts have been trained for industry & district
energy and street lighting network, of which 9 have been trained for both groups. The QAAs – quality
assurance assessor network has been growing as well, with 34 experts joining as industry & district
energy and street lighting QAAs, of which 9 have been trained for both groups.
On a broader level, conferences, workshops and events ensured a wider recognition of the I3CP
branding and knowledge deepening where the brand was already established. Pivotal was the
“anchor-event” launch of the project at EUSEW17, especially considering the broad range of
stakeholders participating. The presence of I3CP at a German trade fair, using an innovative interactive
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approach, has strongly enhanced the awareness and visibility of the project. In addition to these two
highlight activities, a constant share of voice was achieved through event presence all over Europe
from the very beginning reaching both national and international audience and connecting with a welldistributed number of stakeholders – industry, policy, investors as the most relevant ones. In addition,
the two Investor Days, organised in London and in Porto, contributed to the promotion of the project
developments and of its main achievements, all the while boosting the use of IREETM certification. For
I3CP, webinars and training courses were crucial for reaching different objectives: for announcement
purposes, for the work of the technical forums, for training in the different areas and as an on-demand
platform.
As for online activities, besides the development of targeted marketing materials - considering also
different languages - website, social media and publications (magazines, press releases, blogs and
newsletters) represented a successful medium for dissemination and engagement purposes while
reaching and engaging with thousands of experts in the sector beyond the reach of events and
webinars.
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Annexes
Annex 1 – ICP ally network
N
1

Name
2GO OUT CONSULTING

2

A TJF ECOENERGY
SOLUTIONS

3

A.RAMALHAO

4

ABE - ASSETS
BUILDING
ENGINEERING

5

ABRAFO NEGAJOULE

6

ABUNDANCE

7

ACESE

8

ADAPT

9

ADELPHI

I3CP

X

AECB

11

AGENZIA PER L'ENEGIA
DEL FRIULI VENEZIA
GIULIA
AINSTY
RISK
CONSULTING
Alliance for Energy
Efficiency

12
13

14

ALPHEON ENERGY

6

Description
2GO OUT Consulting is a Consulting Company providing specialized services to integrate sustainability & innovation
into corporate strategy. We provide services in the areas of ISO 50001 (energy management systems), energy
efficiency, low carbon energy, finance for sustainable energy, low carbon strategies, smart cities and communities
strategies, resource efficient economy strategies, eco-innovative solutions and eco-innovative strategies. We also
support organizations on preparing and managing research & innovation projects.
A TJF ECOENERGY SOLUTIONS is a Portuguese company specializing in energy efficiency solutions and environment
for buildings and industry. Responding to current market needs within the sectors of energy, environment and
sustainability, TJF offers a wide range of energy efficiency services to combat waste and promote the optimization of
natural resources. We help our clients manage the use of their energy resources effectively and efficiently, helping to
reduce the carbon emissions from its facilities, promoting a reduction in overall costs and increasing sustainability.
A.Ramalhão is a service company in the area of energy efficiency and sustainability. The company has been operating
for over 20 years and carries out energy audits for industry and buildings.
ABE provides consultancy in Operational Management, Asset/Facilities Management, in all sectors (Industry,
Commercial, Education, Health, Hospitality, etc.), as well as specific technical audits (Energy, Environment,
Maintenance, Costs , etc.). Engineering services is also one of our specialties, which together with the English
certification BREEAM In-Use, ISO 50001, and BIM Technology (Building Information Modelling) allow us to make our
projects even more complete and customized for each Client, thus increasing the VALUE of our Clients' business
Abrafo Negajoule provides tailored assistance for small and medium companies for the implementation of energy
efficiency projects. We assist our clients in finding energy efficiency opportunities, carry out feasibility studies and
understand the financial requirements in order to implement the projects, and carry out third-party measurement
and verification.
Abundance acts as intermediary providing long-term debt capital to infrastructure projects and regular capital and
income to investors, small and large. To date Abundance has launched fundraisings for 11 wind and solar projects for
a total of £11m, letting individuals invest directly in projects of their choice from as little as £5. Coming next in 2015,
are several projects in the efficiency arena for £4m immediately and £24m over the medium-term.
Acese a consortium organization with the ability to deliver all the components of an energy efficiency project – HVAC
(active and passive measures), lighting, solar thermal and photovoltaic, co-generation. planning, financing and
operation.

&

10

6

ADAPT is a dynamic research center did Combines the world-class expertise of Researchers at four universities (Trinity
College Dublin, Dublin City University, University College Dublin and Dublin Institute of Technology) With That of its
Industry Partners to produce ground-breaking digital content innovations , ADAPT is currently coordinating a
Coordination and Support Action Which is examine the use of Linked Data to Manage Building Data.
Adelphi is a leading independent think tank and public policy consultancy on climate, energy, environment and
development. Building on technical and sustainable financing expertise, adelphi supports both the public as well as
the private sector worldwide in the design, implementation, promotion and evaluation of energy efficiency
programmes and financing activities. Its successful track record in the field of energy efficiency ranges from developing
innovative capacity building measures to establishing technical project evaluation methodologies and monitoring
systems
AECB is a Not for Profit Membership Organisation representing c. 1400 design and construction industry professionals,
trades and academics. Focusing on energy efficiency, closing the performance gap, new build and retrofit, materials,
knowledge and skills.

X

Agenzia per l'energia del Friuli Venezia Giulia (APE FVG) is an energy management agency supporting sustainable
development by means of energy efficiency and of renewable energy sources.

X

Ainsty Risk Consulting is an energy and risk management consultancy based in the UK.
All necessary activities to support the improvement of energy efficiency in Bulgaria and the achievement of national
targets in this field. Active participation in the formation of national and international policies and strategies for
efficient and sustainable use of energy resources. Promoting professional standards and developing the market for
energy efficiency services and products
Alpheon Energy integrates engineering, finance and operations for the purpose of developing or realising for
customers on-site generation plants and energy efficiency investments in Europe. We have operations in the UK,
Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. We prefer to be classified as an independent power producer or decentralised
utility, but sometimes this model is referred to as an ESCO.

X meaning direct engagement after I3CP kick-off
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15

AMAGO

16

AMBER
INFRASTRUCTURE

X

17

AMERESCO, INC

X

18

Andrea
Maritano
Energy Consulting

19

ANDREW COOPER CPEC

20

AON

21

APEA

22

APPII

23

AREAC

24

ARQUITECTMED

25

ARUP

26

ASL & ASSOCIADOS

27

ASSET
LIMITED

28

ASSOCIATION
OF
ENERGY
AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
AGENCIES (RNAE National network)

FACILITIES

Amago is an Engineering Company dedicated to Energy Efficiency in all it's aspects. From new projects to Existing
Buildings and Industry. Energy, Water and Maintenance. Reducing Waste and complement with renewables with an
integrated approach of all the consumptions. We have several Energy Performance Contracts working on Buildings
and other being prepared.
Amber Infrastructure is a leading international sponsor and manager of infrastructure focused on long-term, lower
risk, cash flow generative investments. Amber has a long-standing international reputation in the origination,
development and management of specialist infrastructure.
Ameresco (NYSE:AMRC) is a leading energy efficiency and renewable energy solutions provider serving North America
and the United Kingdom. Our energy experts deliver long-term customer value, environmental stewardship, and
sustainability through energy efficiency services, alternative energy, supply management, and innovative facility
renewal all with practical financial solutions.
Andrea Maritano is an independent Energy Consultant. Experience of more than ten years in the field, working before
for an Energy Supply Company then as Technical Director of an Energy Service Company. Now he is a consultant for
corporations in the automotive, rubber, plastic, domestic appliances and other industries; his goal in each task is to
reduce energy waste by applying the best solutions and ensuring a reliable measure of savings. He is also experienced
with the tools of Project Financing and Energy Performance Contract (EPC) used not only in industry but also to help
building owners to make their facilities more energy efficient. He particularly likes the ISO 50001 standard that he
considers the best actual solution for a global approach to a company's energy efficiency. This standard associated
with the lean methodology regarding the operational changes and the use of IPMVP for the validation of the savings
are the backbone of the systemic approach he considers the best way to energy efficiency.
Andrew Cooper CPEC is an independent property and energy consultancy specialising in responsible property
investment, energy management and energy strategy. A core part of its business involves helping landlords manage
risk to real estate values and/or capitalise on opportunities as a result of sustainability. This includes the identification
of energy efficiency retrofits, funding options, life cycle costing, life cycle assessment and the effect of this work on
sustainable benchmarks such as the Energy Performance Certificate or BREEAM rating.
AON is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement and health solutions. Our
50,000 colleagues in 120 countries empower results for clients by using proprietary data and analytics to deliver
insights that reduce volatility and improve performance. Our Innovation and Solutions group looks at alternative risk
mechanisms, such weather perils and Internet of Things, both of which can be important to energy efficiency. Aon
has access to a panel of over 18 Weather markets, utilising traditional and non-traditional capital offering bespoke
parametric weather insurance solutions. In combination with long term insurance backed warranties, these solutions
can protect investors from potential defaults and lower the cost of capital.
APEA is a Portuguese non profitable Environmental NGO, with public utility status. We represent the Portuguese
network of professionals working in the Environment sector. Our goal is to contribute to the progress of
Environmental Engineering. We have about 2600 associates. In APEA we bring the Best Available Techniques and
practices of the Environmental sector to the professionals and students. For that purpose, we organize very frequently
Advanced Seminars, Workshops and Technical Courses.
APPII is a non-profitable association established in 1991, which represents the most important companies acting in
the Portuguese real estate development and investment market. APPII represents a unique point of contact in the
real estate market in Portugal, as it is a privileged center for the exchange of ideas, experiences, knowledge and
business contacts.
AREAC is a non-profit association and regional agency for energy and environment, located in Miranda do Corvo,
Coimbra. Established in 2003 through the SAVE program, it was created by various municipalities and a company (EDP
Distribution). The scope of our work is to promote energy efficiency and environmental sustainability in those
territories.
Arquitectmed is a company with ambition, always faithful to creativity combined with the quality and originality. It is
an architectural firm focused on architecture and engineering with sustainability concerns. We work every day, all
projects, always with fidelity to the achievement of success on all the projects in which we are involved. We call this,
love of art!
ARUP is an independent firm of designers, planners, engineers, consultants, and technical, commercial and financial
specialists offering a broad range of professional services. In the energy efficiency space, we advise owners, architects,
ESCOs and others on potential opportunities and conduct feasibility studies that utilize in-house modeling capabilities
to project savings and returns on investment. We also advise on the commercial structuring, financing, detailed design
and delivery of efficiency projects.
ASL is a company strongly focused in the area of design and engineering consulting industry. Founded in 2006, bases
its business strategy, in offering a global service engineering, in particular the advice and assistance to the Employer,
the Development of Multidisciplinary Studies and Projects, as well as all the activities of the Surveillance and
Construction Management, providing assistance in management and supervision of its construction.
Asset Facilities Limited provides innovative finance and insurance solutions to companies and organizations looking
for the most cost effective and efficient means to acquire assets without using precious cash resources. We specialise
in providing funding solutions for energy efficiency projects combining the finance with an insurance policy to
guarantee the projected financial savings.
Association of Energy and Environmental Agencies (RNAE - National Network), established in January 2010, is a
cooperation network made up of all local and regional Energy Agencies, in order to share information and experiences,
promote cooperation with national and European entities related to those areas of energy and environmental policies,
as well as develop partnerships with the aim of promoting actions in the following areas: - Energy efficiency Renewable energy - Alternative Fuels - Mobility and accessibility - Climate change.
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29

ATELIER
ARCHITECTURA

Atelier Architectura is an architecture firm focused on passive house design and retrofitting with passive house
components. I am a Certified Passive House Designer and also member of Passive House association of Romania.

30
31

AUDITGREEN
AVENTIA CONSULTING

AuditGreen is a company that undertakes energy audits in buildings and industry.

32

AXIA PARTNERS

33

BASE FOUNDATION

34

BE

35
36

BETTER
BG2E

37

BGBC

38

Boa energia

39

BPIE - THE BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
INSTITUTE EUROPE

40

BRIGHTPATH
TECHNOLOGY

41

Bright Vision Consulting
Services

42

BRITISH
EFFICIENCY
FEDERATION

43

BUILDING AND ENERGY
CONSERVATION
BUREAU (ESEB)

Aventia Consulting is a consulting firm specialising in the development of commercialisation strategies and delivery
of projects in the energy and infrastructure sectors, with a particular focus on decarbonisation and smart / sustainable
cities. Aventia draws on its experience advising public, private and not for profit organisations to offer a uniquely
integrated perspective on the market.
Axia Partners is an independent advisory and investment firm focused on accelerating the commercialisation of
technologies, products and services that enable a decisive move towards a low carbon economy. We achieve added
value for high growth companies (and their investors) in Clean Energy, Infrastructure and Real Estate by providing the
financial and strategic fundament for growth as well as operational support and investment in the execution.
BASE Foundation is a Swiss non-profit organization, and a UN Environment Programme Collaborating
Centre, dedicated to mobilize finance and investment to energy efficiency and renewable energy. We support
development banks, private banks, investors and governments (mainly in developing countries) to develop green
credit lines and financial mechanisms with a strong focus in energy efficiency.
BE is a multi-disciplinary engineering and energy services company to the commercial real estate sector. BE provides
the link between the strategic technical advice and detailed project design, implementation and maintenance for
property investors and owner occupiers.
Better is a financing and sustainable facilities consultant for both buildings and infrastructure.

X

ENERGY

X

BG2E is a private and independent company, with over 20 years of professional experience at energy efficiency, quality
and sustainability, driving and carrying on energy audits and consulting for industry, buildings and services. We have
also, the branch of electrical engineering projects, for multiple proposals in fields like: H&B automation, energy
efficiency, management, monitoring, in buildings, industries and street’s lights installations.
BGBC is a non-profit NGO with public benefits, which aims at a more sustainable and efficient built-up environment
in Bulgaria. The organization operates on multiple levels such as industry professionals, members of the scientific
community, architects, students, politicians, etc. in order to employ and, at the same time, affect all those areas of
expertise. The organization is rapidly growing in size and momentum and is well on the way of becoming the official
authority in the field of sustainable construction and urban planning in Bulgaria. The Bulgarian GBC supports all efforts
to foster a "lead market," sustainable construction, by developing a national certification system for high-performance
buildings.
Boa Energia is an energy services company, founded in 2012 by four entrepreneurs, providing a crowdfunding
platform and energy services (specialising in solar power). In mid 2013 Boa Energia applied with Citizenergy to the IEE
program (and got funded, www.citizenergy.eu) and created a renewable energy cooperative (www.coopernico.org),
the first of its kind in Portugal, having so far raised almost 300k€ in 2 years.
The Buildings Performance Institute Europe (BPIE) is dedicated to improving the energy performance of buildings
across Europe, and thereby helping to reduce CO2 emissions from the energy used by buildings. BPIE is a not-forprofit think tank with a focus on independent analysis and knowledge dissemination, supporting evidence-based
policy making in the field of energy performance in buildings.
BrightPath Technology helps organizations with energy cost reduction, resource resilience, revenue generation and
compliance programmes for sustainability and climate change. As a Smart Energy Business, BrightPath Technology
provides optimised solutions in demand side management, energy efficiency and renewable generation, underpinned
by robust business models. Our work is underpinned by an appreciation of the value of data and the importance of
making sense of the increasingly complex and huge amounts of energy data available.
Bright Vision Consulting Services established from ideas and experiences to serve and help our clients to solve complex
business problems with its vibrant integral units is bringing International standards with local competencies. Its vision
of achieving performance excellence and creating standards is pushing the limits each time and paving way for more
exciting things across the globe. BV Consulting our sole commitment is to work with our clients to discover and meet
their needs and ensure their success. We assign a BV Consulting Principal to each project that will serve as the chief
client contact and that will manage the project and allied operational matters from inception to completion. This
management philosophy means that we serve our client's project interests to the best of our abilities and according
to the client’s specification. Strengthening organizations to face the challenges of a rapidly changing world by enabling
them to become self-reliant, effective and efficient by providing world-class consultancy services is to create a
transparent, dynamic, sustainable service economy in Afghanistan, while being socially responsible.
British Energy Efficiency Federation is a partnership of trade associations delivering energy efficiency products and
services.
ESEB promotes Energy Efficiency and the Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) Market in the Baltics and other
Eastern Europe countries. ESEB was established in Latvia (2012) in view of the tremendous energy savings
opportunities in Soviet Era buildings. In Latvia the residential inventory is over 50 Million sq. meters and has being
steadily deteriorating, becoming insalubrious, and increasingly dangerous. As owners and governments do not have
the necessary funding, Energy Efficiency must finance the deep renovations of buildings. ESEB proposes that EPC be
combined with a Forfaiting facility to allow for substantial scale up. While providing warmer, healthier homes, the
large-scale implementation of the EPC model would meet the EU’s goals for greater energy security and significantly
improve the environment.
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45
46

BUILDING
SUSTAINABILITY
(BSL)

Building Sustainability Ltd (BSL) provides tools to large organisations in order for them to define and track energy
conservation measures. Our target market has been Russell Group Universities and energy intensive laboratories. Our
lead client is the University of Cambridge.
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BUSINESS MATTERS
CARBON CLEAR
CARBON MINDED

47
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CARRIBEAN ENERGIES
GROUP
CEF - THE CARBON AND
ENERGY FUND
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CES ENERGY
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CIMCAVADO
CIMRL
THE
INTERMUNICIPAL
COMMUNITY OF LEIRIA
REGION
cityservicesLAB

53
CLEANTECH LEASING

54
CLIMATE STRATEGY

55
COE - CO2 ESTATES
LIMITED

56
COFELY
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COLMEIA TECHNIK
COMAT SpA

59
Condominio Solar
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Business Matters is a high level, strategic consulting firm for energy efficiency retrofits, commercial scale, including
hotels.
Carbon Clear is a provider of environmental sustainability services to large corporates. Assisting with carbon, water,
energy and biodiversity related challenges.
Carbon Minded is an energy and low-carbon consultancy based in London. We carry out climate change strategies,
renewable and low carbon technology feasibility studies, carbon footprinting and energy audits for organisations of
all shapes and sizes. We are CIBSE Low Carbon Consultants and ESOS Lead Assessors.
Caribbean Energies Group is a Design, Build Project Development firm consulting with regional government Ministries
of Energy regarding commercial building energy efficiencies auditing, standards creation and advanced next
generation energy technologies.
The Carbon and Energy Fund (CEF) was launched in 2011. The CEF is a co-creation with the NHS for the NHS and now
the wider Public Sector and it delivers energy infrastructure upgrades on behalf of the Public Sector. The CEF has a
track record of 40+ successful with a capital value of £200m of projects underway, it is the most efficient and robust
procurement and advisory process in the UK. The CEF has access to a £200m plus of capital from Banks to Pension
Funds.
CES Energy provides financial and carbon savings to business by efficiently generating electricity, heating and cooling
on-site rather than using conventional methods such as electricity from the grid and standard boilers or chillers. We
generate our energy from both fossil fuel and renewable fuel sources. CES Energy has a proven track record in the
successful delivery of cleaner energy in the Republic of Ireland, Northern Ireland, England, Saudi Arabia and Australia.
Cimcavado is a Government Agency and Municipalities Association interested in driving energy efficiency into Public
buildings.
The Intermunicipal Community of Leiria Region ( CIMRL ) in Portugal is a non-profit association of public municipalities,
with administrative and financial autonomy, whose work is aimed at integrated and sustainable development projects
and activities of common interest to the municipalities, contributing to the competitiveness, cohesion and economies
of scale of the interventions of the territory.
cityservicesLAB aims at creating an integrated knowledge base and management system of spacial and territorial
performance to serve the cities and organization stakeholders in improving competitiveness, efficiency and
sustainability of the European territories and organizations. To that end, in cityservicesLAB we promote the concept
of spatial business intelligence to ensure a meaningful set of performance indicators for decision makers. For the
concept of spatial business intelligence different domains will be linked according to the system endogenous variables.
CleanTech Leasing works with OEMs & IP Holders to find robust long-term finance solutions, by way of a collaborative
approach, ensuring that whenever your customers want to buy your product, Finance, or the lack of it, will not be the
reason for a lost opportunity.
Climate Strategy is a consulting firm specialised in the strategies, markets and opportunities created by the need to
combat climate change. Climate Strategy understands the interdependent relationships between Environment,
Society, and Government and their roles in guiding the global transition to a low carbon economy. We help position
companies at the forefront of this transition and increase their awareness and understanding of the related
commercial challenges and opportunities.
CO2 Estates Limited (“COE”) offers a SaaS platform enabling commercial real estate (“CRE”) to continuously improve
energy performance and manage risk across large, dynamic property portfolios. A strengthening interrelation
between energy efficiency and asset value is causing major CRE stakeholders to embed energy efficiency within their
core business processes. Government legislation, amongst others, is a key driver of this, and any factor that presents
a risk to an asset’s short- or long-term value, or indeed an opportunity to maximise value, is viewed as critical by CRE.
COE enables CRE to measure and manage this risk for entire portfolios through a SaaS platform. COE determine the
baseline energy performance of a portfolio through energy audits and data analytics to support identification of both
no/low cost operational strategies, as well as building retrofit strategies to improve energy efficiency and minimise
risk.
Cofely are leading providers of integrated services - specialising in energy, technical, FM & business process solutions
for the built environment. We offer efficient management of buildings and installations – whilst achieving high levels
of energy & environmental efficiency.
Colmeia Technik is a company based in Portugal, working on energy efficiency projects.
Comat S.p.A. is an Italian ESCo and Facility Management organization focused on energy efficiency services to the
building, tertiary and industry sectors. With the aim to deliver a sustainable competitive advantage to our Customer
we support Energy Performance Contracting with guaranteed or shared saving. Our capabilities cover all value chain
activities from energy audit, engineering, third party financing, construction, O&M, M&V reporting and the support
to implementation of an energy management system. Comat is fully integrated in the biomass supply chain from
pellets production, to power and heat supply.
Condomínio Solar represents an independent and specialized consulting service for the design, creation and
management of renewable energy communities and in the licensing, acquisition, technical due diligence and
monitoring photovoltaic solar self-consumption systems to be installed in, for instance, condominiums and industrial
parks. Condomínio Solar is powered by RdA Climate Solutions
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CONFORFLUIDE

Conforfluide was founded in 2003 and is a company specialized in Renewable Energies. Nowadays, standing out in the
market for the commercialization and installation of top equipment in some business areas, in which it is framed like
HVAC, Solar Energy (Photovoltaic and Thermal) and Swimming-pools.

CONNECTED ENERGY

Connected Energy is a leader in delivering highly tailored energy and building management solutions. Our mission is
to provide a seamless service to our customers to allow them to concentrate on their core business. We use the latest
innovative technologies and engineering know-how to dramatically reduce our clients' energy footprint. Most of our
customers experience 25% - 30% year-on-year energy savings whilst also improving climatic or production efficiencies
at their site.
ContaWatt is an independent firm, specialising in the energy management and energy efficiency field, with more than
20 years of experience in conducting energy audits, preparing and monitoring the implementation of improvement
plans, implementation of energy management programs, monitoring and verification plans and energy management
training, in industrial and service sectors.
Creara was established in Spain in 2003 and has become a national and international household name in the provision
of high value-added engineering and consulting services in sustainable energy. Creara operates in Spain, Europe and
Latin America under four company divisions: Consulting, Engineering, Energy Management and Training.
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CREESC - THE CENTRE
FOR RESOURCES IN
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
AND CLIMATE CHANGE
CROATIA
GREEN
BUILDING COUNCIL

CREESC is a nonprofit association founded in 2014 in Cluj-Napoca, Romania, with the purpose of supporting public
and private entities in their efforts to advance energy efficiency policies, plans and investments and promote models
of best practice for the integration of energy solutions.

CUT POWER

Cut Power is an independent co-investor in sustainability & energy efficiency projects. As a European infrastructure
provider, we can support industry and realty owners with a off-balance-sheet model to fulfill the demands of IFRS 16
already. CUT POWER also takes care of project development, full-service asset management and operations on a longterm basis. Refinancing is arranged by the Energy Savings Bond (ESB).
Davamia offers comprehensive solutions that can be used in public facilities, industrial and residential. Our company
is multi-faceted with the expertise to manage sustainable energy projects, provide consulting services, technical
support and preparation of action plans to support the implementation of strategies for the transition to an Economy
with Low Carbon.
Decarbon Capital specialises in providing investment for businesses and other organisations to lower energy
consumption and costs. This boosts profitability and helps businesses remain as competitive as possible while
reducing exposure to volatile energy costs. By being more energy efficient our clients find it easier to win and retain
their customers by demonstrating tangible measures to lower footprints from lower energy consumption and
wastage.
Denkstatt is a leading consultancy company in Central and Eastern Europe, offering services in the following areas: Resource Management - Sustainability Management - Environmental Management - Urban Management - Energy &
Climate. Together with our clients from sectors in finance & banking, industry, energy, interest groups and the public
sector, we develop solutions that ensure that decisions made today will sustain in a world of tomorrow
Architectural studio specialized in Energy Efficiency Projects

Croatia Green Building Council is a member of the World Green Building Council.
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DF3 Studio
DRAXIS
ENVIRONMENTAL S.A.

DRAXIS Environmental founded in 2000 and based in Thessaloniki, Greece – is a dynamic and socially responsible
company, committed in providing custom-made state-of-the-art and standards-compliant technology solutions as
well as consulting services in the fields of environment, agriculture and energy.

DRIVER TRETT

Driver Trett has excelled at providing construction and engineering focused services since 1978. Today the Group has
over 500 employees operating from offices across Africa, Americas, Asia Pacific, Europe, and the Middle East, making
it a global leader in the commercial and contractual consultancy field. Driver Group plc is listed on the London Stock
Exchange, Alternative Investment Market. Our expertise supports the delivery of major projects worldwide and
bridges the gap between the technical, legal and financial sectors.
E.ON is a major investor-owned energy supplier. With facilities across Europe, Russia, and North America, we employ
more than 62,000 employees and generated approx. EUR122.5 billion in sales in 2013. In addition, there are
businesses in Brazil and Turkey that we manage jointly with partners. E.ON’s diversified business consists of
renewables, conventional and decentralized power generation, natural gas, energy trading, retail and distribution.
E2 provide learning and networking opportunities specifically in the area of energy efficiency for industry. The E2
insight hub hosts articles, reports, interviews and case studies, and the E2 conferences provide face-to-face learning
and networking.
Efficiency for Sustainability is an energy consultancy and engineering company that works with the public and private
sectors in the process of reaching the maximum efficiency in the use of energy
Ecoinside is a Portuguese company specialising in eco-efficiency: energy, water and other resources savings. With
more than 10 years of experience working as auditors and eco-efficiency consultants, Ecoinside became an ESCO in
2013. Our projects include all type of equipment from lighting to industrial boilers or from photovoltaic plants to heat
pumps. We work with public or private companies from the services sector to the industrial sector. At the moment
we have performance contracts with Banks, Condos, Car parks and Food industry.
Ecomerchant is an independent employee owned business which has been at the forefront of sustainability for over
15 years as a leading supplier of sustainable building materials. Based on the core values of ethical trading, healthy
materials and sustainability, Ecomerchant have built up an excellent reputation as a provider of sustainable
construction materials.
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ECONOMIC ENERGY

80

ECOPROSPERITY
CAPITAL LTD

Economic Energy was founded in 1994 as energy management consultancy. We have undertaken many projects
related to energy efficiency retrofit, including: Accredited Carbon Trust Consultant (identifying opportunities for large
organisations), Accredited Carbon Trust Energy Efficiency Loan Scheme Consultant (advising on feasibility of energy
efficiency projects) and Accredited Technical Advisor to Carbon and Energy Fund (public sector investments in energy
efficiency from feasibility to handover. We have had detailed involvement of circa 400 energy efficiency retrofit
projects.
EcoProsperity Capital Ltd is a Sustainability, Clean Energy and Impact Investing-focused advisory as well as vehicle for
principal investments.
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ECROWD INVEST

ECrowd Invest is a debt crowdfunding platform for positive impact projects, like energy efficiency.

EDIFICIOS SAUDAVEIS
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EEIP
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EEVS INSIGHT
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Edificios Saudaveis are buildings sustainability specialists with unique characteristics and experience including: 20
years of international activity (Portugal, Spain, Italy, Germany, Greece, Romania, Brazil) helping promoters and
managers in the design, construction and operation of their buildings in a more sustainable way; long-term experience
operating and enhancing the performance of existing buildings (more than 4 million square meters including Shopping
Centre, Retail, Casinos, Hotels, Hospitals, Offices, Schools, Health Clubs, etc.). This gives us a vast knowledge on how
buildings effectively work, being the key to the added value of our intervention in the design and construction of new
buildings; innovative and 360º approach to energy efficiency, including: specialized evaluation techniques for
benchmarking of equipment, operations and performance as well as identifying energy saving measures and finetuning of operation routines, M&V and control systems.
Energy Efficiency in Industrial Processes (EEIP) is a free, neutral, and open, business & policy platform for industrial
energy efficiency. At its core is the idea that energy efficiency is more than technology, and that market growth can
be accelerated through information and best practice exchange. In practice, EEIP network members are coming from
organisations of all sizes (from SMEs to multinationals), all industrial sectors (e.g. users, technology and services
providers, finance, IT, consultancies, policy) and covering both, the supply and demand side.
EEVS Insight (Energy Efficiency Verification Specialists) is the UK's leading provider of IPMVP-based performance
analysis and verification services for any sustainability project, product, service or investment. EEVS' team is
composed of expert energy analysts and industry specialists with a thorough understanding of how energy and
resource efficiency projects affect a building's performance and behaviour.
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EGNIDA

Egnida is an independent specialist consulting engineering firm focused on energy efficiency and micro-generation
projects for buildings. We provide technical assurance and due diligence services for investors and also support clients
and asset owners in developing and delivering low carbon building projects. The company has separate consulting
practices in Building Physics (including Passivhaus) Distributed Energy, and Web Applications. We work on leading
edge new build and refurbishment projects.
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EMTEP

EMTEP specialises in HVAC projects making the future operation and maintenance as efficient as possible, at lower
costs. To this end and throughout the useful life of a building, we developed a software tool (WattTEP) and a
commitment to the customer, focused on planning and acting to achieve energy savings, always with continuous
monitoring of the energetic consumptions.
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EMVC SOLUTIONS

EMVC Solutions has been established as a platform to develop business opportunities in the emerging world of smart
local energy systems - enabling integration of intermittent, local generation capacity; managing demand-reduction
and demand-shifting across aggregated user groups; and reducing costs and reliance on carbon and capital intensive
centralised generating supply.
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ENACE

ENACE (Energy Audit and Certification) is a Spanish non-profit organization representing building technicians (mainly
architects and industrial engineers) with specific qualification in energy efficiency and savings. ENACE's aim is to create
confidence in the green value of buildings by ensuring reliable information resulting from energy performance
assessment.
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ENCRAFT
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ENEFFECT (CENTER FOR
ENERGY EFFICIENCY)
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ENERCA

Encraft is an independent specialist consulting engineering firm focused on energy efficiency and micro-generation
projects for buildings. We provide technical assurance and due diligence services for investors and also support clients
and asset owners in developing and delivering low carbon building projects. The company has separate consulting
practices in Building Physics (including Passivhaus) Distributed Energy, and Web Applications. We work on leading
edge new build and refurbishment projects.
EnEffect (Center for Energy Efficiency) is a non-profit NGO based in Bulgaroa, registered as a foundation in 1992. Its
main activities include assistance to the central and local authorities in development and implementation of EE
policies; capacity building (incl. municipal energy planning and SEAP development, trainings on nearly zero-energy
buildings (NZEB) design and construction); implementation of energy efficiency measures related to end energy
consumption; communication campaigns; development, management and monitoring of demonstration projects;
networking on national and regional level; management of the Bulgarian EE & RES Fund.
ENERCA is a technical company, founded by two Electrical and Computer Engineers, who have vast experience in
Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) projects, implemented worldwide during the past years.
The main objectives of ENERCA are the performance of energy audits of the electromechanical installations, the
elaboration of energy studies, the Energy Services (ESCo) provision and the implementation of Energy Efficiency
Projects, aiming to the energy cost reduction on every separate installation.
ENERCA addresses the major electricity consumers who are willing to reduce their energy cost and become more
environmentally friendly and to those who want to adopt an energy management system like ISO 50001.
The industrial sector, the tertiary sector’s buildings (hotels, shopping malls, hospitals, data centres, etc.), the
transportation sector (airports, train stations, etc.) and the maritime sector falls within the scope of applications of
Energy Efficiency implementations by ENERCA. Also, ENERCA provides extensive engineering services such as
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consulting services, preliminary project analysis, feasibility study, detailed design, supply-installation of
electromechanical systems and project management in industry, buildings and other facilities.
Moreover, specialized studies are being elaborated, such as load flow analysis, power quality and harmonic analysis,
power and short circuit current calculation, motors starting, electromechanical equipment sizing, selectivity analysis,
etc.
Ener.co delivers innovative technologies to reduce capital expenses, operating costs, and environmental footprint in
commercial and industrial buildings. Ener.co’s first product is a proprietary coating for HVAC condensers which
improves the efficiency and extends the life of HVAC units by lowering energy, maintenance and other operating costs.
Following treatment, Ener.co provides on-going, lifecycle HVAC condenser monitoring and management services to
its customers, to ensure maximum performance of this important asset on a turnkey basis.
Enerdura works with nineteen entities in the public, semi-public and private sectors in the region of Alta Estremadura,
Portugal. The Agency's main objectives are to improve the energy efficiency in the region and in the local industry, to
advise consumer and retailers about energy saving and energy friendly products, to reduce the atmosphere pollution
and to disseminate the use of local renewable energy sources (RES), mainly solar energy, wind and biomass.
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Energy Consulting
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EnerEfficiency is a spin-off of the University of Coimbra that began activities in September 2007 with the aim of helping
companies improve sustainability in an increasingly competitive market both nationally and internationally. An
essential condition so that we can move towards an optimization path is a prior consultancy which can provide
quantified information. This idea corresponds to the fact that "everything that can be measured, can be improved!"
For this, EnerEfficiency offers various services and solutions that enable enterprises to meet their goals and legal
requirements in the area of energy and environment. EnerEfficiency is active in the areas of Energy Efficiency, Power
Quality and Renewable Energy, specializing in all aspects related to production and energy management.
Energaia (Porto, Portugal) is an Energy Management Agency, responsible for designing, implementing and monitoring
Sustainable Energy Action Plans in 6 different cities.
Energest is an engineering & contracting company that focuses its activities in the conception, design, construction
and assembly of equipment and industrial heating plants, for many different business areas. With extensive industry
experience, supported by a multidisciplinary team of engineering, with high resolution capability and over 40 years of
experience in Energy and Thermal Equipment, makes Energest a major player in these technology areas.
Energia em Conserva undertakes EPC, PV, and ESCO Projects.
Energiedienstleistungen Rhein-Neckar GmbH (ERN) is a company which offers engineering and consulting services for
the conception and realization of energy efficiency projects and comprehensive optimization of the energy supply of
industrial sites, with the help of innovative technologies and based on many years of experience. Expertise in
consulting, engineering and operational management of energy generation plants ensure a combination of ecology
and economy, which improves efficiency and environmental sustainability.
Energineering Solutions focuses on industrial efficiency optimisation. Due to our ten-year experience in plant auditing,
energy & heat transfer data analysis and redesigning solutions, we succeed to unveil waste energy potential related
to industrial processes or HVAC for large facilities and implement tailor-made solutions that efficiently recover energy
from waste to useful profit. The solutions developed by Energineering team are not only technically holistic but also
seriously considering the financial characteristics of the CAPEX & long term OPEX of the required investments, so they
guarantee short payback period by ensuring optimum ROI.
Energinvest is a leading European strategic consultancy company and project facilitator, specialized in the
development, rollout and financing of building performance business models, energy efficiency performance
programs, energy efficiency project aggregation and energy services market development programs. We help our
customers (national, regional and local public authorities, public and private building owners, ESCOs, financial
institutions, etc.) to turn their energy efficiency, climate and go-to-market ambitions into reality.
Energise delivers compliance, control, analysis and savings that enables your world to be more efficient. We have
worked with over 300 organisations delivering our 100% compliance record for our clients in external
compliance/assurance audits (over 60 audits passed) and we have delivered savings of over £15 million and identified
savings around £100 million to be implemented. More details on our services can be found at energiseconsulting.com
Energoprojekt - Katowice S.A. is one of the largest design and engineering companies in Europe. We established a
strong position not only in the power sector but generally in the whole industry. Our success has solid foundations –
intellectual capital, a synergy of our efficiency, potential and knowledge. We always emphasize the highest quality of
our work, customer satisfaction and trust in our product, our reliability of a provider of technical specification and
general contractor. Our strategy is based on social responsibility. We want to focus on solutions beneficial to the
company itself just as much as to its employees and the environment. Proud to contribute to noble causes, EPK is well
aware of its role within the greater community.
Founded in 1999, Energy Consulting has established itself on the national territory among the protagonists of
integrated strategic consulting in the energy sector with Strategic Energy Management services aimed at the
management, rationalization and optimization of energy carriers (electricity, heat and energy produced by traditional
and renewable sources) present in public and private companies.
Energy Management Systems (Energy Management Systems) offer a new and important methodological tool, offering
companies that are interested in the economic and environmental benefits linked to energy efficiency, a truly
innovative integrated approach to addressing energy saving issues effective.
In 2009, the publication of the UNI CEI 11339 Standard "Energy Management - Energy Manager Experts - General
Requirements for Qualification" outlined a new qualified and certified professional figure:
the Expert in Energy Management (EGE), a figure that includes but extends and deepens the skills of the Energy
Manager, in response to the most recent European Directives that require a more efficient use of energy resources.
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On the basis of the required attitudes, the figure of the Energy Management Expert is therefore transformed into a
high-level professionalism, with managerial, technical, economic-financial, legislative and communication skills that
supports corporate decision-makers in policies and in actions related to energy.
Through energy audits we are able to identify a series of interventions, which, once implemented, contribute to the
management, rationalization and optimization of energy costs. Our Strategic Energy Management service is
articulated in a first completely free and non-binding consultation, aimed at quantify the potential for reducing
consumption and costs. Our decades of experience indicate that in all sectors there are very interesting margins for
reducing energy costs, in over 90% of cases, the savings achieved are between 5% and 35% of energy expenditure.
ESCO company.

Energy Effect JSC
ENERGY ELEPHANT LTD

Energy Elephant Ltd is an SAAS Energy analytics provider for SMBs with energy spend of $10,000 or higher. We also
provide tools for Energy Professionals/Organisations who manually process energy bills; and for Financial Controllers
& Property Managers who want to quickly identify energy wastage.

ENERGY
INSTITUTE
HRVOJE POZAR

Energy Institute Hrvoje Požar is a wholly state-owned, non-profit scientific institution in Croatia financed on a perproject basis through the execution of project development contracts won following international and national
competitive biddings. The Institute’s areas of activity include: strategic planning in the energy sector; development of
electric-power, gas, petroleum and heating systems; market, legal framework and restructuring of the energy sector;
energy efficiency, renewable energy sources, environmental and climate protection; energy audits and certification
of buildings; energy balances and statistics; in-service training and promotional activities.
Energy Services develop and implement sustainable energy management strategies for organisations across a range
of sectors. We leverage energy data analytics, smart technology, expertise and insights to deliver demand side energy
efficiencies and supply side renewable energy integration, helping our clients operate their business more efficiently
and sustainably.
Energy Solutions’ primary areas of expertise and activity are energy management and alternative and renewable
energy sources. We provide a range of services from energy audits and recommendation of energy saving projects to
feasibility studies for alternative energy sources and detailed design and project management services. Energy
Solutions has particular experience in energy auditing and energy management and has been involved in the
development of template energy management systems for industry and businesses based on the company’s
experience of energy auditing and energy management.
EnergyDeck is an Internet of Things platform that captures the entire range of energy, resource and environmental
data in the built environment. Users benefit from highly flexible data management, automatic performance
benchmarking and effective stakeholder engagement, all delivered through a powerful and intuitive web interface.
EnergyDeck addresses the main challenges for building owners, occupiers and managers arising from limited data
accessibility, poor data quality, lack of performance insights, and low visibility on financial returns of improvement
measures.
Energynet is an independent consulting firm, operating as an E.S.Co providing complete energy and environmental
solutions for industries, service industries and public administrations.
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EnergyPro is an advisory firm focused on raising finance for energy efficiency and clean tech projects and companies.
We advise public and private sector clients, providing project development and program management services,
structuring contracts, deploying finance where required and driving the development of the secondary market. Our
team includes world-class experts in energy efficiency and financial structuring, along with public and commercial
sector leaders and former senior UK government officials.
A partnership coordinated by Deloitte Advisory, S.L., composed of several entities related with the promotion of
sustainable energy projects, encompassing a well-balanced team of partners from the different players in the energy
sector in different areas of knowledge and expertise, ranging from public authorities and representative associations
to the private sector.
Enerit is the first and only company in the world to develop software which provides complete coverage of ISO 50001
that is also complementary to energy monitoring software. Enerit ISO 50001 software is used by companies who
simply want to save energy and also by those who wish to certify in a fast and risk-free way. Enerit software is delivered
worldwide to large energy users. We have partners worldwide who act as introducers, implementers or resellers.
Enersolar is dedicated to the distribution, project and installation of solar products, both thermal and PV. And it is also
a supplier of several energy services, including: energy audits, energy efficiency studies and performance contracts.
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Enertika is a leading Spanish Engineering company active in integrating the design, installation, operation and sale of
Energy Solutions - Efficiency, Storage, Generation and Remote Management. The company is currently operating in
European and LATAM Markets with main focus on sectors such as Smart Cities, Manufacturing Industries,
Telecommunication & Services.
Engie UK are leading providers of integrated services - specialising in energy, technical, FM & business process
solutions for the built environment. We offer efficient management of buildings and installations – whilst achieving
high levels of energy & environmental efficiency.
EnvEcon provides evidence-based decision support to Government and business. The firm has broad thematic
experience covering all sectors of the economy and specializes in economic and environmental policy analysis and
design.
Erebus Environment provides measurement and verification services which support the development,
implementation and performance analysis of energy efficiency projects in the U.K. We also provide other energy and
environmental management services.
ESCOROM is a non-profit and non-political organization that aims at contributing to the achievement of national policy
and energy efficiency strategy objectives.
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ETS is an Engineering consultancy firm. We work with multiple global organisations to support and help achieve their
corporate sustainability objectives, save both CAPEX and OPEX, act as knowledge sharing platform. We have 12
consulting engineers, with a wide variety of inhouse competencies ranging from chartered engineer low carbon
consultants, to refrigeration and BMS specialists.
Europe House Skopje is a non-governmental organization which aims to promote European values in Macedonia and
increase the engagement between Macedonia and the rest of Europe.
Europe Regional Network of the World Green Building Council consists of over 30 national European Green Building
Councils, working in collaboration with more than 5,000 members across Europe, which represent the full breadth of
diverse stakeholders in the buildings sector. Green Building Councils are not-for-profit, member-based organisations
that are driving the transformation of buildings, communities and users’ behaviour towards sustainability. WorldGBC
is a coalition of more than 100 national GBCs around the world, making it the largest international organisation
influencing the green building marketplace.
European Association of Energy Service Companies (eu.ESCO) represents Energy Service Companies offering Energy
Performance Contracting vis-à-vis European Institutions, other relevant European Stakeholders, Member States and
public authorities. eu.ESCO provides best practices and knowledge sharing to drive standardisation and to accelerate
Energy Performance Contracting (EPC) use.
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eValor

Our organization is focused on real estate valuation. The use of energy, and specially energy conservation maintaining
the same level of comfort and service, plays a huge role in the exploration and operational phase of these types of
assets, having an impact its value. What we want is to appraise its role and incorporate energy efficiency has a
component of value in real estate assets
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FACTOR4
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FERROVIAL SERVIÇOS

Factor4 is an ESCo ('energy service company') and EPC-facilitator ('energy performance contracting') specialising in
realising comfort, energy efficiency and renewable energy in existing non-residential buildings, industrial plants and
apartment buildings. Services include energy and comfort audits, cost-benefit analysis, engineering of energy saving
measures and facilitation of EPC projects.
Ferrovial Serviços is an innovative energy efficiency solutions and service provider with a broad range of critical and
integrated services and proven capacity for managing complex projects.
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FUNDING FOR FUTURE
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GO PARITY

Go Parity acts as intermediary, providing loans to promoters of infrastructure projects and regular capital and income
to investors. Parity is fund-raising its first solar project, letting individuals invest directly as little as €50. Coming next
are several projects in the efficiency arena.

GREEN EVOLUTION

Green Evolution designs and implements strategies and projects on greenhouse gas management, including assessing,
accounting, reducing and offsetting the carbon footprint of business service operations, manufactured products.

GREEN INVESTORS

Green Investors is a specialist in financing energy efficiencies and renewable energy. Together with businesses we
lower their energy consumption and structure high yield investments for either the owners or external investors. We
also work as part of ESCOs and on a project-by-project basis with local utilities and municipalities.
Green Value Associates (GVA) Ltd is a management and advisory services boutique focusing on commercial real estate
retrofits and energy efficiency investments. GVA is also advising on sustainable cities, energy efficiency financing and
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GREEN
ASSOCIATES

The Italian Federation for energy efficiency “FIRE” is an independent non-profit organization, whose purpose is to
promote sustainability and the efficient use of energy. FIRE was founded in 1987 by ENEA (the Italian national agency
for new technologies, energy and sustainable economic development) and two energy manager associations.
The association operates by supporting companies and people involved in the energy sector both as supply and
demand through its institutional activities and its services. FIRE also promotes in collaboration with the relevant
institutions a positive development of the legislative and regulatory framework in order to foster an efficient use of
energy.
FIRE has around 450 members, which cover all the energy sector (e.g. energy efficiency technologies producers, power
producers, distributors, ESCOs, large and medium enterprises, universities and research centres, energy managers
and energy professionals). Around half of the members are organizations, the other are persons. This type of
membership ensures that FIRE has a holistic approach to energy efficiency and energy productivity.
Since 1992 FIRE manages the Italian energy manager network on behalf of the Ministry of Economic Development.
FIRE promotes their role through various initiatives.
In 2008 FIRE launched SECEM, an internal structure dedicated to the certification of the skills of the experts in energy
management in accordance with the UNI CEI 11339:2009 Italian standard. SECEM was accredited in 2012 according
to the ISO 17024 international standard.
Funding for Future is an alternative fund manager with a sole function: Forfaiting Receivables arising from EPC. The
firm will do so using a stakeholder platform delivering standardized documentation through formalized online
processes. The same platform will aggregate data for sharing information publicly.
FutureFit is an energy efficiency consultancy helping organisations to understand their energy consumption better
throught training and education. We also help those same organisations finance investment for retrofit.

VALUE

GEP Environmental is a highly experienced energy management and engineering consultancy, specialising in
sustainable design, building performance analysis, project identification, project engineering, energy savings
measurement and verification, funding & finance and energy and environmental compliance services. GEP is
committed to service excellence and best practice with certification in BS ISO 9001 and IS014001. Full UK coverage
with offices in Hampshire, Bedfordshire, Edinburgh and North Wales.
Ginsberg Integrated Sustainability will identify obstacles to your organization's growth and provide tailored solutions
with a particular emphasis on sustainability. We provide services in the following areas: Green Building Assessment
Sustainability Analysis/Reporting Market Research Proposal Development/Grant Writing Professional Editing.
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GREEN WORLD
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IMPIC
INDICE

Infinitas Design is a renewable energy system design and development with a focus on medium to large size biomass
and water source heat pump systems. We provide engineering services to multiple clients including energy bill
analysis, site surveys, renewable heat feasibility studies, concept and detail design, finance options and non-domestic
RHI applications. The majority of our work is in the retrofit commercial and industrial sectors.
Instituto Electrotécnico Português (IEP – Portuguese Electrotechnical Institute) was established on the 28th
September 1981. It is a nonprofit, private Entity, declared of Public Utility on the 17th October 1992. Our Services:
Inspections Consultancy and Audits; Testing and Calibration; Training and Certification.

INFINITAS DESIGN
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INSTITUTO
ELECTROTÉCNICO
PORTUGUÊS (IEP)
INTEGRA

Integra is a consultancy and integrated manager of investment projects for the public and private sectors.
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related policy strategies. The firm works closely with investors, financiers, cities and policy makers. It operates as a
collaborative professional network of independent subject-matter experts.
Green World is a company that directs all its professional activity to the technological segments of Energy and
Telecommunications, having as main objective the creation of a strong Partnership relation with its clients. The high
quality standards pursued, together with a flexible management structure and national coverage, have allowed Green
World to achieve the market recognition. Our major clients include national and multinational companies of
reference.
GeoCapita is a FCA reg Mutual engaged in development of renewable energy, energy efficiency and environmental
protection projects.
Heliocentrica is a company that seeks to foster the development of the sustainability energy complex and energy
efficiency is a key component of this.
Huber Dixon Insurance Services Ltd is an independent broker with access to all markets, specialising in providing
unique solutions to the Energy Efficiency, Cleantech and Renewable Technology industries. Specifically, we
offer Energy Efficiency Insurance, an off balance sheet finance solution for Energy Performance Contracting and is
designed for investors in Energy Conservation Measures (ECM's), Energy Service Companies (ESCO's), Property
Owners, Tenants and the specialist funders who support this industry. The benefit of this insurance is to remove the
liability for the savings guarantee from the respective balance sheet and provide comfort to either the funder or
customer that if any issues arise they will not have to rely on the balance sheet of the contractor who's financial profile
may have changed over the period of the contract. For larger contracting firms the issue is a growing accumulation
on their balance sheet for future liabilities as they undertake more projects.
IMPIC - Instituto dos Mercados Públicos, do Imobiliário e da Construção - Public body responsible for the regulation
of construction, real estate and public procurement.
Indice is a consultancy, training and ICT services organisation.

IrRADIARE provides consulting services in the field of project preparation. IrRADIARE is currently supporting more
than 20 regional authorities or agencies, mostly in Portugal, on project financing and management for both
sustainability and innovation related sectors.
IRT provide energy audits with quantified thermal images enabling impartial cost efficient, benchmarking,
roadmapping and policing of retrofits. Imaging helps engage the end client, compel action, increase uptake, educate
the audience, drives change in behaviour and speeds up the sales cycle for all parties. Unique software highlights quick
wins and enables client driven upgrades that coincide with lease events and maintenance schedule.
Isgreen Light is an “easy to install, easy to use” wireless distributed intelligence unmanned lighting system based on
proprietary space usability analysis algorithms. The target are large industrial and logistics facilities with focus on rack
warehouses.
ISQ provide solutions for clients in all sectors, to ensure that their assets and products comply with environmental,
quality, health and safety standards and regulations. Founded in 1965, ISQ is a private and independent company
providing inspection, testing, training and technical consultancy.
The ISR-University of Coimbra (ISR-UC) was founded in 1992 together with two other university sites in IST-Lisbon
Technical University and FEUP- Porto School of Engineering, with the global purpose of setting up a first class multidisciplinary research team, able to carry out leading edge interdisciplinary research in several important areas of
science and technology, to improve the quality of life and for sustainable development. ISR-UC is a research and
technological transfer institute associated with the University of Coimbra, which has participated in and coordinated
several EU projects in the area of energy efficiency, decentralised generation and RES, both in buildings and industry.
iVEES Independent Verifiers are leading M&V experts in the UK, developing International Standards on Measurement
and Verification, and Energy Savings Calculations in projects. iVEES provides training, M&V Plan development, savings
reporting, independent M&V Plan verification, and project management expertise to bit public and private sector
clients in the UK.
Jota96 founded in 1996. Main activities: HVAC Projects, Energy Audits in Buildings and Industries, Energy Certification
of Buildings and Professional Training
Joule Assets delivers financing solutions backed by performance insurance for energy efficiency (EE) and demand
response (DR) initiatives and projects. We create Energy Reduction Assets (ERA) by integrating simple financing and
insurance options with untapped revenue streams from our market analysis software tools like ERA-DR.
KEA is an energy agency facilitating EE and RE within the implementation of regional climate protections strategy's 4
sectors: development of grant programmes, biofuels/energy, climate protection strategies, energy services
facilitation. In energy services facilitation major activities include: leading in EPC facilitation, leading in EPC market
development, research in business models, financing mechanisms for EE and especially Deep energy retrofit DER.
Kingspan is a global leader in high performance insulation, building fabric, and solar integrated building envelopes.
We deliver high efficiency, low cost & low carbon building solutions across a broad range of market sectors.
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Lumispec is a cloud-based suite or applications developed in accordance with EN 16247-2 Energy audit methodology.
It is designed to allow capture of a facilities lighting estate and then undertake M&V evaluation as well as modelling
of the energy and light level footprint throughout an organisation by building and room purpose.
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MAGNETIK VALUE

Magnetik Value provides a full-service engineering and project development for renewable energy and sustainability
buildings technologies. Founded in 1995, in Oporto, Portugal, Magnetik Value provides expertise in low carbon and
energy management consultancy and develops solutions to industrial and commercial customers.

MANENS-TIFS

Manens-Tifs ranks among the top Italian consulting engineering and project management companies for the building
sector with activities at European level through First Q Network and in the Middle East through its branch in Saudi
Arabia. Specialist engineering services include MEP systems, sustainability (LEED, BREEAM, etc), energy (dynamic
simulations, Commissioning, IPMVP, audits and management), daylighting, acoustics.
Masterplan is a consultancy for sustainability and energy efficiency management in buildings. Masterplan focuses on
creating increased real estate value through their business concept of “Sustainable Value Engineering”. This
sustainable concept applies principles in real estate economics, architecture and ecology. Masterplan is accredited in
several international building certification schemes (LEED, BREEAM, DGNB) and offers specialized analyses, research
and project management services for green building owners and investors to lower running costs and increase real
estate value in buildings.
MEDESCO is an "Energy Services Company", i.e. a provider of comprehensive energy efficiency technologies, solutions
and services for corporate, institutional or private business owners. We leverage new green technologies in order to
offer a range of scalable, cost-effective, and easy to deploy integrated solutions to increase energy efficiency, make
power systems safe and reliable, develop automation, cut emissions, improve energy efficiency and harness
renewable power. Our solutions range from Energy Audits, optimization of operating voltage and upgrades to facility's
energy infrastructure, to complete Cities' Energy Plans, integrated energy monitoring and management solutions,
combined with tailored financial solutions.
MGD Energy SA is an Energy Services Company based in Greece and provides energy services in existing buildings,
including: Energy audits, Energy Efficiency upgrades (design, equipment supply, construction), Energy monitoring,
Building Maintenance. MGD Energy SA is certified according to ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004,OHSAS 18001:2007
for the whole range of its services. The ompany holds a first class ( 1st ) contractor's certificate No. 28803, licensed
for Electromechanical, Industrial and Energy public projects. MGD Energy SA is a member of the Energy Services
Company ( ESCOs ) in Greece, (escoregistry.gr) Reg. No 34 under the higher category A2 ( >1.000.000 € Energy
Efficiency Projects’ total budget ). MGD Energy SA has been awarded in 2015 the Bronze Metal for Energy Services
Companies (ESCOs ) in Greece.
We are a law firm operating in the energy sector, including energy efficiency
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KlimaProtect is dedicated to developing innovative insurance products for the fields of energy efficiency and
renewable energies to satisfy the needs of the market.
Kloud Engineering is an independent company of engineers and consultants working across the energy sectors. In
terms of energy efficiency services, we specialise in energy surveys, development of energy management systems,
program management and energy management training, for the manufacturing, process and service sectors. We are
committed to diversity and business practice innovation.
Koncept21 was established in Spain in 2006. It's an engineering consulting services, specialising in the energy
management and energy efficiency field, in conducting energy audits, preparing and monitoring the implementation
of improvement plans, implementation of energy management programs in industrial and service sectors.
kWIQly (named for powerful intelligence fast) uses scalable pattern recognition to deliver reliable repeatable
diagnostics based on energy meter data or building control system data. kWIQly is completely agnostic regarding
source of data, and delivery channel. Using our technology, we can identify plant, controls or behavioural problems
in buildings and model impact of change. As this can be done at scale and remotely, it is ideal for project planning (eg
during EPC tenders) or for high level efficiency resource planning.
Lavery/Pennell helps companies to become more profitable and sustainable. As strategic advisors, we assist
companies to identify and deliver big improvements in financial performance which also have social and
environmental benefits. We look beyond conventional approaches to find additional value, for example in new
products & business models, non-labour resource efficiency (including remanufacturing, circular resource use, energy
efficiency, waste reduction, transport efficiency and packaging optimisation), collaboration with suppliers to improve
their efficiency and share savings, risk reduction and cleaner technologies.
LGF Partners are a specialist debt advisory and arranging business focused on the technology and fast growth sectors
in the UK, Europe and beyond. We raise all types of debt finance including venture debt, growth finance, mezzanine,
ABL, leasing and senior corporate debt.
Lightenjin was founded in 2006 and focuses its activity in Light Design Consulting, both for interior and exterior lighting
projects. Its proximity to the most reputable design and architecture offices allowed Lightenjin to work on iconic and
prestigious lighting projects. With the technological evolution of lighting controls Lightenjin has expanded its area of
operation to the control systems projects to continue at the forefront of lighting technology, using electronic
equipment and software to increase energy efficiency in buildings and in the public lighting sector.
Home & Building Automation
Premium Home Cinema
LLEDO is a Lighting Company who provides project support and integrated solutions,

Mondini Rusconi Law
Firm
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MPW is a Germany based consulting firm with MPW Institute LLC being the U.S. based research and development
branch. MPW is helping ESCOs in Europe since 1996 to enter the market by providing tax, legal, strategic consulting
services. MPW is an active member in all major associations in Germany and promotes energy efficiency through
various endeavors.
Management, marketing and engineering services.

MPW
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NE Nomisma Energia is an independent research company that deals with energy and environmental issues,
committed to understand their short and long-term trends. We work closely with public institutions and private
industries with the aim of keeping a close look of the latest developments related to low carbon policies and
technologies, energy efficiency, climate finance, environmental markets and sustainable ways of producing and
consuming energy
Nuno Strothmann & Ribeiro are designers, contractors and maintenance providers in HVAC activities. An ESCO
company with energy efficiency projects including refrigeration systems, design and installation.
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Nuuka Solutions is based in Finland and employs 8 people at present. There are some 120 people involved in the
Nuuka partner network. Nuuka provides Nuuka software service. It is a building information system concentrating on
improving the energy efficiency, indoor air quality and HVAC process performance of the buildings. It provides also
international grade sustainability reporting compatible with GRESB and GRI.
Onur Enerji is an SME operating as an engineering consultancy company, with deep focus on developing clean-tech
solutions (renewable energy & resource efficiency) in mainly building and industry sectors. It’s innovative approach
with NGO's and universities resulted in multiple EU grants to support the clean-tech on an international level, such as
the BRICKER Project www.bricker-project.com (EU 7th FP) We are not after just achievable goals but challenging
projects with strong impact and looking forward to collaborating for a sustainable future!
Pigreen is a Greek company offering a wide range of integrated solutions that help owners of operators of buildings,
industries and public authorities to increase energy efficiency reducing energy and maintenance costs and GHG
emissions. Pigreen portfolio includes Energy Audits, Energy Monitoring and Management Systems, Power
Optimization Systems, Consulting Services.
Law Firm
Plus Ultra Asset Management GmbH (“PUAM”) is an independent asset management firm established in 2010 and
based in Munich. PUAM manages environmental assets linked to carbon emissions, energy efficiency measures,
renewable energy generation and biodiversity conservation. PUAM has a particular and proven expertise in carbon
and energy efficiency finance.
Polish Green Building Council (PLGBC) is a non-for-profit organization dedicated to promote sustainable design,
construction and operations in the entire Poland. PLGBC aims to positively influence the Polish construction industry
by promoting and implementing the rule of triple responsibility: environmental, social and economic. We intend to
transform the design, construction and operations of buildings in the entire country for the overall benefit of all
residents as well as all participants of the construction process.
Porto Vivo is a public company, established in 2004, with the purpose of promoting the rehabilitation and
reconversion of the built heritage of downtown Porto, including the historical city centre and the urban sprawl of the
19th century, an area of 10.7 km2, with 16,898 buildings (55% of which need rehabilitation) and 49,951 dwellings, for
a total of 71,494 inhabitants, according to 2011 Census data. Its five main strategic objectives are: re-housing of Porto
downtown; business development and promotion of Porto downtown; commerce revitalisation; development of
tourism, culture and leisure; public space improvement.
Portuguese Technology Platform for Construction (PTPC) is a nonprofitable association that brings together as
partners key stakeholders from the construction sector in Portugal - Major Enterprise, SME, Research Entities, Public
Bodies, Associations and Professional Bodies. PTPC’s mission is the implementation of Research, Development and
Innovation (R&DI) projects and initiatives that increase the competitiveness of the construction sector in Portugal.
The Association was established in November 2011 with the VISION to become an active agent for promoting
innovation and competitiveness in the construction sector, recognized in the country and abroad. The PTPC is a
member of the Steering Committee of the European Construction Tecnology Platform (ECTP) and belongs to the
network of National Tecnology Platforms (NTP's).
Positive Energy is focused on making it easier to create smarter buildings and smarter energy grid via accelerating
digital energy revolution. We are the pioneers of E-IoT (Energy IoT) movement and changing the entire conventional
energy ecosystem from the ground by combining our IoT, data science and smart grid engineering expertise. Aiming
to be the leader of the digital energy transformation, our team wants to digitalize, democratize and dematerialize
energy assets using exponential technologies.
Prelios Integra, a Prelios Group business unit, has been providing high-value-added real estate services for twenty
years and expanded its operations to Engineering in 2014.
Procifisc is an engineering and architecture company, working in Portuguese speaking countries in project design,
efficiency certification, work surveillance and security coordination.
Proel Gás is a company that provides energy consultancy services for the industries, public sector and commercial
sector. The main services are related to energy audits and energy certification to implements energy efficiency and
electrical and mechanical projects of installations and renewable energy projects
Prof. Engº. Vasco Peixoto de Freitas, Lda., was founded in 1993 and is located in the city of Porto, Portugal. The
company provides consulting services and design engineering in the fields of buildings rehabilitation, hygrothermal
behavior, energy efficiency in buildings, building pathology, building ventilation and acoustics. It specialises in the
evaluation of hygrothermal performance and energy efficiency building refurbishment of existing buildings as well as
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in preparation of content for technical publications and techno-economic analysis of building energy conservation
measures (ECM’s).
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Ren Engineering Solutions is an engineering and energy services company that optimizes compressed air systems.
The result is improved compressed air reliability, quality and efficiency through the use of innovative and costeffective compressed air solutions.
Our Vision is to improve reliability and productivity of compressed air systems through the application of energy
efficient solutions.
Our Mission is to develop and integrate innovative technology to offer diagnostics and optimisation solutions for
industry.
Renesco - as an ESCo we produce a pipeline of energy saving cash flows. The ability to sell or securitize these cash
flows is essential to our existence.
RES Invest is a registered Energy Services Company operating in Greece. The company provides integrated renewable
energy and energy efficiency services to a wide range of commercial, municipal and governmental authorities clients.
RES Invest is certified according to ISOs 9001, 14001 and 18001 for the complete range of its activities.
Reval Crowdinvesting offers alternative financing for real estate developments.
Revest UK is a UK utility company. We work with commercial and domestic customers to deliver mass renewable
energy measures to offer them green services instead of brown.

REVEST UK
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PU Europe is the European association representing the PUR / PIR (polyiso) thermal insulation industry.
Headquartered in Brussels (Belgium), the association's membership includes twelve national trade associations and
most major raw suppliers. PUR / PIR is the high-performance insulant particularly suited for the construction and
renovation of low- and zero-energy buildings. Thanks to its low thermal conductivity, PUR /PIR enables equal energy
savings at lower building element thicknesses. Its high mechanical resistance and light weight allow for the use of flat
roofs, for example by installing PV panels, without additional measures.
Pure Leapfrog is a business led charity that is the leading provider of social investment and professional support within
the community energy sector. We provide low cost finance to UK community energy projects and introduce affordable
professional expertise provided through our network of lawyers, accountants and other professional service
providers.
QES (Quality Energy Solutions) is offering a technology-based innovation service to both, companies (SMEs) and public
institutions. Its mission is to contribute to the competitiveness and the technological progress of the companies via
capacity building. Together with the capacities, the QES model furthermore aims for knowledge/technology transfer
in the manufacturing sector to promote energy and material efficiency. The trainings are conducted by the in-house
team supported by industries experts, mostly from the national and international network of collaborators with great
experience in energy efficiency and renewable energies technologies.
RACIUS ENGENHARIA was set up to meet the growing demand for sustainable solutions, particularly in the areas of
urban renewal, rational use of energy and renewable energy. The RACIUS is primarily engaged in consulting in the
areas of engineering, energy, energy efficiency, sustainable building, multidisciplinary studies and projects,
investment solutions and implementation.
RdA – Climate Solutions believes that the most dangerous climate changes may still be avoided but immediate global
action is needed to slow the growth in greenhouse gas emissions and to adapt to changes that are already locked
in. RdA is an advisory company specialized in mitigation and adaptation strategies.

X

Romania Green Building Council (RoGBC) is a non-profit, non-political association of member companies founded in
2008. It is the country’s leading organization dedicated to promoting sustainable construction and real estate with
the mission to deliver the market, educational, and legislative conditions necessary to promote high performance
construction that is both sustainable and profitable. The organization works to create an exemplary development
model for the region by ensuring the built environment will not imperil future generations but rather be a source of
safety, comfort, innovation, and opportunity.
RR Energy is an organization dedicated to management systems based in ISO 50001, ISO45001, ISO 14001, ISO 9001
and ISO 55001. We provide audits, training and consultant in this systems and also perfume energy audits and supply
solutions to the organization to decrease energy costs.
S.C Energy-Serv SRL was set-up in 1996 and it is the first private Romanian ESCO-type company. The mission of the
company is to contribute to GHG (Green House Gas) emission reduction through better energy efficiency / decrease
of specific fossil fuel consumptions, efficient use and promotion of renewable energy sources and technologies.
S.energia is the Regional Energy Agency for Barreiro, Moita and Montijo municipalities. It is an independent
organization, “not-for-profit” basis, providing a public service. S.energia goals are the promotion of energy efficiency
and renewable energies at local/regional level, changing citizens’ behaviour, improve the quality of local/regional
decision-making and planning. A further goal is to protect environment, by introducing good practices and efficient
technologies with meaning of decreasing environmental impacts.
S317 Consulting is a global consultancy firm focused in resource management, engineering and public policy that
generates value for public and private clients in the fields of energy, water, waste, mobility, carbon and
sustainability. We enable our clients – governments, municipalities, agencies, regulators, public utilities, private firms,
industries – to design and implement better policies to manage their assets in an optimized manner. Internationally,
S317 helps to make savings in terms of both money and time, minimize risks, use resources more efficiently, maximize
results in a sustainable manner and promote best practices within an ideal regulatory framework.
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SCT Consulting is an Integrated Energy Solution company, one of the main goals of SCT Consulting is to increase
Efficiency and Effectiveness of energy consumption through sustainable (economic and environmental) projects. SCT
Consulting provides solutions from the earliest stage (audit and diagnosis) to the last stage (implementation and
monitoring).
SEA Servizi Energia Ambiente Srl is an Energy Services and an engineering company founded in 2005. It is a team of
experienced professionals in multiple sectors such as energy, information technology, organization, environment and
training providing their knowledge with the aim to contribute to sustainable growth. SEA is one of the first ESCo
operating in the IWC (Italian White Certificates) exchange and generation.
Sefaira is the leading provider of software for high-performance building design. Working with hundreds of
architectural and engineering firms across the world, Sefaira helps building designers embed performance analysis
into each design decision on every building project.
Self Energy Engineering & Innovation S.A. is an ESCO in Portugal, providing the engineering, financial and
implementation services of renewable energies and energy efficiency projects for all type of buildings. The
complementary services include research, innovation, development of new technologies, energy audit and
certification giving capability in all areas.
Servelect is an ESCO from Romania with over 11 years of experience in energy efficiency projects. Our mission is to
create a competitive industrial and business environment, and more importantly, to have a positive impact on worker
force welfare and their families. In 2011, Servelect was entitled "Best European Energy Service Provider" by the
European Union.
SGS has many businesses, one of them being energy efficiency. We conduct energy audits, energy reduction plans as
well as advise our clients on existing energy efficiency schemes to help them receive fundings to carry out system
retrofits.
Shepherd + Wedderburn LLP is a leading UK law firm with a key focus on the energy and natural resources sector. This
sector plays a uniquely important role in global efforts to balance economic growth, environmental sustainability and
social cohesion. Our team is at the forefront of this sector and has an enviable reputation for successfully advising
leading organisations on a wide variety of complex and innovative transactions.
SI Capital Private Equity is a specialist investor across the European Energy Efficiency value chain principally in Spain
and the UK.
Siemens is the largest electrical engineering company in the world and the largest supplier of sustainable technology
solutions. Siemens is active across a range of energy efficiency aspects - as a supplier of energy efficient products and
solutions, in reducing energy across our own estate of manufacturing sites and offices and also as a delivery partner
for complete energy efficiency programmes to end users. We are also active in financing energy efficiency projects
and in a number of energy efficiency performance contracts where we routinely apply robust processes and
procedures such as IPMVP.
SmartKlub connects cities and suppliers in a way that creates innovative energy projects. Every city, community and
project are unique. We use our local understanding of the landscape throughout to listen and build what works for
each city, place and community, ensuring it is repeatable and scalable to build scale and significant social capital. In
short, we enable our members to deliver Smart energy solutions bigger, better, faster and cheaper. We make city
energy projects happen.
SmartProcess is based in Portugal and operates in the areas of energy efficiency, environment and sustainability.
Smartwatt is an energy services company (ESCO) acting in three distinct vectors, efficiency, renewables and
intelligence, with the common objective of optimizing energy systems performance and resource usage. We deliver
energy cost reduction and demand-side energy generation alternatives, helping managers saving on operation costs.
With our predictive software solutions, operational costs to traders, energy producers and systems operators will
decrease, creating a competitive advantage.
Sofia Energy Agency was established in July 2001 under the SAVE II Program of the European Union. As specified in
the contract with EU, the newly established agencies, ENERGIEBUREAU LIMBURG (Holland) and APEA (Italy) are
partners of SOFENA (Bulgaria) and will coordinate their activities during the three years term of the contract. The main
objectives of sofena are to assist Sofia Municipality in developing a sustainable energy policy and to develop models
for energy planning and to support their implementation, amogn others.
Solindigos is a company committed to be a competitive solution, guiding its services with quality and rigor in the field
of renewable energies and energetic efficiency. With very present environmental concerns, Solíndigos, Lda. is
determined to show the quality and innovation of its services and to effectively act in the present.
Sommerkeller12 is an architecture and engineering firm focused on innovative and sustainable solutions. Our passion
is to work out the optimal energy concept for our customers considering sustainability and economy. We are dealing
with projects in residential as well as industrial building. Our experience reaches from restoration to new construction.
The projects benefit from collaboration in a young and interdisciplinary team.
South Pole Group, based in Zurich, began as a project-driven company focused on developing and selling high-quality
carbon credits. Today, it's the world's leading provider of climate solutions. No other firm in the world has developed
as many successful emission reduction projects. No other company offers as rich a suite of services and solutions. SPG
helps public and private sector organisations develop climate proven policies and strategies. Areas of expertise cover
every key sustainability-related area of climate change, including but not limited to: forests & land use, water,
sustainable cities & buildings, as well as renewable energy and energy efficiency.
Portuguese company that acts in the renewable energy sector, energy efficiency, maintenance and execution of
mechanical and electrical projects in the areas of energy and environment.
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SPiCE³ is a ground-breaking multinational project in the European chemical industry that enables all chemical
companies to enhance their energy efficiency through its online platform, workshops, local events, on-site trainings,
an energy efficiency award scheme and European level events. Now in its second phase, SPiCE³ continues to deliver
hands-on support to both small and large chemical companies, with its online platform regularly offering interesting
and useful new material on best practices, industry case studies, news, tools and guides.
SRS Advogados is a full-service law firm with over than 100 lawyers that has been in business for over 20 years. We
provide to our clients a strong position in the national and international market, benefiting from a presence in Lisbon,
Funchal and Oporto (the latter by way of association), as well as a first-rate international presence through a number
of international partnerships, namely in Angola, Brazil, Macao and Mozambique.
Suresense Technologies Ltd is a manufacturer of energy efficiency solutions for the industrial sector. Solutions include
intelligent lighting products that reduce an average of energy usage by 75% in high bay lighting retrofit projects and
an intelligent motor controller for fixed speed motors operating inefficiently at low or variable loads.
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SUSI Partners is a Swiss investment advisor with 44 investment professionals located in Zurich, Frankfurt and
Luxembourg. The company focuses on financing the energy transition and sustainable energy infrastructure. With its
affiliated company Sustainable Sàrl, SUSI offers funds to institutional investors. All investment products generate
stable annual distributions. With its three-pillar strategy, focusing on Renewable Energy Generation, Energy Efficiency
Retrofits, and Energy Storage & Off-Grid Solutions, the company is active in one of the fastest growing and most
attractive industries over the next decades.
TLC Energy a UK based Energy Performance Contractor.
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Company providing design and consultancy services in the field of civil, industrial and agricultural construction.
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Tilia is the partner of cities, communities, public and private utilities, industrial businesses and co-investors, who seek
to develop new projects, make new investments, improve their operations, redefine their strategy and manage
increasingly complex challenges in the fields of energy, water and environmental services.

UrbanVolt provides LED retrofits to commercial customers on a Light-as-a-Service business model. We install a new
LED solution at no cost to the customer and share the savings over 5 years.
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The Crowd facilitates knowledge sharing between large organisations to help them tackle the big issues of our time from climate change to youth unemployment. We organise many events that cover energy efficiency, with an annual
conference "Green Corporate Energy". In 2015 we launched The Energy Curve, an interactive database for companies
to share their energy investment programmes.
The Irish Green Building Council is the leading authority on sustainable building in Ireland. With a network of over 80
member organisations, the IGBC is working to transform the Irish construction and property sector into a global leader
in quality and sustainability. IGBC provides BREEAM, LEED and other green building education programs in Ireland. As
part of the Build Upon project, the IGBC is working to develop an ambitious National Renovation Strategy v.2 for
Ireland.
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc is one of the retail banking subsidiaries of The Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc, and
together with NatWest and Ulster Bank, provides banking facilities throughout the UK and Ireland.

TURKECO Construction and Energy Inc. is a sustainability consulting and education/research firm. Our staff helps
clients setting strategies to design and built green projects and advice on the leading environmental assessment
methods. Our firm uses the industry standard scoring systems like LEED, BREEAM and DGNB to help clients achieve
the required sustainability targets for both new and existing buildings using energy modeling and daylight simulations.
We consult to Turkish and international governments on ESCO market. Our founder acted as the director of Clinton
Climate Initative in years 2007-2009. TURKECO is the first company from Turkey elected to be a member of USGBC
(U.S. Green Building Council) Board.
University of Zagreb Faculty of Civil Engineering is a public University with Departments: Geotechnical Engineering,
Water Research, Structures, Materials, Mathematics, Construction Management, Transportation Engineering,
Engineering Mechanics, and Buildings.

AND
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Tebodin is a multidisciplinary consulting and engineering firm, offering independent services to its clients all over the
world based on the knowledge and experience of its highly skilled and dedicated professionals. Tebodin, together
with partners of the Bilfinger group, provides Energy Performance Contracting services for industrial clients. We have
an international track record in reducing energy & water costs for our clients while providing guarantees and external
financing.
Telles Law Firm is a full-service law firm with 80 years and more them 75 lawyers. Our areas of practice are handled
by teams with a vast and wide-reaching knowledge of the issues. We work with a network of international partners,
meeting the needs of our customers which are active in other countries and markets.

CONSEIL

Verco is an award-winning energy and sustainability company. We have a 25-year track record with a focus on low
carbon growth, energy efficiency and clean energy project development. We provide an end-to-end service for clients,
applying a mixture of technical and financial skills and our Carbon Desktop resource management and M&V software
to undertake research, provide practical and insightful advice, and deliver energy efficiency and clean energy
generation projects on a consultancy or guaranteed savings basis.
Verdabelo plc is a supplier of self-financing energy saving heating solutions
Vesta Conseil Finance is an independent consulting firm operating in France: we advise municipalities and local
governments in setting-up public policies based on third-party financing in order to foster energy-efficient
refurbishment of private housing and public buildings.
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VIRTUAL
SOLUTIONS

Virtual Power Solutions (VPS) is an innovative company with a strong knowledge and experience in Internet of Things
(IoT), developing hardware and software solutions, M2M communication platforms based on cloud and mobile
applications for Smart Homes and Smart Cities, acquiring and processing large data sets every day to provide its
customers with valuable insights. It has a track record of more than 50,000 successfully installed products (banks,
hotels, industry, airports, hospitals, universities, retail, utilities and municipalities) spread along the 5 continents
proving the high quality, value and reliability of VPS’s solutions.
WeAreStarting S.r.l. is the company founded in 2014 that manages the equity crowdfunding platform
WeAreStarting.it, which provides access to capital for Italian SMEs and start-ups.
The company is authorised to manage an equity crowdfunding platform under the Italian specific regulation by the
National regulatory body (CONSOB) in December 2014.
Since the launch in October 2015, the platform hosted the campaigns of more than 20 innovative start-ups and SMEs.
WeAreStarting is the only Italian active Platform developed in collaboration with an international technology partner
Katipult, one of the world's leading software provider for investment crowdfunding. The company was selected as a
finalist of several relevant competitions for fintech start-ups and was awarded the ING Challenge Award 2017, granted
by the Italian branch of the ING Group to the best fintech start-up in Italy. The platform raised more than one million
euros from companies and private investors, more than one fourth being committed to green projects. Notably, the
portal hosted the first successful equity crowdfunding campaign for an energy efficiency project in Europe, according
to the EU-funded project Citizenergy.
Recognized SGCIE auditor provide services to industry and higher energy Consumers.
Also developer's projects in field of wind, photovoltaic and solar heater. Outsourcing installation and engineering field
resources.

POWER
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WeAreStarting Srl
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240

WTEM, Lda- World
Technologies &
Energies
XZ CONSULTORES S.A.

X

XZ Consultores S.A. has worked for twenty years in management consultancy, specializing in the areas of Strategic
Management, Processes, Lean Management, Innovation, Social Responsibility, Human Resources, Quality,
Environment, Safety and Risk. We also have a training department (classroom and e-learning) and an accredited
testing laboratory.
Ympact turns Energy Efficiency Operations into assets so as to bridge the gap between external financial resources,
and Commercial and Industrial energy savings potential. Ympact consequently enables facility owners to optimize
their activity, preserving their financial resources for their core business.
Zero Carbon has been helping industry, commercial and public sector organisations to save energy for over 10 years

X

Zesco provides consultancy services for the development of energy efficiency and renewable energy projects in the
business and public sectors in Ireland. We specialise in coordinating and facilitating ESCo projects on behalf of the
client. Our services include project identification, feasibility assessment, project coordination, procurement and
preparing clients to obtain finance.

241
YMPACT
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243

Zero Carbon
ZESCO
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Annex 2 – Technical expert forum (industry)
Technical experts – Industry
N
1

Name
Tiago Silva

2GO-OUT Consulting

Company

2

Vithu Ganesanathan

3M Canada

3

João Calau

ADENE

4

Chuanrong Wang

AETS

5

Jose Mestre

AETS

6

Rémy NAUDE

AETS

7

Umesh Bhutoria

Algo EnergyTech Ventures Private Limited

8

Mark Apsey

Ameresco

9

Javier Martinez

ANESE

10

Vladislava Georgieva

ASDE

11

Thibaut Loschetter

ATOLL ENERGY

12

Pedro Freitas

Audigreen

13

Dayyanet Diaz

B&D Proyectos SAS

14

Alick MacAngus

Bertsch Energy

15

Todor Tonev

Black sea energy cluster

16

Quentin Nerincx

BNP Paribas Fortis

17

João Gama

Capwatt

18

Pedro Lima

Ccenergua

19

Ettore Piantoni

Comat SpA

20

Alex Templeton

Community Infrastructure Group CIC

21

Andreas Karner

ConPlusUltra

22

Gideon Richards

Consulting With Purpose Ltd

23

Paulo Santos

ContaWatt

24

Peter Seizov

Denkstatt Bulgaria

25

Andreas Lindinger

Denkstatt GmbH

26

Ulrika Wising

DNV

27

Frank Donkers

Donkers Market Intelligence

28

Stefan Amann

e7 Energie Markt Analyse GmbH

29

Bernard Chesire

Eenovators

30

Martin Reisinger

EEP

31

Anastasios Vasilopoulos

Eergineering Solutions

32

Nick Keegan

EEVS

33

Michael Phelan

Endeco Technologies

34

Stanislav Andreev

EnEffect Consult SP LTD

35

Irina Popescu

ENEL

36

Maria Adele Paglia

ENEL

37

António Ribeiro

ENERGEST, SA

38

Alberto Rodrigues

ENERGEST, SA

39

Edgar Moreira

Energia em Conserva

40

Simon Alsbury

Energise Ltd
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41
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Sources Fund
Emil Pashov
(EERSF)
42
EnergyPro
Alex Rathmell
43
Energywise
John Harrington
44

João Durana

Ferrovial Serviços

45

Peter Vandendriessche

Finhesco

46

Carmen Herisanu

Flanco

47

José Freitas

FLUPOR, Surface Engineering SA

48

Clemens Rohde

Fraunhofer ISI

49

Liam McLaughin

GEN Europe

50

Yancho Panteleev

GGE BULGARIA

51

Svetoslav Stoykov

GGE Bulgaria

52

Cori Calvert

Glas Éireann Solutions

53

Julia Tartler

Graz Energy Agency

54

Renata Silva

GreenYellow

55

Kathaleen Brown

Hidden Brains Infotech LLC

56

Gerard Doherty

Independent Consultant

57

Jose Mainez Bosh

Insolatio Pamasol

58

Gil Mota

Instituto Electrotécnico Português

59

Louise Vickery

International Energy Agency

60

Tom Higgins

Intersever

61

Joao Pombo

ISQ

62

Miguel Ribeiro

ISQ

63

Muriel Iten

ISQ

64

Carlos Patrão

ISR - Universidade de Coimbra

65

Marko Dimitriov

KEO-Zenit Ltd

66

Stephan Stelzer

Kommunalkredit Public Consulting GmbH

67

Mónica Martins

Médiotejo21

68

Hannes Mac Nulty

Mac Nulty Consulting

69

Kimberly Ruth

Mindmajix Technologies, INC

70

John Mulholland

Mulholland Energy

71

Alexander Wimmer

Neuman

72

Mihail Denkov

NTEF

73

Shah Haider

Pabna Rural Electric Cooperative

74

Miguel Oliveira

Pare

75

Laurent Kraif

Perfesco

76

Rupert Dixon

PIB

77

João Santos

RdA Climate Solutions

78

João Teixeira

RdA Climate Solutions

79

Lorenz Artaker

REENAG

80

Dzintars Jaunzems

RenEsco Ltd.

81

Simone Maggiore

Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico - R.S.E.spa

82

Roger Nordman

Rise

83

Matthew Caville

Salix Finance
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84
Salix Finance
Qasim Akhtar
85

Pedro Teixeira

SCT Consulting, Lda.

86

Miguel Matias

Self Energy Ltd

87

Frédéric Brodach

Serimus

88

Alexandra Papantonopoulou

Sielight

89

Stephen Barker

Siemens

90

Jose Javier Roman

Smart EEC

91

Jorge Araújo

Smartwatt

92

Zdravko Georgiev

93

Daniele Florean

Sofia Energy Agency
Studio ABG

94

T. van der Velde

Tata Steel B.V.

95

Corina Ilescu

The Architect Now

96

Nelly Lehr

Tilia GmbH

97

Stefan Tietze

98

Marco Baresi

Tilia GmbH
Turboden - Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

99

Colm Gallagher

University College Cork

100

Konstantinos Emmanouil

V. KAFKAS SA

101

Hannah Jones

Verco

102

Paul Boylan

Vivid Edge

103

Kubilav Kavac

Windows Live

104

Erik Gudbjerg

Yourenergy

105

Gerard Doherty

ZebraCarbon Limited
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Annex 3 – Technical expert forum (district energy)
Technical experts – District Energy
N

Name

Company

1

Tiago Silva

2GO-OUT Consulting

2

Paulo Nogueira

ADENE

3

Chuanrong Wang

AETS

4

Rémy Naude

AETS

5

Daniel Sousa

Agencia de Energia do Cavado

6

Aleksandar Ivancic

Aiguasol

7

Umesh Bhutoria

Algo EnergyTech Ventures Private Limited

8

Mark Apsey

Ameresco

9

Vladislava Georgieva

ASDE

10

Thibaut Loschetter

Atoll ENERGY

11

Alick McAngus

Bertsch Energy

12

Bernardino Gomes

BG2e engineering to efficiency

13

Todor Tonev

Black Sea Energy Cluster

14

Quentin Nerincx

BNP Paribas Fortis

15

Joao Gama

Capwatt

16

Sara Tome

CIMLT

17

Donna Gartland

Codema - Dublin's Energy Agency

18

Alex Templeton

Community Infrastructure Group CIC

19

Gideon Richards

Consulting With Purpose Ltd

20

Rob Crowdy

Cynergin

21

Michael Brown

Delat EE

22

Peter Seizov

Denkstatt Bulgaria

23

Andreas Lindinger

Densksatt GmbH

24

Stefan Amann

e7 Energie Markt Analyse GmbH

25

Martin Reisinger

EEP

26

Anastasios Vasilopoulos

Eergineering solutions

27

Terry Hill

Emerge Alliance

28

Michael Phelan

Endeco Technologies

29

Stanislav Andreev

EnEffect Consult SP LTD

30

Maria Adele Paglia

ENEL

31

Alberto Rodrigues

ENERGEST - Engenharia e sistemas de Energia, S.A.

32

Edgar Moreira

Energia em conserva

33

Simon Alsbury

Energise

34

Alex Rathmell

EnergyPro

35

Simas Gerdvila

Euro Heat & Power

36

Eloi Piel

Euroheat

37

Paul Voss

EuroHeat

38

Alessandro Provaggi

Euroheat & Power

39

Jose Freitas

Flupor, Surface Engineering

40

Svetoslav Stoykov

GGE BULGARIA

41

Yancho Panteleev

GGE BULGARIA
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Julia Tartler
42
Graz Energy Agency
43

Alex Midlen

HeatNet NWE Interreg Project

44

Tom Higgins

Interserve

45

Kristina Lignerud

IVL, The Swedish Environment Reseach Insititute

46

Stephan Stelzer

Kommunalkredit Public Consulting GmbH

47

Mart Kivikas

NODA Deutschland GmbH

48

Mihail Denkov

NTEF

49

Teodora Stanisheva

NTEF

50

João Santos

RdA

51

João Teixeira

RdA

52

Dzintars Jaunzems

RenEsco Ltd.

53

Simone Maggiore

Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico - R.S.E.spa

54

Roger Nordman

Rise

55

Matthew Caville

Salix Finance

56

Qasim Akhtar

Salix Finance

57

Miguel Mattias

Self Energy

58

Frederic Brodach

Serimus

59

Daniele Florean

Studio ABG

60

T. Van der Velde

Tata Steel B.V.

61

Nelly Lehr

Tilia GmbH

62

Marco Baresi

TURBODEN

63

Colm Gallagher

University College Cork

64

Konstantinos Emmanouil

V. KAFKAS SA

65

Hannah Jones

Verco

66

Tim Crozier-Cole

Verco

67

Irena Kindratenko

XLNCE Energy efficiency & EU funding consultancy

68

Keith Routledge

ZebraCarbon
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Annex 4 – Technical expert forum (street lighting)
Technical experts – Street Lighting
N

Name

Company

1

Tiago Silva

2GO-OUT Consulting

2

Paulo Nogueira

ADENE

3

João Calau

ADENE

4

Chuanrong Wang

AETS

5

Daniel Sousa

Agência de Energia do Cávado

6

Ameresco

7

Mark Apsey
Javier Martinez

8

Hugo Saldanha

ArenaTejo

9

Margaret Newman

Arup

10

Vladislava Georgieva

ASDE

11

Alberto Van Zeller

AURALIGHT

12

Rui Pacheco

Ave Energy Agency

13

Bernardino Gomes

BG2e engineering to efficiency

14

Todor Tonev

Black sea energy cluster

15

Quentin Nerincx

BNP Paribas Fortis

16

Sara Tomé

CIMLT

17

Júlio Mário

Comunidade Intermunicipal do Tâmega e Sousa

18

Gideon Richards

Consulting With Purpose Ltd

19

Liz Compitello

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission

20

Karsten Lindloff

Dena

21

Peter Seizov

Denkstatt Bulgaria

22

Andreas Lindinger

Denkstatt Gmbh

23

Stefan Amann

e7 Energie Markt Analyse GmbH

24

Anastasios Vasilopoulos

Eergineering solutions

25

Marc Migliazzo

EIS Lighting

26

Terry Hill

Emerge ALLIANCE

27

Stanislav Andreev

EnEffect Consult SP LTD

28

Maria Adele Paglia

ENEL

29

Irina Popescu

ENEL SI

30

Fernando Pinto

Enerdura

31

João Encarnação

Energaia

32

Edgar Moreira

Energia em Conserva

33

Raytchev Kiril

Energy Effect JSC

34

Emil Pashov

Energy Efficiency and Renewable Sources Fund (EERSF)

35

Alex Rathmell

EnergyPro

36

Joao Durana

Ferrovial Serviços S.A.

37

Diogo Nicolau

GALP

38

Ricardo Leite

GALP

39

Yancho Panteleev

GGE BULGARIA

40

Svetoslav Stoykov

GGE Bulgaria

41

Julia Tartler

Graz Energy Agency

ANESE
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SETE
Miguel Matos
42
ILP
Peter Harrison
43
44

Gil Mota

Instituto Electrotécnico Português

45

Tom Higgins

Interserve

46

Joao Fong

ISR - Universidade de Coimbra

47

ISR-University of Coimbra

48

Carlos Patrão
Phillip

49

Damir Staničić

Jozef Stefan Institute

50

Marko Dimitrov

KEO-Zenit Ltd

51

Michael Fuller

Keystone Lighting Solutions

52

Frederico Teixeira

Lightenjin

53

Henrique Mota

Lledo Iluminação Portugal

54

Mónica Martins

Médiotejo21

55

Teodora Stanisheva

NTEF

56

Mihail Denkov

NTEF

57

Ricardo Martins

Philips Lighting

58

Rupert Dixon

PIB

59

João Santos

RdA Climate Solutions

60

João Teixeira

RdA Climate Solutions

61

Ivan Simic

Regional Energy Agency North

62

Jurica Perko

Regional Energy Agency North

63

Dzintars Jaunzems

RenEsco Ltd.

64

Simone Maggiore

Ricerca sul Sistema Energetico - R.S.E.spa

65

Brian Ahern

Roads Management Office

66

João Figueiredo

S.energia - AgÃªncia Regional de Energia

67

Hayley Veenhoven

Salix Finance

68

Matthew Caville

Salix Finance

69

Qasim Akhtar

Salix Finance

70

Javier Elizalde

Salvi

71

Pedro Teixeira

SCT Consulting, Lda.

72

Miguel Matias

Self Energy Ltd

73

Frédéric Brodach

Serimus

74

Lucian Deoanca

Servelect

75

Alexandra Papantonopoulou

Sielight

76

Francisco Cruz

Siemens

77

Zdravko Georgiev

Sofia Energy Agency SOFENA

78

Paulo Gonçalves

Soneres

79

Ines Simon

SONINGEO SERVICIOS ENERGETICOS

80

Georgios Paissidis

Stilvi Ltd.

81

Amy Beasley

Stockport Council

82

Ernst Luckner

Swarco

83

T. van der Velde

Tata Steel B.V.

84

Toby Morgan

The Climate Group

85

Nelly Lehr

Tilia GmbH

JCL
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V. Kafkas S.A.
Georgios Avramidis
86
V. KAFKAS SA
Konstantinos Emmanouil
87
88

Hannah Jones

Verco

89

Tim Crozier-Cole

Verco
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Annex 5 – PD Project developers (industry & district energy)
7

1

Expert name
Christian Schützenhofer

PD – Project Developers
Industry and district energy
Company
Denkstatt & Enertec

Active Location
Austria

2

Mark Apsey

Ameresco

United Kingdom

3

Mark Burrows

Padd Energy

United Kingdom

4

Bethan Phillips

Verco Advisory Services*

United Kingdom

5

Alberto Trueba

Soningeo Servicios Energeticos*

Spain

6

Silvano Falocco

Fondazione Ecosistemi*

Italy

7

Vittorio Vignini

Savenergy*

Italy

8

Alexander Schmidt

Energiedienstleistungen Rhein-Neckar GmbH

Germany

9

Daniel Scholer

Energiedienstleistungen Rhein-Neckar GmbH

Germany

10

Ken Mc Elhinney

Connected Energy

Ireland

11

Reneta Borisova

ENERGBG DZZD

Bulgaria

12

Stephan Tietze

Tilia GmbH*

Germany

13

Nikolaos Pasialis

Enerca

Greece

14

Nikolaos Lettes

Enerca

Greece

15

Jose Alberto Rodrigues

Energest

Portugal

16

Jorge Rodrigues de Almeida

RdA Climate Solutions*

Portugal

17

Luca Gasparetto

ESE Solutions s.r.l*

Italy

18

Andrea Maritano

Andrea Maritano Energy Consultants

Italy

19

Gian Domenico Garufi

Grimel s.r.l*

Italy

20

Stefano Perboni

Noka S.r.l*

Italy

Joaquim Guedes

N

22

David Hirst

Ecoinside - Soluções em
sustentabilidade, Lda
Ainsty Risk Consulting Ltd

23

Mathew Mwenga

Ren Engineering Solutions

Kenya

24

Anastasios Vasilopoulos

Energineering Solutions

Greece

25

Rui Pereira

STEG

Portugal

26

Jose Miguel Martins Ribeiro

ISQ

Portugal

27

Onur GÜNDURU

Onur Enerji

Turkey

28

Antonio Sanfins

SmartProcess

Portugal

29

Arianna Mortellaro

Avvenia - The Energy Innovator

Italy

30

Valeria Campaniello

Avvenia - The Energy Innovator

Italy

31

Roberto Caponera

Avvenia - The Energy Innovator

Italy

32

Stefano Cogoli

Energynet srl

Italy

33

Saverio Magni

Energynet srl

Italy

34

Giuseppe Caruso

Solgen Consulting srl

Italy

35

Uwe Joestel

ESaver

Germany

Oliver Schulz

EnMaS
Deutsche
Servicegesellschaft
Energiemanagement mbH

21

36

7

ecoeficiência

e

Portugal
United Kingdom

für

Germany

An asterisk marks PDs trained both for industry and district energy and street lighting
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Annex 6 – PD Project developers (street lighting)
8

1

Expert name
Bethan Phillips

PD – Project Developers
Street Lighting
Company
Verco Advisory Services*

Active Location
United Kingdom

2

Alberto Trueba

Soningeo Servicios Energeticos*

Spain

3

Silvano Falocco

Fondazione Ecosistemi*

Italy

4

Vittorio Vignini

Savenergy*

Italy

5

Stephan Tietze

Tilia GmbH*

Germany

6

Jorge Rodrigues de Almeida

RdA Climate Solutions*

Portugal

7

Luca Gasparetto

ESE Solutions s.r.l.*

Italy

8

Marta Giuliari

Independent Consultant

Italy

9

Gian Domenico Garufi

Grimel s.r.l.*

Italy

10

Emanuele Giglio

GMT S.p.A

Italy

11

Stefano Perboni

Noka s.r.l.*

Italy

12

Sara Canepa

Prelios Integra S.P.A

Italy

13
14

Jose Morais

Municipio Torre de Moncorvo

Portugal

15

Konstantinos Vrouchos
Augoustis Chatzinikolas

Stirixis Techniki SA.
Stirixis Techniki SA.

Greece
Greece

16

Pavlos Karoubis

Stirixis Techniki SA.

Greece

17

Nektarios Moraitis

RES Invest

Greece

18

Spyros Mexas

RES Invest

Greece

19

Antonis Mainos

RES Invest

Greece

20

Zdravko Georgiev

Sofena Ltd

Bulgaria

21

Bruno Carvalho

AdEPorto - Agência de Energia do Porto

Portugal

N

8

An asterisk marks PDs trained both for industry and district energy and street lighting
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Annex 7 – QAA quality assurance assessors (industry & district energy)

QA – Quality Assurance

9

N

1

Expert name
Bethan Phillips

Industry and district energy
Company
Verco Advisory Services*

Active Location
United Kingdom

2

Silvano Falocco

Fondazione Ecosistemi*

Italy

Ken Mc Elhinney

Connected Energy

Ireland

4

Alexander Schmidt

Energiedienstleistungen Rhein-Neckar GmbH

Germany

5

Daniel Scholer

Energiedienstleistungen Rhein-Neckar GmbH

Germany

6

Norman Thoms

Uniper Kraftwerke GmbH

Germany

7

Stephan Tietze

Tilia GmbH*

Germany

8

Nikolaos Pasialis

Enerca

Greece

9

Jose Alberto Rodrigues

Energest

Portugal

10

Jorge Rodrigues de Almeida

RdA Climate Solutions*

Portugal

11

Luca Gasparetto

ESE Solutions s.r.l*

Italy

12

Andrea Maritano

Andrea Maritano Energy Consultants*

Italy

13

Vassilis Glynis

Pigreen*

Greece

14

Stefano Perboni

Noka S.r.l*

Italy

Joaquim Guedes

Portugal

3

16

Gian Domenico Garufi

Ecoinside - Soluções em ecoeficiência e
sustentabilidade, Lda
Grimel s.r.l.*

17

David Hirst

Ainsty Risk Consulting Ltd

United Kingdom

18

Rui Pereira

STEG

Portugal

19

Jose Miguel Martins Ribeiro

ISQ

Portugal

20

Onur GÜNDURU

Onur Enerji

Turkey

21

Antonio Sanfins

SmartProcess

Portugal

22

Arianna Mortellaro

Avvenia - The Energy Innovator

Italy

23

Valeria Campaniello

Avvenia - The Energy Innovator

Italy

24

Roberto Caponera

Avvenia - The Energy Innovator

Italy

25

Giuseppe Caruso

Solgen Consulting srl

Italy

Oliver Schulz

Germany

15

Italy

27

Frieder Frasch

EnMaS Deutsche Servicegesellschaft für
Energiemanagement mbH
KPMG AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

28

Haro Schuller

KPMG AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Germany

29

Yuriy Lozynskyy

KPMG AG Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Germany

26

9

Germany

An asterisk marks QAs trained both for industry and district energy and street lighting
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Annex 8 – QAA quality assurance assessors (street lighting)
QA – Quality Assurance
N

10

1

Expert name
Bethan Phillips

Street Lighting
Company
Verco Advisory Services*

Active Location
United Kingdom

2

Silvano Falocco

Fondazione Ecosistemi*

Italy

3

Stephan Tietze

Tilia GmbH*

Germany

4

Jorge Rodrigues de Almeida

RdA Climate Solutions*

Portugal

5

Andrea Maritano

Andrea Maritano Energy Consultants*

Italy

6

Luca Gasparetto

ESE Solutions s.r.l.*

Italy

7

Gian Domenico Garufi

Grimel s.r.l.*

Italy

8

Vassilis Glynis

Pigreen*

Greece

9

Stefano Perboni

Noka s.r.l.*

Italy

10

Thanasis Manoloudis

INZEB

Greece

11

Konstantinos Stampoulis

INZEB

Greece

12

Nektarios Moraitis

RES Invest

Greece

13

Spyros Mexas

RES Invest

Greece

14

Antonis Mainos

RES Invest

Greece

10

An asterisk marks QAs trained both for industry and district energy and street lighting
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
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Annex 9 – I3CP presentations

I3CP partner

N

1

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida, Joana
Andrade
Peter Seizov

2
3

Frédéric Brodach

4

Juergen Ritzek

5

Juergen Ritzek

6

Quitterie de Rivoyre
Alex Rathmell

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Bethan Phillips,
Dave Worthington
Juergen Ritzek
Frédéric Brodach
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

Name event

Investor Days Porto
Increasing investments by standardization
the EE project development process
Plattform Energieeffizienzdienstleistung:
Investitionsentscheidungen in Industrie
Nordic Edge Stavanger – EIP-SCC, Action
Cluster Business Model & Finance
Covenant of Mayors workshop – training
on project financing
National Roundtable on financing energy
efficiency in Malta
Global Utilities Procurement and Energy
Mecanismos de Financiamento para
Projetos de Eficiência Energética
ESTA Energy Performance Contracting
Group: Accelerating the Energy Transition

Geographical
scope of
event/audien
12
ce

N.
attendees

Date

City

Countr
y

Conference

24/10/2019

Porto

PT

National

50

Investors, project managers, industry

Training
Course

01/08/2019

Sofia

BG

National

20

Energy managers from industrial installations and utility
companies

Workshop

27/06/2019

Rosendahl

DE

National

40

Conference

2426/09/2019

Stavanger

NO

International

4500

Workshop

17/06/2019

Brussels

BE

European

25

Cities

Conference

06/06/2019

St Julian

MT

European

50

Policy, Real Estate, finance

Conference

2324/05/2019

Amsterdam

NL

European

30

Conference

22/05/2019

Porto

PT

National

50

Conference

16/05/2019

London

UK

National

55

Brussels

BE

European

150

Reps of municipalities, associations, EU KOM, investors

Brussels

BE

European

150

Reps of municipalities, associations, EU KOM, investors

Type

11

Description of audience

Reps of energy service companies and energy intensive
industrial companies
Cities, investors, industry

Energy managers from corporates, industrials; consultants;
ESCOs, service providers, product vendors
Industry responsibles and technicians manly from industries
with cogeneration and project developers.
Energy service companies, investors and professional
services that support energy services contracts

EIP-SCC General Assembly

Conference

EIP-SCC General Assembly
Formacao: Contratos de Desempenho
Energético (ECO.AP)

Conference

1617/05/2019
16/05/2019

Other

14/05/2019

Portalegre

PT

National

30

Municipal Technicians

II Workshop EETur

Workshop

07/05/2019

Lagoa

PT

National

100

Hotels managers, hospitality business, ESCO, policy makers

11

Conference, webinar, workshops, pitch event, trade fair, other or online

12

National, European, International
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 754056. The sole responsibility for the content of this document lies with the authors. It
does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Union. Neither the EASME nor the European Commission
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14
15
16
17

Frédéric Brodach
Nevena Davidova
Tim Crozier-Cole

20
21
22
23
24
25

Energy Institute
Conference 2019

Energy

Efficiency

Peter Seizov

Tools and practical guidelines for
developing energy efficiency projects

Andreas Lindinger

World Sustainable Energy Days 2019
(Energy Efficiency Strategy Conference,
Industrial Energy Efficiency Conference)

18
19

Matchmaking
Energieeffizienz
Finanzierung von Investitionsmassnahmen
im Pilotprogramm ESZ
Tools and practical guidelines for
developing energy efficiency projects

Juergen Ritzek
Andreas Lindinger

Covenant of Mayors Investment Forum –
Energy
IEWT
(Internationale
Energiewirtschaftstagung / International
Energy Economics Conference) 2019

Luis Castanheira,
ANESE

ICP PD/QA Training

Frédéric Brodach

ACE “ Asset Class Energieeffizienz |
Abschlussveranstaltung"

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

SG meeting
Financiación de proyectos de energía
sostenible
Oportunidades de financiamento de
projetos de eficiência energética

Workshop

10/04/2019

Berlin

Workshop

09/04/2019

Sofia

Conference

27/03/2019

London

Training /
Seminar

15/03/2019

Sofia

National

37

Public Servants of Ministry of Economic Affairs.
Beneficiaries of the Energy Saving Meter Programme
Financial Institutions

national

20

Professional Branch Associations

UK

National

65

A wide cross-section of UK energy efficiency professionals,
including consultants, project developers, standards bodies,
local government and journalists.

BG

national

30

Engineers in the investment design

DE

BG

Conference

28/02/2019

Wels

AT

international

600

Technology and equipment companies, energy companies,
service providers, planners, developers, financing sector
etc., the sustainable energy research community, and
representatives from public bodies (e.g. EU institutions,
national, regional and local governments, energy agencies).

Conference

1920/02/2019

Brussels

BE

European

550

Policy, industry, investors, scientific community, media

Conference

14/02/2019

Vienna

AT

National

30

Energy, energy policy and energy markets specialists, in
particular from the research sector but also from the public
sector, utilities, and industry.

Other

14/02/2019

Madrid

ES

National

20

Technical

Workshop

12/02/2019

Berlin

DE

National

30

ACE project partners and contributors including banks, KfW,
Ministry, industry and advisors

Webinar

05/02/2019

Ovar

PT

National

5

Members of the Portuguese SG

Conference

24/01/2019

Madrid

ES

European

60

Project developers, investors and other energy efficiency
stakeholders.

Conference

26/11/2018

Guimarães

PT

National

15

Municipalities, Energy Agencies and Media

Andreas Lindinger,
Lea Kerschner

Austrian National Steering Committee
Meeting

Other

26/11/2018

Vienna

AT

National

7

The following members of our ICPEU/I3CP National
Steering Committee attended this meeting: Guido
Dernbauer (Association of Austrian Cities), Peter Engert
(ÖGNI - Austrian Sustainable Buildings Council), Gottfried
Lamers (BMLFUW - Ministry of the Environment), Herbert
Ritter (City of Vienna - MA20 Energy Planning), Peter Seidl
(Raiffeisen Bank International), Markus Steininger (Engie),
Theresia Vogel (Austrian Climate and Energy Fund). The
following person attended the meeting to present the ICP
pilot program: Christoph Wolfsegger (Austrian Climate and
Energy Fund)

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida / Juergen
Ritzek

EIP-SCC Matchmaking - Smart City Expo
World Congress (SCEWC)

Conference

1315/11/2018

Barcelona

ES

European

50

Cities (lighthouse projects), investors and consultancy
companies.

26
27
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28
29

Frédéric Brodach
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

ENERGIEEFFIZIENZPROJEKTE
IM
PILOTPROGRAMM
EINSPARZÃ„HLER
FINANZIERBAR MACHEN
CONVERSA de ACASO, ao OCASO
Oportunidades
e
Modelos
de
Financiamento para a Eficiência Energética

Workshop

07/11/2018

Berlin

DE

National

20

Policy makers having designed the "saving meter" subsidy
program had called for beneficiaries and investors to enter
into a dialogue

Conference

05/11/2018

Lisboa

PT

National

19

Manly lighting and municipalities technicians (see list
attached)

European

30

Energy start-ups, consultancy and SME companies

National

50

Investors, product manufacturers, consultants, service
providers

national

30

Business representatives from different industries –
participants in International Technical Fair Plovdiv 2018
Industry and cogeneration experts

30

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

Smart Energy World Summit

Conference

25/10/2018

Milan

31

Dave Worthington

Solar & Storage Live 2018

Conference

18/10/2018

Birmingham

Klimentina Rasheva

Opportunities for business development
and high-quality solutions for different
industries

Conference

27/09/2018

Sofia

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida, Luís
Castanheira

Cogen ICP presentation and training for
PDs and QAAs

Workshop

23/10/2018

Porto

PT

National

20

Andreas Lindinger

ISEC International Sustainable Energy
Conference 2018

Conference

04/10/2018

Graz

AT

National

370

Seminar

25/09/2018

Brussels

BE

European

100

London Investor Days

Conference

11/09/2018

London

UK

European

n/a

Mainly investors and infrastructures managers

ACI's Clean Energy Finance Europe 2018

Conference

05/08/2018

Frankfurt

DE

European

30

Manly investors (funds, asset managers, banks)

Data, Decarbonisation and Disruption

Conference

06/07/2018

London

UK

National

100

Workshop

26/06/2018

Linz

AT

National

50

Conference

28/06/
2018

Sofia

BG

National,
international

60

Industry experts, Financial experts

Sofia

BG

European
(BG, RO, HR)

30

Industry experts, Financial experts

Vienna

AT

International

100

Policy makers, policy evaluators, researchers and
academics

32
33
34
35

36
37
38

39

Rod Janssen
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida, Steven
Fawkes, Quitterie
De Rivoyre, Claudia
Gonella
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Alex Rathmell
Andreas Lindinger,
Willibald
Kaltenbrunner, Lea
Kerschner

Peter Seizov

40
41

Rod Janssen

42

Dave Worthington

SFEA Seminar for CEN/CENELEC

Investieren
in
die
Energiewende:
Energieeffizienz in der Industrie (Investing
in the Energy Transition: Energy Efficiency
in Industry)
Financing energy efficiency in Central and
South-Eastern Europe
Structuring Investor Ready Energy
Efficiency Projects (Investor Confidence
Project)
SEIF Regional Conference

Conference

International Energy Policy & Programme
Evaluation Conference

Conference

27/06/
2018
2527/06/2018

IT
UK
BG
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Participants from around 50 countries, with around a third
of participants from the research sector, business, and
public sectors respectively
Mixed group of specialists, reps from SMEs, Commission
officials

Corporate energy users, Real estate professionals, Investors
and financiers, NGOs
Around 50 participants in total, of which around 10
participated in the ICP stream. These were from the energy
efficiency, technical planning, industry, IT, research and
public sectors
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43
44
45
46
47
48

Andreas Lindinger

Engerati Meets

Conference

18/06/2018

Vienna

AT

European

25

Bethan Philips

Professional Lighting Summit

Conference

13/06/18

Thame

UK

National

50

Rod Janssen

Eceee industrial Conference

Conference

11-13/06/
2018

Berlin

DE

European

150

Industrial energy experts

Conference

05/06/2018

Brussels

BE

European

80

Project Developers, Investor and Policy makers; TRUST EPC
SOUTH consortium members;

Conference

25/05/2018

Amarante

PT

National

70

Largely municipality technicians and local politicians.

Conference

17/05/2018

Lisbon

PT

National

20

Clients and partners of Helexia

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

Peter Seizov

49
50
51

Frédéric Brodach
Juergen Ritzek, Rod
Janssen

52

Tim Crozier-Cole

53

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

54

Steven Fawkes

55

Steven Fawkes

56

Peter Seizov

57
58
59
60

Alex Rathmell
Rod Janssen
Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Frédéric Brodach

Energy efficiency building renovation
opportunities
in
europe:
market
challenges, solutions and financing trends
TERCEIRO FÓRUM TRANSNACIONAL DO
PROJETO REHABILITE
Eficiência Energética “ Desafios e
Oportunidades"
EcoEnergy
Conference
on
Energy
Efficiency as an Instrument for Accelerated
Development of Bulgarian Municipalities
Hannover Messe
Hannover Messe (“Energy transition goes
virtual: the ICP projects)
ESTA Energy Performance Contracting
Group Open meeting
Steering Group PT
Energyst Event
Energy Efficiency Opportunities and
Challenges
Black Sea Energy Research Center’s
Conference on Energy Efficiency Services
Energy Institute
Conference 2018

-

Energy

Efficiency

SEIF National Roundtable
Reunião da Equipa de Gestão de Energia –
CIMTS
Strassenbeleuchtung 2018

Participants, mainly from the energy/utilities sector
Designed for lighting professionals inc. engineers,
managers, contractors, designers, manufacturers and
specifiers

Conference

26/04/2018

Gabrovo

BG

National

60

Trade Fair

26/04/2018
2227/04/2018

Hannover

DE

International

40

Experts of the Municipal Network EcoEnergy from various
municipalities in Bulgaria, Representatives of the Bulgarian
Government (vice-minister of Ministry of Environment,
Ministry of Regional Development), National Trust Ecofund,
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Fund, Energy
Efficiency Consultancy companies, Austrian Energy Agency.
Energy efficiency and technology stakeholders

International

100

Industry

Conference

25/04/2018

London

UK

National

65

ESCOs, finance, legal

Other

20/04/2018

Lisbon

PT

National

12

Members of the national SG

Conference

18/04/2018

Birmingham

UK

National

50

Energy managers, project developers, suppliers of
equipment

Workshop

13/04/2018

London

UK

International

45

Senior representatives of the power sector of Bangladesh

Conference

29/3/2018

Sofia

BG

national

40

Representatives of industry and policy makers

Conference

28/03/2018

London

UK

National

100

Conference

27/03/2019

Warsaw

PL

National

50

Other

06/03/2018

Penafiel

PT

National

12

Conference

2728/02/2018

Berlin

DE

National

100

Trade Fair

Hannover

DE
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Energy efficiency practitioners, corporate energy users,
public sector energy users, investors and financiers,
consultants, policy and regulation
Asset owners, financial institutions
Municipal Technicians of TÃ¢mega e Sousa Region in
charge of the energy efficiency projects and street (public)
lighting.
Technical Directors of Municipalities; Equipment vendors;
Consultants
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63

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

Instrumentos Inovadores de Apoio
á Eficiência Energética na Reabilitação
Urbana em Lisboa
EnInnov 2018 15th Symposium "Energy
Innovation on New Energy for our Europe
in motion"
Financing energy efficiency in Romania,
Hungary and Bulgaria

64

Quitterie de Rivoyre

EU MERCI project final event

Andreas Lindinger,
Willibald
Kaltenbrunner, Lea
Kerschner

Austrian National Steering Committee
Meeting (ICPEU+I3CP)

Other

16/01/2018

Vienna

AT

National

10

66

Quitterie de Rivoyre

Sustainable Energy Investment Forum
Paris

Conference

11/12/2017

Paris

FR

European

200

Building energy efficiency experts and policymakers

67

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

Eficiência Energética para a Indústria

Conference

07/12/2017

Lisbon

PT

National

n/a

Industry - energy efficiency project developers and clients

68

Alex Rathmell

ESTA (Energy Services and Technology
Association) members meeting

Conference

30/11/2017

Birmingham

UK

National

80

Industry - energy efficiency project developers

69

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida

Eficiência Energética e a Gestão de Topo

Conference

30/11/2017

Porto

PT

National

n/a

Industry - energy efficiency project developers

70

Frédéric Brodach

Financing Energy Efficiency in Poland,
Czech Republic, Slovakia and Lithuania

Conference

30/11/2017

Warsaw

PL

European

212

Stakeholders from utilities, financing institutions, public
bodies, equipment providers, planning companies

71

Frédéric Brodach

dena Kongress

Conference

2021/11/2017

Berlin

DE

European

885

Stakeholders of the German-speaking energy markets

Dave Worthington

Funding decarbonisation and
efficiency in the glass industry

61
62

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Andreas Lindinger

Workshop

22/02/2018

Lisbon

PT

National

50

Energy Efficiency Stakeholders involved in the INTERREG
Rehabitite and H2020 ShapeEnergy projects (e.g., Focus
Group Members).

Conference

16/02/2018

Graz

AT

National

70

Energy efficiency research and planning sectors in AT/DE,
utilities, industry and the public sector.

Conference

01/02/2018

Bucharest

RO

European

200

Sustainable Energy Investment Forums

Workshop

23/01/2018

London

UK

European

50

65

Conference

09/11/2017

Wakefield

UK

National

40

Glass and energy efficiency industry participants including
environmental and energy management, project engineers,
energy efficiency equipment and service suppliers, bid
writing /funding consultancy, investment/financial
management, procurement.

Smart Energy World Summit

Conference

25/10/2017

Lisbon

PT

European

100

Utilities, ESCOs, Project Developers, Startups

CA EED plenary session

Workshop

20/10/2017

Sofia

BG

European

50

Energy audit specialists and European officials

Prodexpo
Finanzforum Energieeffizienz - PraxisDialog
Klimarisiken
von
Gewerbeimmobilien managen

Conference

18/10/2017

Athens

GR

National

200

Property and real estate professionals

Workshop

10/10/2017

Berlin

DE

National

60

Project developers, real estate financiers, consultants,
public servants, academia

energy

72
73
74
75
76

Jorge Rodrigues de
Almeida
Quitterie de Rivoyre
Dave Worthington
Frédéric Brodach

Energy efficiency professionals, EU projects coordinators,
EASME officials
ICPEU/I3CP National Steering Committee attended this
meeting: Guido Dernbauer (Association of Austrian Cities),
Peter Engert (ÖGNI - Austrian Sustainable Buildings
Council), Gottfried Lamers (BMLFUW - Ministry of the
Environment), Herbert Ritter (City of Vienna - MA20 Energy
Planning), Peter Seidl (Raiffeisen Bank International),
Markus Steininger (Engie), Theresia Vogel (Austrian Climate
and Energy Fund) + presented ICP pilot program: Christoph
Wolfsegger (Austrian Climate and Energy Fund)
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Andreas Lindinger,
Willibald
Kaltenbrunner, Lea
Kerschner

Austrian National Steering Committee
Meeting (ICPEU+I3CP)

Other

04/10/2017

Vienna

AT

National

23

Steve Fawkes

Sustainable Energy Investment Forum
Dublin

Conference

28/09/2017

Dublin

IE

International

85

BEA Regional Workshop

Workshop

28/09/2017

Belgrade

RS

European

50

77
78
79
80
81
82

Quitterie de Rivoyre

Andreas Lindinger

DECA Jour Fixe Energieeffizienz #12 (DECA
Jour Fixe Energy Efficiency #12)

Other

21/09/2017

Vienna

AT

National

10

Steven Fawkes

ICAEW Energy & Resources Sub-Group Retail Markets and Smart Meters

Workshop

06/07/2017

London

UK

National

15

Other

27/06/2017

Wiener
Neustadt

AT

National

35

Andreas Lindinger

GBCI Networking Event
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The following members of our ICPEU/I3CP National
Steering Committee attended this meeting: Peter Engert
(Ã–GNI “Austrian Sustainable Buildings Council), Gottfried
Lamers (BMLFUW Ministry of the Environment), Natalie
Egreteau (Boehringer Ingelheim), Judith Fellner
(Boehringer Ingelheim), Klaus Fruhmann (Kommunalkredit
Public Consulting), Herbert Ritter (City of Vienna MA20
Energy Planning), Robert Tichler (JKU University Linz Energy
Institute), Franco Winter (Siemens) + project developers
presented ICP pilot project: Peter Holzer (Jung Ingenieure),
Thommy J. Padayhag (Jung Ingenieure)
EE specialists, policy makers, finance, media
City representatives, academia and research institutions,
energy agencies and international organizations like UNEP
and WRI, finance
Members of DECA: Siemens, Ã–GUT, Energy Changes,
Ethus, Energieagentur der Regionen, Energie- und
Umweltberatung NÃ–, SERA, SEA
Members of Institute of Chartered Accountants of England
and Wales Energy & Resources sub-group
Real estate and construction sectors (particularly project
developers, consultants and investors), focus on AT but also
HU, NL, CH, US
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Annex 10 – I3CP participation
N

I3CP partner

1

Rod Janssen

2

Frédéric
Brodach
Frédéric
Brodach

3

Andreas
Lindinger

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Jorge Rodrigues
de Almeida,
Joana Andrade
Frédéric
Brodach
Juergen Ritzek,
Dusan
Jakovljevic
Joana Andrade;
Jorge Rodrigues
de Almeida
Dusan
Jakovljevic
Dusan
Jakovljevic
Joana Andrade
Jorge Rodrigues
de Almeida
Alex Rathmell

13
Frédéric
Brodach

14

Name event

13

Date

City

Country

Geographical scope
14
of event/audience

N.
attendees

Seminar

24/10/2019

Brussels

BE

European

35

Conference

23/10/2019

Frankfurt

DE

National

150

Deutsch-Daenischer Energieeffizienzdialog

Conference

15/10/2019

Berlin

DE

European

60

Dekarbonisierung in der Industrie
(Decarbonising Industry) conference,
session on “Energy Efficiency in Industry

Conference

08/10/2019

Vienna

AT

National

100

O Futuro da energia nas Smart Cities

Conference

01/10/2019

Lisboa

PT

National

50

DENEFF AG Tage

Workshop

National

25

Conference

Ludwigshaf
en
Brussels

DE

EUSEW 2019

2425/09/2019
1820/06/2019

BE

International

2000

Workshop Técnico - Eficiência Energética
em Geradores de calor

Workshop

26/06/2019

Vila Nova
de Gaia

PT

National

75

Energy auditors for industry, industry technicians, and
members from energy agencies

DG FISMA launch of Sustainable Finance
reports
DG
ENERGY
Sustainable
Finance
conference
Workshop ESI Europe - Eficiência
Energética nas PME
Smart Cites Sessions@ Ovar

Conference

24/06/2019

Brussels

BE

European

450

Conference

20/06/2019

Brussels

BE

European

250

Stakeholders from decarbonisation, energy transition,
resource and material efficiency, and circular economy
Energy efficiency finance stakeholders

Workshop

06/06/2019

Porto

PT

National

20

Mainly energy efficiency technology suppliers

Conference

04/06/2019

Ovar

PT

National

55

ESTA Energy Services Contracting Group Accelerating the energy transition: the role
of energy services
DENEFF Jahresauftakt-Konferenz

Conference

16/05/2019

London

UK

National

100

Mayors, Smart Cities Tech people and Municipal
technicians, media people
ESCOs; technology vendors; investors and advisors;
consultants; lawyers; accountancies

Conference

09/04/2019

Berlin

DE

International

300

CEN-CENELEC SFEM seminar on
blockchain in the energy sector
8. Investmentfondstage der
Boersenzeitung

Type

13

Conference, webinar, workshops, pitch event, trade fair, other or online

14

National, European, International
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Description of audience
Standard bodies, policymakers, academics, EC
Exclusively attendance from the financial sector:
investors, banks, service providers
German and Danish industrial representatives,
engineering companies, equipment suppliers, public
servants
Energy efficiency professionals and researchers, industry
representatives and policy makers
Utilities, product vendors, ESCOs, Project Developers,
Startups
Equipment suppliers, engineering companies, industrial
companies
Policy/cities, industry, investors, scientific, media

Mixture of (German) industry representatives and
political stakeholders
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15
16
17
18
19
20

Rod Janssen
Dusan
Jakovljevic
Frédéric
Brodach
Dusan
Jakovljevic
Tim CrozierCole
Alex Rathmell
Bethan Phillips

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Frédéric
Brodach
Frédéric
Brodach
Tim CrozierCole
Frédéric
Brodach
Andreas
Lindinger
Bethan Philips
Alex Rathmell

28
29
30
31
32

Alex Rathmell /
Andreas
Lindinger
Dave
Worthington
Frédéric
Brodach
Frédéric
Brodach

SEIF National Roundtable

Conference

27/03/2019

Warsaw

Poland

European

50

Combination of asset owners and financial institutions

Open Energy Marketplaces and the
Enabling
Technologies
including
investment
DENEFF AG Tage

Workshop

08/03/2019

Brussels

Belgium

European

100

Technology providers, industrial sector

Conference

Nordersted
t
Brussels

DE

National

50

Members of the DENEFF lobby Group

Workshop

1920/02/2019
19/02/2019

BE

European

65

Energy efficiency finance, EEFIG

Conference

06/02/2019

UK

National

100

Conference

30/01/2019

Birmingha
m
London

UK

National

500

Next steps for heat networks in the UK:
regulation, consumer engagement, and
innovation in heat technology and
infrastructure
SEIF - Financing Energy Efficiency in
Germany, France and Austria

Conference

29/01/2019

London

UK

National

70

A wide range of stakeholders involved in commercial and
industrial energy efficiency.
Cleantech innovators; investors (largely VCs),
policymakers
Policy makers, energy consultants, heating and cooling
equipment specialists, lawyers, investors, energy
suppliers, researchers, trade associations

Conference

05/12/2018

Frankfurt

DE

European

116

DENEFF AG Tage

Conference

04/12/2018

Berlin

DE

National

40

ESTA Energy Performance Working Group

Other

29/11/2018

Birmingha
m

UK

National

5

Evonik-Perspektiven Der Beitrag der
Industrie zur Erreichung der Klimaziele
Growth in Transition Conference, Session
“Good Deal? Preconditions for Sustainable
Finance”
QualitEE event: Energy Efficiency Services

Conference

20/11/2018

Berlin

DE

National

160

Conference

14/11/2018

Vienna

AT

International

30

Energy efficiency, finance and sustainability professionals
as well as policy makers

Seminar

14/11/2018

London

UK

National

40

Mainly industry representatives

Innovation
solutions
management

Pitch Event

08/11/2018

London

UK

National

150

Trade Fair

07/11/2018

Vienna

AT

National

10000

GRESB Infrastructure Results Event

Conference

09/10/2018

London

UK

International

100

6 Dänisch-Deutscher
Energieeffizienzdialog - Digitalisierung in
der Welt der Energieeffizienz
Dentons - Global Energy Summit Investing in a smarter Future

Conference

09/10/2018

Berlin

DE

European

60

Entrepreneurs and innovators, particularly data /
analytics; energy efficiency consultants; energy efficiency
technology vendors; policymakers and trade bodies
Utilities and related professionals including energy
services companies, technology suppliers, major energy
users
Infrastructure investors, advisors, policy makers,
researchers and media
German and Danish energy sector professionals. Strong
industry presence, energy agencies / lobby groups

Conference

04/10/2018

Amsterdam

NL

European

400

DG ENERGY Working Group Energy
Efficiency Finance Investor Group EEFIG
ESTA's Energy Conference - Making Energy
Efficiency Happen
Rushlight Show

for

energy

European Utility Week
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Industry, their advisors; European, national and regional
policy makers; specialised and non-specialised investors;
journalists
Members of the DENEFF lobby group, largely industry
and their advisors
Members of the ESTA trade association seeking to
promote Energy Performance Contracting and EE
investment in the UK
Mix of industry representatives, policy makers and NGOs

Very broad audience across the energy sector
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33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Alex Rathmell
Frédéric
Brodach
Alex Rathmell
Rod Janssen
Alex Rathmell /
Dave
Worthington
Alex Rathmell

EEVS / Bloomberg NEF Energy Efficiency
Trends round table
dena Workshop: Green Finance in der
Immobilienbranche
Green
Finance
Summit
2018
Mainstreaming Green Finance
th
27
Freudenstadt
Symposium
on
European Regionalism
Launch of the Mayor of London's Energy
Efficiency Fund (MEEF)

Workshop

20/09/2018

London

UK

National

20

Workshop

20/08/2018

Berlin

DE

National

20

Conference

17/07/2018

London

UK

National

1000

Workshop

1315/07/2018
09/07/2018

Freudensta
dt
London

DE

European

25

UK

National

200

2627/06/2018
11/06/2018

Frankfurt

DE

National

250

Berlin

DE

International

60

Brussels

BE

National

1000

UK

National

3

DE

European

300

Conference

Green Growth Fund Sustainable Future
Forum
ECEEE
Pre-conference
Workshop
Financing Industrial Efficiency
EU Sustainable Energy Week

Conference

ESTA Energy Performance Contracting
Group Quarterly meeting
Union
Investment
Nachhaltigkeitskonferenz
EVO Europe

Conference

0607/06/2018
06/06/2018

Conference

06/06/2018

Birmingha
m
Frankfurt

Other

05/06/2018

Brussels

BE

European

10

Frédéric
Brodach
Alex Rathmell

DENEFF AG Tage

Conference

05/06/2018

Berlin

DE

National

60

Edie Live

Conference

22/05/2018

Birmingha
m

UK

National

1000

Tim CrozierCole
Alex Rathmell

QualitEE National Promotion

Conference

17/05/2018

UK

National

5

Multi-Market,
Multi-Vector
The
Electricity Storage Network
QualitEE European discussion workshop

Conference

26/03/2018

Teleconfere
nce
London

UK

National

100

Workshop

22/03/2018

Brussels

BE

European

53

Climate Bonds Initiative 2018 Annual
Conference (day 3 round tables)
Expertenkreis ACE

Conference

21/03/2018

London

UK

International

150

Workshop

18/03/2018

Berlin

DE

National

20

Fernwärmetage Conference (13th Annual
District Heating Conference by the
Austrian Gas and District Heating Industry
Association)

Conference

07/03/2018

Salzburg

AT

National

200

Frédéric
Brodach
Alex Rathmell /
Juergen Ritzek
Tim CrozierCole
Frédéric
Brodach
Alex Rathmell

Workshop
Conference

45
46
47
48
49
50

51

Tim CrozierCole
Alex Rathmell
Frédéric
Brodach
Andreas
Lindinger
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Policy makers (BEIS), Corporate energy users, Investors,
Consultants, Technology vendors, Researchers / Analysts
Strong share of bankers; Trade associations
Investors and financiers, Policy, Consultants, 3NGOs,
Corporate energy users, Academics
Academics, climate change experts
Public sector energy users, EE fund managers, Local
authority/GLA, ESCOs, Advisors - legal, financial,
consultancies, policymakers, academia and media
Green financiers, Project developers, NGOs, Startups and
SMEs, Consultants Policy
Utilities; Equipment Vendors; Consultants; Trade
Associations; Policy makers
Clean energy professionals from Europe and across the
world
Energy Performance Group members
Large majority of representatives from local mutual
banks
M&V and energy efficiency practitioners from across
Europe; EVO executives from Canada
Utilities; Consultants; Equipment Vendors
Sustainability professionals, Energy management
professionals, Consultants, Project developers (including
lighting, industrial EE, district energy)
UK Energy Services professionals
Project developers, Investors and financiers, Policy and
regulation, End users
Energy Efficiency Services stakeholders from across the
EU
Green Bonds issuers, investors, verifiers
Utilities; Equipment Vendors; Banks; Consultants; Policy
Makers
District energy professionals, utilities, technology
providers and the public sector.
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52

Andreas
Lindinger

Urban Future Global Conference “
EUROHEAT & POWER Session on Massive
impact: de-carbonizing urban heating"
World Sustainable Energy Days

Conference

01/03/2018

Vienna

AT

International

3,000

Conference

Wels

AT

International

200

Lighting for Transport and Infrastructure
conference
DENEFF AG Tage

Conference

28/02/2018
01/03/2018
22/02/2018

London

UK

National

300

Bielefeld

DE

National

40

EEVS / Bloomberg New Energy Finance Energy Efficiency Trends round table

Workshop

3031/01/2018
30/01/2018

London

UK

National

20

The Non-Domestic
Services Market

Workshop

12/12/2017

London

UK

National

7

DENEFF AG Tage

Workshop

Berlin

DE

National

50

Sessão de lançamento do Manual Medidas
Transversais de Eficiência Energética na
Indústria

Conference

2829/11/2017
11/12/2017

Lisbon

PT

National

100

Alex Rathmell

EMEX

Conference

22/11/2017

London

UK

National

2000

Alex Rathmell

Lux Live

Trade Fair

15/11/2017

London

UK

National

2000

Frédéric
Brodach

1. Workshop Expertenkreis "ACE - Asset
Class Energieeffizienz"

Workshop

08/11/2017

Berlin

DE

National

24

Frédéric
Brodach

5.
Danisch-Deutscher
Energieeffizienzdialog. "Efficiency First" Gebaude,
Industrie
und
Warmeinfrastruktur
Speeing up market-uptake of buildings
renovation in Europe

Conference

07/11/2017

Berlin

DE

European

80

Workshop

12/10/2017

Brussels

BE

European

20

DENEFF AG Tage

Workshop

2627/09/2017

Mannheim

DE

National

40

Conferência Internacional "Energy & Smart
Cities"

Conference

30/06/2017

Ã gueda

PT

International

100

Rod Janssen

53
54
55

Alex Rathmell
Frédéric
Brodach
Alex Rathmell

56
Tim CrozierCole

Energy

Efficiency

Workshop

57
58

Frédéric
Brodach
Jorge Rodrigues
de Almeida

59
60
61
62

63
64
65
66

Quitterie de
Rivoyre
Frédéric
Brodach
Jorge Rodrigues
de Almeida
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Participants from Austria and other countries given the
international character of this conference, with particular
interest in district heating.
Policymakers, practitioners and experts in energy
efficiency
Lighting professionals, Project developers, public bodies
(hosts), consultants, architects
Energy efficiency practitioners: engineers, contractors,
lawyers, energy agencies, academia, technology suppliers
Energy efficiency and EE finance professionals,
policymakers, corporate energy users, public sector
energy users
The workshop was organisaed by IPA Advisory Ltd as part
of research work for BEIS. It was attended by 1 local
authority energy manager, 2 ESCOs and 4 energy
management consultancies
DENEFF Members from utilities, energy consuming
companies, technical planners, equipment providers
Industry companies [e.g., Renova (pulp and paper),
Siderurgia Nacional (Siderurgy/Steel), The Navigator
Company (pulp and Paper)], Universities: IST;
Associations and Governmental departments: ADENE;
DGEG. Industry Energy Auditors (under SGCIE)
Industry - energy efficiency project developers including
lighting, heat networks and industrial project developers
Industry - lighting professionals, technical and
commercial, investors
Small group of experts coming from utilities, quality
assurance providers, technical planning companies,
financial institutions
Danish and German representatives of utilities,
industrials, start-ups and civil servants

Representatives of H2020 projects in municipalities,
building associations, energy services
companies/auditors and policy makers
Members of the German energy efficiency trade
association DENEFF. Mostly project developers,
equipment vendors, consultants
Municipalaties, Project Developers
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67
68
69

Juergen Ritzek,
Dusan
Jakovljevic
Frédéric
Brodach
Frédéric
Brodach

EUSEW 2017

Conference

2122/06/2017

Brussels

BE

International

1000

Policy/cities, industry, investors, scientific community,
media

Forum Nachhaltige Geldanlagen - Dialog
2017
Growing Smart Energy Cities - Strategies,
Instruments and Financing Tools

Conference

01/06/2017

Berlin

DE

National

150

Conference

31/05/2017
01/06/2017

Berlin

DE

European

150

Mixture of investors (banks, pension funds institutions,
etc) and service providers
Largely representatives of European municipalities (and
energy agencies) taking part in European projects
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Annex 11 – Media coverage
N
1
2

Month
May 2017

Edie.net

June 2017

Energy Efficiency in
Industrial Processes
Denkstatt
GmbH
website

June 2017
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Publishing entity

June 2017
June 2017

Energynet.de
Edie.net

June 2017

Covertronic.net

June 2017
July 2017
July 2017

PTPC
Wohnet Business

10

July 2017

Leadersnet
Edifícios e Energia

11

July 2017

Edifícios e Energia

12

July 2017

Geoterme

13

July 2017

Vida Imobiliária

14

July 2017
July 2017

July 2017
July 2017
July 2017

Vulcano
Handelsblatt
Business Briefing
Green Savers
Ambiente
Magazine
facilities.bg/
citybuild.bg
industryinfo.bg

July 2017

http://3e-news.net

July 2017

Noctula

August 2017
August 2017

APAMB
Renovaveis
Magazine
Renovaveis
Magazine
Energy Efficiency in
Industrial Processes
magazine
Industria
e
Ambiente
Energy Efficiency in
Industrial Processes
magazine
Denkstatt
GmbH
website
Denkstatt
GmbH
website

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

July 2017
July 2017

September
2017
September
2017
November
2017
November
2017
February
2018
February
2018

Title

[Click here]

Level (national,
international)
UK

Is Energy Efficiency at the tipping point?

[Click here]

International

Die nächste Phase des Investor Confidence Project Europe:
Investor Ready Energy Efficiency für Industrie,
Straßenbeleuchtung und Fernwärme – Webinar am 27. Juni
Wie gelingt Energieeffizienz in Hotels und Herbergen?
Investor Ready Green Certification Project rolled out for
district energy and street lighting
Convertronic.net
Certificado Investor Ready Energy Efficiency™ para la
industria, suministro eléctrico y alumbrado público
Certificação Investor Ready Energy Efficiency™ (IREE)
Grüne Gebäudezertifizierung – quo vadis?
Konsumenten haben noch wenig Bewusstsein für gesunde
und nachhaltige Gebäude
Certificação IREE alarga tipologia de projectos
Eficiência energética: ferramentas
para atrair investimento
Selo de Boas Práticas Ajuda ao Financiamento de
Projectos na Indústria e Iluminação Pública
TM
Certificação (IREE ) chega à industria, iluminação pública e
redes urbanas de calor e frio
LinkedIn post

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]
[Click here]

DE
UK

[Click here]

ES

[Click here]
[Click here]

PT
AT
AT

Business Briefing Nachhaltige Investments
Nova Certificacao de Eficiencia Energetica Para a Industria
ICP expande certificacao Investor Ready Energy Efficiency a
Novos Projetos
ICP разширява сертифицирането и към други проекти
ICP РАЗШИРЯВА СЕРТИФИЦИРАНЕТО НА ПРОЕКТИ
IREE сертифицирането ще се прилага и към проекти за
промишлени системи
denkstatt: ICP разширява сертифицирането и към
проекти за промишлени системи, външно осветление и
централно топлоснабдяване
Nova certificacao de eficiencia energetica alargada a
industria
Eficiência energética em edifícios

[Click here]
[Click here]

ICP expande certificacao investor ready energy efficiency
RdA Climate Solutions: ICP expande a certificação Investor
Ready Energy Efciency™

Supporting Energy Efficiency Industries
Confianca: A chave para projetos de eficiencia energetica
de sucesso
Wind powered industrial processes

Bessere industrielle Energieeffizienzprojekte mit ICP
Europe umsetzen
ICP Europe verbessert Energieffizienzprojekte – Nützen Sie
jetzt die Chancen eines Pilotprojektes!

Link

[Click here]
[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

PT
DE

[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]

PT
PT
BG
BG
BG

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]
[Click here]

PT
PT

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

International

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

International

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

AT
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31

April 2018
April 2018

Edifícios e Enegia
Energynet.de

32

33

April 2018

April 2018

Energy
&
management
Powernews
Energy Efficiency in
Industrial Processes
magazine
publics.bg

April 2018

eneffect.bg

April 2018

CityBuild.bg

May 2018

EIP-SCC

June 2018

EVO

June 2018

Denkstatt
GmbH
website
Klimaund
Energiefonds
/
Austrian
Press
Agency
Cleantech Cluster
FIRE
Engerati
Denkstatt
GmbH
website
Klimaund
Energiefonds
Engerati

April 2018
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

June 2018
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

June 2018
June 2018
July 2018
July 2018
July 2018
August 2018

49

September
2018
September
2018

50

September
2018

48

56

September
2018
September
2018
September
2018
November
2018
November
2018
November
2018

57

November
2018

51
52
53
54
55

EVO
Energy Efficiency in
Industrial Processes
magazine
Energy Efficiency in
Industrial Processes
magazine
Ambiente
Magazine
Gestione Energia
Business
Magazine
GMR TV

Club

Diário do Minho

Energy Efficiency
Business & Industry
magazine

Amarante recebe terceiro forum transnacional o Rehabilite

[Click here]
[Click here]

PT
DE

Das Investor Confidence Project macht Energieeffizienz
attraktiv für Banken und Investoren
Mit Sicherheit mehr Effizienz

-

DE

Energy Efficiency Rocks & Rolls

[Click here]

International

Стартира безплатна онлайн програма за обучения по
проекти за енергийна ефективност
Програма на ICP за обучение за специалисти по
разработване на проекти за енергийна ефективност и
експерти по осигуряване на качеството
БЕЗПЛАТНА ОНЛАЙН ПРОГРАМА ОБУЧАВА ПО ПРОЕКТИ
ЗА ЕНЕРГИЙНА ЕФЕКТИВНОСТ
De-Risking investments in building retrofit: business models
good for the wallet and for fighting climate channge
IPMVP at the heart of new Protocols from The Investor
Confidence Project in Europe
SAVE the DATE – Arbeitstreffen „Investieren in die
Energiewende – Energieeffizienz in der Industrie“
Der Klima- und Energiefonds lädt zum Arbeitstreffen
„Investieren in die Energiewende“ am 26.06.2018

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

International

[Click here]

International

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

AT

Nachlese Arbeitstreffen „Investieren in die Energiewende“
Presentation of Investor Confidence Project
Project Focus: Horizon 2020 work driving energy efficiency
Veranstaltungsrückblick: Arbeitstreffen „Investieren in die
Energiewende“ vom 26.6.2018
Investieren in die Energiewende – Workshops und
Austausch
Horizon 2020 projects taking aim at energy efficiency

[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]

AT
IT
International
AT

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

International

IPMVP at the heart of new Protocols from The Investor
Confidence Project in Europe
Does VR work for energy efficiency?

[Click here]

International

[Click here]

International

A wake up call for the energy transition

[Click here]

International

ICP expande Certificação Investor Ready Energy Efficiency a
novos projetos
L’IPMVP alla base dei nuovi protocolli dell’Investor
Confidence Project
Standardization of energy efficiency projects will increase
investor confidence
Conferência «Energia Local - Eficiência Energética no Futuro
das PME» na ACIG
PME desafiadas a usar biomassa na geração de energia
térmica

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

IT

Как да пренасочим капитала от производство на
енергия към енергийна ефективност
Climate Change: it’s time to act

International
[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

International
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58

November
2018

59

November
2018

61

November
2018
December
2018

62

January
2019

60

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

January
2019
January
2019
January
2019
January
2019
January
2019
February
2019
February
2019
February
2019
February
2019
March 2019
March 2019
April 2019
April 2019

82
83
84

Building Times
Oekonews.at
Lighting Journal

Planning tomorrow’s smart cities

[Click here]

International

De-risking energy efficiency projects

[Click here]

International

E.ON’s investor Ready Energy Efficiency project

[Click here]

DE

Безплатна подкрепа за проекти по енергийна
ефективност в промишлени системи или улично
осветление

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

International

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

AT

[Click here]

International

Österreichisches Industrieprojekt ist Vorreiter bei
Energieeffizienz
First European industry project certified by the Investor
Confidence project
Gourmet gewinnt Wärme
Österreichisches Industrieprojekt
Energieeffizienz
Gourmet gewinnt Wärme

ist

Österreichisches Industrieprojekt
Energieeffizienz
Investor Confidence

ist

Vorreiter

Vorreiter

bei

bei

Portfolio
Institutionell
Energy in Buildings
and Industry
Voltimum

Der Elefant im raum der Klimaschutzdebatte

[Click here]

DE

Unlocking Energy Efficiency

[Click here]

International

[Click here]

PT

The Energyst
industryinfo.bg
Utilities

Unlocking industrial energy efficiency
Trainings on Energy Efficiency in KIIP Sofia
New protocols for the development of energyefficiency
projects
Financing Energy Efficiency Projects

[Click here]
[Click here]

UK
BG
International

[Click here]

International

Using waste heat to save natural gas

[Click here]

International

Como aumentar a confianca nas poupancas de energia

[Click here]

PT

Formações do Investor Confidence Project (ICP) Europe
disponíveis on-demand
Formação do Investor Confidence Project à distância de um
clique
New international tools for developing energy efficiency
projects are available
New international tools for developing energy efficiency
projects are available
New international instruments to develop energy efficiency
projects are now available
New international tools to develop EE projects
New energy efficiency instruments

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

PT

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]

BG

[Click here]
[Click here]

BG
BG

Edificos e Energia

June 2019

citybuild.bg

June 2019

publics.bg

June 2019

3e-news.net

June 2019
June 2019

industryinfo.bg
economynews.bg

77

81

Boerse-express

April 2019

April 2019

80

TIMES building

April 2019

April 2019

79

Denkstatt GmbH /
Austrian
press
Agency
GRESB Newsletter

Energy Efficiency in
Business & Industry
Magazine
Energy Efficiency in
Business & Industry
Magazine
ANEME
informa
magazine
[Associação
Nacional
das
empresas
Metalurgicas
e
electromecânicas]
O Electricista

76

78

Energy Efficiency
Business & Industry
magazine
Energy Efficiency
Business & Industry
magazine
Energie
Agentur
NRW Magazine

Edifícios inteligentes e eficiência energética
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85
86
87
88
89
90
91

September
2019
September
2019
October
2019
October
2019
October
2019
October
2019
November
2019

The energyst

‘Unlocking savings: ESCOs, EPCs and EaaS’

[Click here]

International

O Instalador

Investor Days Porto: financiamento e eficiência energética

[Click here]

PT

Vida Imobiliária

Investor Days chega ao Porto a 24 de outubro

[Click here]

PT

Ambiente Portugal

Investor Days Porto - Financiamento e Eficiência Energética

[Click here]

PT

BCSD Portugal

Investor Days Porto

[Click here]

PT

Edificos e Energia

Ajudar a resolver o desafio do financiamento

[Click here]

PT

Energy word

We need to get energy efficiency back on track

[Click here]

PT
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Annex 13 – Press release 07.2017 (Porto)
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Annex 14 – Press release 01.2019 (Vienna/London)
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Annex 16 – Blogs (ICP and consortium)
Date
13.06.2017

Name
Rod Janssen

Company
EEIP

Title of the blog post
Launch at EUSEW 2017: Investors for energy efficiency in industry, district energy and street lighting

22.06.2017

Rod Janssen

ENERGY IN DEMAND

Launch of new project to “unlock” access to financing for industry, street lighting and district energy

28.06.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Industry, street lighting and district energy: launch of new project to “unlock” access to financing

14.07.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

C-level: New approach to safeguard energy efficiency investments

22.07.2017

Rod Janssen

ENERGY IN DEMAND

Industry in Europe starting to get support to improve energy performance

28.07.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

How can ICP contribute to the success of energy efficiency networks

05.08.2017

Rod Janssen

ENERGY IN DEMAND

Industry is starting to get some answers

16.08.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

2 non-legislative EU initiatives for industrial energy efficiency

01.09.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Strategic: Investing in industrial Energy Efficiency is a major decision

11.09.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Industry – New Standards for easier Investments in Energy Efficiency

26.09.2017

Juergen Ritzek

EEIP

ICP: Top 2 benefits for energy efficiency project developers

09.10.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

New recording of energy performance contracts (EPCs) in government accounts

21.10.2017

Rod Janssen

ENERGY IN DEMAND

This week’s briefs – flood planning and industrial energy efficiency

23.10.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Industry at crossroads – reflections from EEFIG industry event

27.10.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Standards for industrial energy efficiency projects – the importance of technical integrity

28.10.2017

Rod Janssen

ENERGY IN DEMAND

Industry at crossroads – reflections from recent EEFIG industry event

10.11.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Street Lighting: help us unlock access to financing – we need your technical knowledge

22.11.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

District Energy: We need your technical expertise – help us “unlock” access to financing

11.12.2017

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Onward we go – starting the credentialing process for ICP Europe Industry projects

24.01.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

FAQ – how the ICP process works for industry, district energy and street lighting

01.02.2018

Juergen Ritzek

EEIP

UPDATE – ICP: Top 2 benefits for energy efficiency project developers

02.02.2018

Steven Fawkes

ENERGYPRO LTD

Increasing the flow of investment into energy efficiency in industry

19.02.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

24

05.04.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

25
26

06.04.2018

Juergen Ritzek

EEIP

Too good to be true? Not really: a word to the captains of industry
Join us in a novel approach to increase investments in industrial energy efficiency: training for project
th
developers starts April 27
Energy Transition goes virtual – the ICP project

18.04.2018

Bethan Phillips

Verco

For a limited time; free Quality Assurance support for energy projects under the Investor Confidence Project

23.05.2018

Marianna
Santavenere

EEIP

Does VR work for Energy Efficiency markets? A review of the VR presentation of the Investor Confidence
Project at Hannover Messe 2018

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

27
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28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

05.06.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

You’ve got a friend

26.06.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

The Gordian Knot of energy efficiency: A message to Europe’s financial community

05.07.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Why we need and take training?

25.07.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Finding your own energy transition

20.08.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Next steps in financing energy efficiency improvements in Europe’s industry and energy supply

29.08.2018

Rod Janssen

EEIP

Message to the investor community: Be that ‘bridge over troubled water’

05.09.2018

Daniel Schoeler

18.09.2018

Steven Fawkes

ENERGYPRO LTD

Evolution in energy efficiency financing

20.09.2018

EEIP

ICP – the way financial institutions can make fighting climate change a business case

37

04.10.2018

EEIP

TOP 3 Articles 1 half 2018

[Click here]

38

17.10.2018

EEIP

De-risking energy efficiency projects: a market opportunity for project developers

[Click here]

39

19.10.2018

The EIP-SCC Matchmaking initiative as a tool to accelerate investments in the Smart City Panorama

[Click here]

40

22.10.2018

EEIP

TOP3 articles Energy Finance 1st half 2018

[Click here]

41

24.10.2018

Rod Janssen
Cristina
Florensa
Rod Janssen
Rebecca
Anastagi
Cristina
Florensa
Rod Janssen

EEIP

[Click here]

42

08.11.2018

Bethan Phillips

Verco

43

15.11.2018

ENERGY IN DEMAND

It’s time to act
Investor Confidence Project for Industry, Energy Supply and Street Lighting: new training sessions and free
technical support
Taking the necessary action to avoid a crisis

44

19.11.2018

45

30.11.2018

46

19.12.2018

47

21.01.2019

48

23.01.2019

49

25.02.2019

50
51
52
53

11.03.2019

Rod Janssen
Cristina
Florensa
Cristina
Florensa
Rod Janssen
Andreas
Lindinger
Rod Janssen
Marianna
Santavenere
Juergen Ritzek

17.03.2019

Rod Janssen

22.03.2019
10.05.2019

Risk minimization for energy efficiency projects

st

nd

[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]

[Click here]
[Click here]

EEIP

TOP 3 EEIP articles 2 quarter 2018

[Click here]

EEIP

TOP 3 Articled in Energy Finance from the 2nd quarter of 2018

[Click here]

EEIP

The Investor Confidence project: The Time is Now

[Click here]

DENKSTATT AT

Waste Heat Recovery – first European industry project certified by the Investor Confidence Project

[Click here]

EEIP

The Times Are A-Changin’

[Click here]

EEIP

EU research & innovation tout court

[Click here]

EEIP

5 innovative UK energy efficiency project developers and quality assurance providers

EEIP

Finding our voice

Juergen Ritzek

EEIP

How Greece drives energy efficiency: 5 innovative companies

Juergen Ritzek

EEIP

More than Ronaldo – How 5 innovative Portuguese companies drive energy efficiency

[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
[Click here]
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54

05.06.2019

Juergen Ritzek

EEIP

[Click here]

ICP partners made it!
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Annex 17 – I3CP network newsletters
Date
May 2017
June 2017
July 2017
August 2017
September 2017
October 2017
November 2017
December 2017
January 2018
February 2018
March 2018
April 2018
April 2018
May 2018
June 2018
July 2018
August 2018
September 2018
October 2018
October 2018
October 2018
January 2019
March 2019
March 2019
April 2019
June 2019
TOTAL

Company
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
EEIP
Denkstatt BG
EEIP
EEIP
Denkstatt BG
EEIP
Denkstatt BG
EEIP
FIRE
Denkstatt BG
EEIP
EEIP
Denkstatt BG
ANEME
EEIP
-

Number of I3CP featured
articles per newsletter edition
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
2
3
2
5
2
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
45
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Annex 18 – I3CP AT/DE infographics
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Annex 19 – Example 2-page product sheet (street lighting)
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